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Experience

Triumph

Remember

Dream

Headmaster's Greetings

The 2003 Ashbiirian celebrates the accompHshments of Ashbury's largest graduating class - 147
strong. Led be school captain Stephanie King and her enthusiastic team of 29 prefects, together
with student council president Ryan Maclean, the College record of success in academics, sports,
arts and service to the community has been truly remarkable.
Y earbooks are full of familiar faces and friends, each one of which provokes a response or recollection of a story or shared experience. The Ashhurian will ensure I never forget the standing ovations
jfor Romeo and Juliet, the music concerts, the dance performances and the Junior School music production of Scrooge. Winning city championships in football, basketball, rugby, tennis and golf was
complimented by the active participation in interhouse events. Students representing Ashbury in
all raise our level of international understanding and social
exchanges, debating and Model
consciousness. My heartfelt thanks are extended to Alisha Lakhani and Alistair Senn as Editors

UN

and

their

team

for

producing

this

book

of memories.

For over 25 years Mr. Ross Varley and Mr. Bob Gray have dedicated their time, talents and passion
to teaching, coaching and guiding Ashbury students and staff. This year they retire with the Class
of 2003. Their dedication and love for Ashbury and joy for life will be deeply missed in September.
Happily, we will be together again as alumni and former faculty. It is a fitting tribute that this
Ashhurian salute these two remarkable teachers.

Leaving Ashbury,

Assistant

Headmaster - Daily

Life

has taken 27 years but I think I have enough credits to graduate
along with the double cohort. That's three consecutive 'Titer"
careers. Not bad. So what have I learned in 27 years? Well, I've
learned not to be disappointed. If you keep trying, and do your
best, you'll at least get close to your objective. That's not disappointing. It all works out. And I've learned to enjoy what I'm
It

doing by simply trying to find some good in whatever it is. That's
not too hard to do, but sometimes you have to make it happen.
I've learned to laugh with somebody at least once a day. It's
important to do that. And I've learned that it is more important to
try to help others than to help yourself all the time. You feel better
about things that way.
There is more. In 27 years you folks have taught me a lot. Lessons
learned. No diploma required. See you at Alumni.
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Ashbury College

Faculty 2002 -2003
This year Ashbury
says goodbye to

two long time
faculty

members

who have

spent the

majority of their
teaching careers

with the College.

The dedication and
commitment of
Mr.Gray and
Mr. Varley
will be long

remembered.

Glenna Allen
Elizabeth Arbuckle

Mary

Baxter

David Beedell
Andres Beltran
Pierre Boulet

Patty Carleton

Randall Coles
Christine Denison

Lyne Desfosses
Tracy Duggan
Christina Duschinsky

Dawn Ford
Shelley

Gomme

Robert Gray
Eric

Hardie

Benoit Herique

Michelle

Holman

Ross Holman
Nancy Jowett
Jane Kennedy
Lisa Lewicki

Tina Manchanda
Michelle Marshall
Jan Matthews

James McKirdy
Laura McNairn
Ian Middleton

Miedema
Andy Moore

Chris

Malcolm Mousseau
Vera Nochteva
Alyssa Novick
Marc- Andre Pelletier
Hugh Penton
Sonia Rajani

John Richardson
Greg Simpson
Marilynne Sinclair
Dwayne Smith
Ewelina Sosnowska
Andy Sparks
William Stableford
Zoe Stikeman
Dejan Stojanovic
Lionel

Tanod

Derek Taylor
John Valentine
Karen Vandewint

Mary Varley
Ross Varley
Susan Wall
Matthew Wearring
Chris Zeber
Residence Dons
Jane Cardarelli

Maria-Lynne Charron
Marnie Edwards
Carline Kindle

Andrew

Riff

Robert Shorthill
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Ms. Wolters

Goodbye ,ThankYou and
Coach

Bob Gray began his
teaching career at

Gray: Basketball player, golfer, football

Ashbury in the fall of

The many faces - or uniforms-

coach, hockey coach

Year

of

and now Head

Round Recreation.

of

We'll miss you!

1974. First hired as a

history teacher, Bob's

gymnasium with a variety of
ability in the

teams caught the eye
of then

Headmaster

William Joyce.
Moving from the History department to
Director of Physical

Education, Bob became one of the driving forces behind the
first

gymnasium

ad-

dition for Ashbury.

Bob leaves

as the sec-

ond building campaign for yet more
athletic

space

is

well

under way.
Whether as teacher,
athlete, coach or bus
driver. Bob has suc,

cessfully participated

in a

wide variety of

teams. His passions;

and Foothave provided
him with some of his
finest Ashury memoBasketball

ball,

ries.

Joshua and Stuart
Gray pay tribute to
teacher, father and
friend at Arts Night.
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Luck to old friends of Ashbury.
Ross Varley began his
Ashbury career in
1976 after a brief
span of teaching in

Quebec City. From
humble beginnings as

A colourful character in and out of the
classroom, Mr. Varley taught and inspired seemlessly. Well
bright ties

and impish

known
grin,

for his

he was a

the "Biologist" with
the

Neptune

project,

cornerstone of the spirit of Ashbury.

to the role of acting

interim Headmaster,

Ross has left his mark
on almost everything
Ashbury.

in

Through his teaching,
and
coaching,
mentoring staff and
students alike, Ross
has given far more to
Ashbury than most

might

see.

A

critical

player in a difficult,
turbulent faculty division in the midst of
his career, Varley's

"patience, determina-

tion

and extraordi-

nary forbearance"
was seen as pivotal to
its

successful out-

come.
His greatest gift is
surely his classroom
presence, fondly re-

counted by many,
jellybeans, skittles

and

all.

Matt Park shares his
tribute to Mr. Varley
at Arts Night.
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Patrick Beatty

Gregory Black
Jake

Boyd

Kate Burnett

Matthew Burt
Erin Callary

Rebecca Campbell

Neel Chadha
Carolyn Cherney

Kenson
Christensen-Cheffins

Andrew Clark
Samantha Cook
Genevieve Farrell
Michael Estabrooks

Shelley Ford

Annelies Fujarczuk

James Haley
Jena Hall

Alexandra Harden
Robert Huntley
Daniel Jedrysiak

Antonio Job
Geoffrey Le Fevre

Yusuf Malik
Praneal Merchant
Erin

Montague

Christopher Perry
Michael Portner Gartke

Anne

Ritter

Julien Russell Brunet

Timothy Simpson
Tayla Stein
Ian Turner

Michael

Woods

liili
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P

Amrit Ahluwalia

Mark

Bastianelli

Christopher Bouzanis
Jon Brooks
Ian

Cameron

Jonathan Connelly

Emma Czerny-Holownia
Laurence Dales
Corina Fong
Christine French

Abdul-Hakim Garuba
jT-iCAdi ILii d VjlClllU

Thomas Grey
Rebecca Halton
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Tyler

Ham Pong

Alex Hunt
Anne Hutchenreuther

Mykal Johncox
Alexander Johnston
Rosemary La Prairie
Benjamin Lazar

Victoria Lebel
Daniel Lenouvel

Joey Manley
Angus McCallum
Paul

McGee

Sandy Miller
Deirdre O'Beirne Rosaeg

Mark Ouseley
Mary Piggott
Matthew Pitre
Daniel Roberts

Simon Ross-Siegel
Daniel Soong
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9W
low

Samora Mailafia
Chelsea White
Abbas Adjaye-Kwofie
Kathleen Brown
Natalie Char

Ross Chase
Muditha Chathurangi

Alyssa Feir

Hassam
Andrew Kett
Jin Kim
Asif

Colin Nicolson
Jun Park
Kayle Towsley

Daniel Tubino

Dawn Zambonini
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Jean-Paul Bevilacqua
Patrick Bogosian

Graham Booth
Joey Brothers

Kathryn Christie
Lauryn Coles
Adrian Ebsary

Philippe Frowd
Yoshi Fujiwara

Alexandra Gaty
AUie Hanlon
Mark Higgins
Monica Kajjouni

Andrew

Kelly

Danyal Khoral
Andrew King
Guillermina Lasarte

Rebeka Lauks
Michael Lynn
Justin

Markey

Katherine Mclsaac

^^^^

Gareth Pugh
Caroline

Murphy

Stephanie Park

^

Amezcua
Jason Roy
Reshmi Roy

Alicia Paz

Jeremy Runnalls

Jennifer

Rushby

Graham Schoheld
Daniel Taggart
Christopher Toller
Maria Varlan
Krista Zeidan
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IOC

Adler
Nael Alsaffar

Soleil

Cameron Black
Colin Cameron- Vendrig

Emma

Campbell

Colin Carveth

Michael Cestnik

Alexander Drury
Renee Farrell
Lianne Fonseca
Ian Gillespie

Taleen

Haddad

Jessica

Harden

Victoria

Hope

Lucas Huang
Rebecca Kruser
Peter

Kshonze

Emma

Lafloor

Sarah Leenen

Anik Mommsen-Smith

Andrew Mutter

Kiera O'Shea
Elaine Richardson

Alex Robinson

Matthew

Scott

Geoffrey Seaborn
Rebecca Slade
Peter Stewart

Erin Taylor

Hilary

Young
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Jazmine Campanale
Nazaam Charania
Michael Deforge
Julia Douglas
Catherine French
Sara Hale

Andrew

Hall

^^^^

Ward Heatherington
Christopher-Thorn Kelen
Jessica Kerr
Kelsey Leduc
Jacquie Lovatt-Stern
Peter Maclaren
Brigid

McCallum
Michael

^^^^^^^^^H ^^^^^^^^^^^^H ^^^^^^^^gmmmmmmm HRR^S^.^-^^^i^^^^^^H

McDonald-Beraskow
Olivia

McNee

Nicholas Miragliotta
Alec Part

James Patrick
Charles Pollock
Julianne Purcell

Andrew Rock
Stephen Rock
David Shamess
Stephanie

St.

Andrew

Clair

^^^^^^^^^^^1

Syrett

Joshua Tapper
Karine Tawagi

^^^^^^^^^^^^

Amy Weinstein
Luke Witherspoon

^^^^^^^^^^^jj^

llA

Max Anisman
Lana Ayoub
Friedrich Birgelen

Max

Charles

Stefanie Delvecchio

Saager Dilawri
Matt Grey

Davey Heintzman
Sarah Ingimundson
Grady Johnson
Andrea Kohut
Alisha Lakhani

Michael Lesiuk
Geoff Matthews

David Matyas
Jannika McCrimmon
Vincent Mok

Michael O'Brien

A

(Mi

•

Suzanne Pellerin
Candace Power
Avram Shack

Lavan Sivasundaram
Zenah Surani
Nicolette Szullo

Ariane Temnikov
Anthony Tran

Dara Vandor
Danya Vered

Julianne

Zussman

UN

Caroline Fulop

Amanda Haddad
Maximillian Kniewasser

Max

Labelle

Michel Lafleche
Paul Lafleur
Sasha Lauks

Eric

Lenouvel

Mackinnon
Matthew McEnery
Patrick

Kylie McNeill
Elizabeth Miller
Justin Nicholson
Brett Patrontasch

Nicolas Peleato

Ben Resnick
Susanna Rothschild
Jackie Tsang

Megan Warner

Adam Whitwill
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Senior

Allison Bechtel

Stephanie Benoit
Rodrigo Blanco Portilla
Stefanie Brenzel

Kathryn Butler
Peter

Chudak

Simon Clarke-Okah

Allison Correia

Caroline Debruin
Katie Desilva

Natasha De Young
Cornelius Diekmeyer
Kaori Fukatsu
Maria Heater

Robert Heater
Ryuta Ichikawa
Sivanesan Kalaichandran
Sankalpa Khatiwada
Tricia King
Farida Kwaji
Maria Leung

Dino Lewkowicz

Yoo Han Lie
Nixon Lolila-Ramin
Ryan Loviner
Megan McClure
John McDonald
Shana Menkis

Rasheed Musa
William Natynczyk
Philippe Nyirimihigo
Tara Ogaick
Oluseye Ogunlesi
Michelle

Owusu

Mark Roebothan

Megan Ryder-Burbidge

Emma Segal
Adil Shaaeldin
Mohamad Shaaeldin
Jessica

Smart

Ilona Stochnialek

Rody Suen

Erin Towsley
Stephen Wilson
Daniel Wojcik
Nicky Wu
Connie Xiao

Hanpo Yu
Tong Yu
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WooUcombe

Alexander House Grads
Alym Abdulla
Aniss Amdiss
Jenn Baker
Ashley Bickerton
Ashley Burk

^ mm
.

Thomas Christie
Shamir Daya

Rahim Dhalla
Sophie Duchesne
Ross Franklin
Stuart

Gray

Sam Hickman

ill

David Hughes- Anthony
Tarah Hunter

Robbie Jarvis
Jeremy Knight
Sarah Lefebvre
Vincent Lo
Shawn Major
Michael Mclsaac

Evan Millar

Alexander Minnelli
Eric

Monkman

David Ouellette
Brian Peterson

David Postle
Lauren Power
Troy Puddington

Anthony Rocheleau
Priya Sen
Alistair

Senn

Stephen So
Christina Stefanski

Tyler Wilgress

Alexander Yeh

Cynthia Yeh
Katya Zeidan
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Connaught House Grads'
Sascha Adler

Omar Alsaffar
Rachel Azoulay
Louis-Philippe Baraby
Alexander Baranick

Andrew

Black
Tara Boulden

Morgan Burn
Andrew Burt
Anu Chadha
Allison Cherney

Adam Cohen
Victor Drury
Alexandre Dunki

Joshua Elcombe
Timothy Herauf

Hope

Elizabeth

Peter Ivanoff

Shannon Kane
Stephanie King
Kris

Kshonze

Robin Lavigne-Green
James Low
Ryan Maclean
Alex Mimeault
Eve Moore
Joshua Nadolny
Alex Noble

I

s

t

Lonny Nodelman
Matthew Park
Christopher Parkes
Michael Poupore
Holly Ralph
Andrew Robertson
Hamish Ross

Ian Rutherford

Amanda

Shore
Emily Shore

Billy

Simpson

Mark

Singer

Sheila Street

Daniel Yachnin
Alexandra Zarama

r"'

Isfew

House Grads
David Abonyi
David Adelberg
Paul Bastianelli
Adam Borer

Matthew Brown
Darcy Caroline
Christopher Colton

Ryan Davies
Cristina Fulop
Jennifer

Grantham

Alexander Jackson
Hilary Kilgour

James Macmillan
Patrick Marchand-Smith

Shehnaaz Merali
Karim Merani
Daniel Mirsky
Denise Murphy
Alexander Patrick
Sebastian Peleato

Matthew Piggott

Clayton Polan
Michel Pratte
Fiona Rask
Ameer Razavi
Kathrine Rive
Lauren Rock
Kathryn Sallot

Jonathan Shiff
Caitlin Sparks
Kyley Sroka
Ian Syrett

Andrea Toms
Peter Valentine

Anne Wagner

Richard Zadorozny
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Alym Abdulla
I

don't discriminate,

1

couldn't be happier.

I
I

hate everyone equally.

To

all I

have offended, too bad.

couldn't have done it without Pamela Popo.

I

love

Its all

over

a;

my mom. AAx4. Bv

rice/Ata PopoYu/Shiff I want my tin/Peter word/Jarvis shes wearing bla
today/Pratte GUY/Tim KlSS/Gaydelberg/TommyC/HamO malright/Ouellete jordfan
Never met so many peps in one place/ Andrew battles and makin cash/ /Rahim Karim war
terrorism/Girls:AC MRB ES
SD TB/ A&G-JM VD SW Weiping Wo/Staff:RH RC
LM MB
You only get one life, and yo because of that I'm still blazin, goin out for the cai
Still rockin stockin caps, not for the waves, obeyin no laws-Nas

make some

AW ND

CM

David Abonyi
When

I

stepped off the plane in the

summer of 2001 1 swear I heard angels singing. I envisioned

two years of bliss, living in Canada as a regular canuck, leaving my itinerant lifestyle behind.
Well Canada hasn't really lived up to my dreams, but then, as a naive, optimistic dreamer, few
things do. 2 years and 14583 Bangkok jokes later, I'm still adjusting. But I am grateful for a lot
of my experiences here, and for having my awareness of the world outside Asia broadened. I'd
like to

thank everyone responsible for

everyone

this,

and everyone who's imparted colour and warmth
acquaintances, teachers, this means you.

to

who helped along my way these 2 years,

my time here. My family. Good friends,

David Adelberg
What

really learned at

I

ash:postman always delivers, Burt will sleep away his

life ,gui

French, bobs a goof.smokes gangsta,mikes a train, pball=closet monster,Ivan calls it Emanu
alymnut663 we bad,Black dealt it,priya=: so perky,Dara-oh no.hockey, football, soccer (dropp
in van city) boys we had our days,Evan Madelberg,Abonyi=matt damon,Omar
hyena.natasha=cornwalls finest, CS, WS, ZB, DB,coolcat,BM, JU,Jube, NY,PS,TB. nice to kn(
y'all,good times/laughs thanks Everyone n my extended fam:Nads r
sis,Singer=wolverine,thanks for the shinny and jibbin,west side bro, Travis-tykes 2 m

bombs

:

2gether.If y'all eva

need

ta find

me,ril be here in da WEST,peace.

Sascha Adler
and here we seem

to be finally at an end, spiraling into a new beginning, but don't worry, we'll
be fine, at least we've learned a lot, from this place and from each other, but i digress, life
isn't about the journey, it's about what you get out of it, and i've got a lot. thanks go out to my
parents, soleil, my friends, my teachers, and my one and only, the incomparable and unbelievable eve. without any of these people, my life would lack that which it most deserves, some sort
of meaning, well, i've learned to believe in love, believe in me, believe in a peace. ..actually a bald
guy told me that, it's still good, advice for the weary: drop what you're doing, and have a good
-sascha
time.
all

Nigel Allan
"in the

world there are two types of people workers and hustlers; workers never hustle ai
work" to the boys the last 5 years have known some good times from forties ai

hustlers never

little room 4 all the shoutouts:real cats know who th
greasy pete/smoking is overrated/dave beedell/ice breaker picnic
this school needs females/jr soccer 2 Sr football-city champs (chicks dig the jacket) / memo
house locker room / to my princess to use the word foolish is an understatement you put
with all the ish for which I will always love you more than you could ever believe /

ollies to

r/

casinos the fun never stops/2

HULL (boul eddy)/

i

ORLEANS is where its at!

Omar Alsaff ar
it count/sloth get some sleep/puny you are no match/shiff uchh/
pisst!/monkey oh what guy/pete stop poking me/doodler keep noodling your
lle/mich sllluute/rob uhhuh/alym abdullagali/evan that rody thing was funny
leed/mike/ryan/Elmwood girls /teachers who helped me/anyone I forgot good luck to
To weekends filled with chillin thrillin & billin my peeps know how to hold it down.
(i>tball champs 02. To my gf Stephanie love you some of my best memories are with you
r forget how special you are. To my family especially my mom & dad without you I

my peeps who made
slute

.

I't

know

if I

could have held

it

together thanks for the support

I

will

never forget

it.

Aniss Amdiss
GA4

Ms.Jowett/Mom,we argue but I love u. Pops, 1 am,
grow up too quickly. To all the chillers that helped me
through the last 6 years thanku/ the teachers that made my life hell and yet taught me so much
thank you/Brown Town 4 life JB /RD/ KM/ AA/NP/NCH/ Orleans crew/my NCH twins
MN+KN what would I do without u? SAY WALAHI! VP my Ugandan Bengalis 4ever/uTl get
your championship lday...lS/PV/NA/AV/TC/ JS /AB /PI...partyin' won't be the same
without all of u/Sr. Football champs/DJ Cheeko/the kEYES/rugby=pain/thanks to all the
ladies that made it fun/ fresh/it's just the start of the show/Big Ups and Salutations
6

years/7K wit the kinger

to

wit

fortunately just like you. Nazik, don't

Rachel Azoulay
momentatAC.ThankstoRoy'BriceMcsPetridis,boys from '98'99,all I can say is:
is DevinMcLoed?!Subuhi,you're forever myangel with horns, Dan's bro's
mitz, pulling down Rahim's pants in gym was fun, Kuz paintball Catsparty, commando
lors oh my god, RRROSSS. Steve, keep your pants on and don't break any guns,Jaz/Ben/
iffels/BESAD!, THE ROASTBEEFSDRY,falling off the chair, Jooolyehhht, evil value road
?!, BEADS, Huntley+ironingboard, timjim,"bad"girls, Vetruvio, no words to say thanks to
iiipson, life changing theatre and somuch forsure. Tui the Kiwi thank you forever, and Clau,
mpremimejoramiga, random is the best, koolahmanna. Everyone else, rest assured i haven't
:50tten you. Goodtimes, Goodtimes. Do what you want to, or it ain't worth it.
t/er

a dull

EPS!

Where

Jennifer Baker
The Ashbury Experience -SK: whatever doesn't kill you...

AW: mucho Tremblant.

the Rules

&

sex ed. Eclipse

drivers ed, Reggie

TH: Vienna and

& DomRep: OH somuch!

elevators, the "egg" centrestage,

journal, cows, prefect, midgets + sirmixalot = so much anger PB:
AP: 9/1 1+9/12, Lugistan. ES: music class, boys & NY. AJ: chem labs
& football AB: locker buddies, Mexican golf. MoB: awkward waltz & biathlon. MH: quesadillas &
broken cars/tow ropes to pony rides & pineapple juice. Too much for words. So many others, music
mornings & random spares, so many memories. A big thank-you to SW, CM, LT, CT & CB for all your

choir mornings

VD: philosophy

Woodroffe South! Poor

lost boy.

help and support.

Matt Banks
is what survives when what has been learnt has been forgotten/ one and done/SK
from the start/edS canaltrip, lawnchair/ JMacHaitianTemptation/ "I can smell it",D)l/4.Boarding Shenanigans /kingofHORSE/ BBall/FBchamps/T."this isn't my room",Sony
re/Shout Out To MACboys&girls/ FBI/ DeVo 'woods,aunt, hottub, rock, paper, scissors/
cab/ MS. MT Always ThereForMe/ CC,spidey, BallBoy, osama /TJ SouthSide, Brewer,
inyside pizza,lo tol'/RD.MD the box,golf ball missions/ rowboat sessions,deakmaster
ody /BF.DG daYbballathal/ SCOTIAcormection/ MG=biggest regret / summatime/ Bank
valk "strange things are happening all around us" MCB/RIP AB/Thanks to everybody!/

acation
re

?

years will teach us

much

that the

days never knew

Louis-Phillippe Baraby
Ms. K, thx for starting it all! Now I hear it 97581 times a day. I also had to water the fish a
feed the plants heh. FNS, TBI, AOF! Liked that red Anita? Liked those beans Master? I (1)1
Resourceful-caring-BestF. Maria: ciao Charlie the 2nd, ENH! C.Food! why are we here?. ..I lo|t
you Erika!...FNS-GATORADE Brian!. ..Helen, vive le frangais! JOIE JOIE JOIE!... Shawn: err!
tional Louis faces!, Jen: pink broom!, Dino/di, Pa-pat, NINJA-ADAM, Houwitsssch Jacljj
(reeeally!?), Hockey&Shawshank&Simone Bianca!, Physics wiz Richie, Chinese chef Nataljj
Mudi: GET NASTY!, Hi Mr. Rice!, Ms. N: thx for the shots and medicine! Can we take a rooiU
Do you wanna meet 2morrow morning? ENFIN J'AI FINI BORDEL!!!
;

Alexander Baranick
5yrs,3dy

wkend

is

religion. Yeh-supa

AZNlDon't game away

that shirt;

SC,W3.KK-"the

redandblack lumberjack". AR's-Wrestlemania clash of the titans,tayloring r"ee"bs24/7.

RH-

Amsterdam01,WrestlemaniaXV02,GTrip03;immortal gluton.AD-2waytrip to Eden, always
be anotherone .AC-the dog said what?Friday green path fires and winter toasting.4 summers
each crazier/school and family helped keep me in reality. TeachiCD-philosophy, history; you

me a lot;AM-American history ,paradise lost.Dante.Those who I forgot, now
maybe you'll never forget my bad memory. "Gateless is the Great Tao,there are thousands of
ways to it. If you pass through this barrier,you may walk freely in the universe".-Mumon
really taught

Paul Bastianelli
AC. It's been fun. To all my teachers who helped so much: LT-I don't know how y
do it, thanks for all your support, SW-you made it fun. To the boys: AJmatrix muUt
VicDmidgets red, StuGlow bass, APknuckles, MB, CC, TP, AB, WN. To my girls: EmS7;
Friends, SKsecret wife, JBso lost, JSsmarter than smart, Awagner. Last years gang: CDSme
APonger MR, Taucer Cata FM. To good times: @ apt.H, AP's basement, SK's, Tremblant (a
it's straight, Superbowl, 5 yrs of music (LT), soccer a
the duck), NY (AJ), Vancouverfootball. To my family- your everything for me- Mom, Dad, Marky (my big bro) and goufel
Peace. This is Jibs, Mexico, Italian, Mr Cappuccino-aka Paul signing out!
5 yrs at

WN

Allison Bechtel
Ave:my sisterLiz:NextdoorKidsBball:I never could've imagined. OFSAA, cities, and the girlsDance wit meMr.Sparks:a coach/person I'll never forgetRugby:dreams can come
true.ThxBoyd,X:thx 4 EVERYTHING MAC7She:you've always been thereAud:cross him guy
Caity:best kayaker RB: checkmate SK:GelatoDiva Jess:KtowngalsStu:venting bud, JM,TK,
BP,AP,CC,LP,TH,MB,VD,LR,KZ,DM,HR,WN Kate:choco drinkTo those behind:Bess:ril miss

you're going places, JZ,SL,KM,SCO Teachers:NJ,RC,MH,EH,CT Sparks/Streets: my other
I could've asked 4Mom&Dad:thx 4 the push &love Two years I
couldn't of dreamed of, and what great ones they were. I've been so lucky Too much of a good
u,

family Drew:best brother

thing can be wonderful Just hit

it

Ashley Bickerton
Loud&Crazy? Obviously! WHAT has little Ashley /Bick learned:High5s are meant to be hai
Eardrums are easily busted/I'm too sexy 4 my leg/Music trips=trouble/Models are prone
neck injuries/Tearaways + flag fball don't mix/Just chip it out/Less bend more snaj

HUG

to everyone W|
is the key to success. .and Life can be short,so live! HUGE
listened,laughed and loved (you know who you are):The Coaches &Teachers who've beenj
much more/My vball girls (past&present) "Nothing but love" / My Locker-room buddies ai
Lastly those special people who've always made me smile! All my love to my family

pene$r@$ion

absolutely everything.

.

Till

next time

remember anything

is

possible so long as you believe

Andrew Sutherland Black
nk you Mom and Dad for dropping a hundred grand on my high school education. You set
and I'll pay you back in your retirement. Tremb Crew keep sparkin' J stay out of ditches,
(t'e you're my dog. MSallo Orleans WHAT! sniper/40frees/Kiki+Ramone/China Fight.
iDC what can I say roadtrips/pigals+casino lunch/bits/beans good times. DYJ so many
nnories riding, Newbland, Cottages. Thank you now for getting my back in the future. I've
yours. Babyhair/cakes I couldn't ask for better. Steph you inspire me, keep your head up,
can always talk to me. Cameron keep it real, hold it down but don't let them hold you
n up

c

(vn.

Props to the teachers that aern't

fascist.

Adam

Word!

Borer

To those who were always there you truly are the world to me. Parents, Siblings, grandparents
words can't even express how much you have meant to me. I am what I am because of you. To
my educators; well that you certainly were. Thanks for sticking with me. To school folk, some
crazy times. From Barb, to roomy, and everything in between. PracTiCum Bursa, Bishop grad,
O' Ma CK boyz. XBR 4 life. Colt Pride City Champs baby-UnReal Worst play ever. Not so
convient eh. ES LP with all my heart thanks-such great girls. BT- too funny. Poco, Port Flope
Taxis. Can't be beat. I truly will miss you all. I will leave you with this: "I can do a great imitation
of a hot dog" Out

Tara Boulden
s

at

Ash

finally over-6 yrs of private school outta

my life forever;never thought Id make it

happened & Im so gone!Its been interesting,good times and bad,no regrets(well
ybe a few;stop making fun of me!)To start off,Steve- Wherever we go in life 111 always love
Jever stop being so damn amazing.Katie-2 many good timeslYoure always there for me;I
It know what I would do w/ o you Love ya.Mom & daddy-sorry Im so frustrating thanx for
"Ty thing. Kyle-youre a loser but its forgiven. To all those who were there for me,gave me
tne good laughs & made my time here a little bit more tolerable thanx for everything I hope
far,but

jiow

its

who

u

"Live your

are.

life like it

matters"

Matthew Brown
There

is

rising,

I

I

a

memory

that has cavised

get into the car, wearing my

me

to reflect

upon where

life

will take

me. The sun

is

just

new Ashbury uniform, and I embark on a journey. As then,

am still not sure where fate will lead me, but I wouldn't trade my six year journey for anything.

experienced the sights and sounds of many places, and started a number
my journey will guide me. To the friends and mentors who
made the journey worthwhile, my most heartfelt thanks. Most of all, thank-you to my parents
and sister who continue to inspire me to stay on the road, I love you. As one journey ends,
another begins, the ride has been worth it!

Along the road,

I've

of arguments, but the history of

Clare Brunst
1

faisant, c'est faite'

'

Ashley Burk
i've

had

a

good time these

last

120ten

km (marissa), id especially like to thank EVERYONEBC

ON THE RECAAC FECYCLING COMMITTEE love you
celery

all.

maria love you cheeseburgerspy

momo mailbox paraplegic 3-6weeks top5 novelty cup GO. mikey my first, helen look in
]

jam some snow, pat banjo, charlie lipquivers. cynthia brokeilsponge snorkel, meter peter, aincx howmanyboyfriends creepy island, dave not-my-ex youlme-marissa. cribo me too penderbo. eriK that gets my vote, erik my mechanic I promise too. mji
stableford favorite teacher hole in cow flag? priya - ross and Spanish. LOVE my chaseyburmy
michelle...no words to describe.

black, eve kamals. lonny lets

Morgan Burn
opportunity to thank everyone who made my time at Ashbury the
From 5L in 1994 to GC4 in 2003, 1 have spent nine years here (half of my life).

I'd like to take this

experience
I

it

will never

football

was.

be able

champ.

to forget the feeling of

being a soccer national champ, and three-time city

My time working on the Blazer was more than fun, it was my passion. And yes,

will remember being selected as the cute grade five who opened up the Napier Wing. Please
do not forget my modest self, as I promise to remember all of you. Thank-you especially to Mrs
Lahey and Mr V for breaking me in, and Mrs Jowett and Mr Smith for finishing me off. It was
I

a

fun ride but June 14

is

my last stop.

Andrew

r

Burt

"how many interceptions did you get?" - J Gallo 6yrs,couldn't do it w/o family /shiffster+postL
we're so baaad, grinch, cas@3, psblack, it's over!, grier, zoolander, Arnold, Ofriend
madden,dennys, uhck, postleubc!BAD4EVER /tom football, gnp, nate/alym-everyone's n
bots, jokeman,I like cinnamon, BT/megan-graveyard, BC(dog,condo)/rd+km-lunc
fights, BT,iust do it later/omar-zerminator/ petepetemule /doodler/sco-RB/br-2cp
25june2002/2003 ncsaafchamps /rest thanks for all you have done, it hasn't gor
urmoticed. Peace "Actions have reactions, don't be quick to judge you may not know tl
hardships people don't speak of it's best to step back and observe with couth for we all mu
meet our moment of truth "-Gangstarr

Darcy Caroline
this is goodbye Ashbury. Best of luck to all of my fellow graduates, may the winds
good fortune be forever beneath your wings. To all my teachers thank you for your
commitment to furthering my education. To the graduates of tomorrow, make the system work
for you. I am bored with the repetitive cycle of daily events that is Ashbury life. I am looking
forward to moving to Van city and finally getting out of Ontario. At 19 1 am ready to get on with
my life. If I helped you, you're welcome. If I offended you in some way, at least you'll remember
me. Maybe I'll run into someone reading this right now somewhere down the road. Bet ya won't
recognize me. So goodbye, farewell, we'll all see each other again someday in heaven or in

So I guess
of

hell

PEACE!!!

Anu Chadha
my life in only 700 characters? This task seems too daunting

even
Kat-Ur There Always /AB, MH-mj
funniestfriends/ LN-summer calc./RC'stories -erika/O! the craziness/SL-cancun/ Jefj
ourfrndshipwillneverend.-the planning/the organizing/ sorryican'tstop! / Dancers R Da Best!!
Next to the teachers who offered me encouragement and to whom I will be forever grateful: ZSl
recounting 1460 days of

begin. First to

all

my

friends

who

I

t

will never forget:

RC/ AN/LL/MS/SG: Truly An Inspiration to my family:Papa, Mum, Anjali, Neel: I love youlj
evryl

else. Its

live in fear.

been a Great Experience! "There's only now, there's only here. Give in to love c|
other path, no other way, no day but today. "-RENT

No

Allison Cherney
I thought would last 4ever just ended. Some have made it possible; cat: 420/
in/M./ur my #1, chris: bill /thai/ dancing /thnk god u were here this year. CL: StaNley/
hi in, SD, KRB, DM, KS, BP, SK: cottage /gradtrip, ES: rigs/bus drivers, AW: bff, I luv always,
l\ph ilo/ tim hortoN's/music, without I wouLdn't have survived. There have been some who
le it interesting: CH, GR, SN, RP, thnks 4everY thing! My fam, my #1 support I luv! Dad, ur
always keep fighting. Lyn: ur my best friends and the best sister anyone could
y nspiration,
s 4! Jay & Dan, I luv u! We're just two lost soles swimming in a fish bowl. High school/ the

3 years

1.

n

I

Thomas

Christie

How immature can a graduate be? Heres to f ootball,bball,rugby, hockey,casino,food fights,real
and all the rest.To the most amazing friends in the wld: SHIFFSTER
(tdmachineSD), burty (bigplay41ife), POPO(2much2say), mickey(dblspr), doodler, DaveO,
speter,AA,Jarvy,Holmes,Jmac. To all from outside thanks for more than youknow. 16yrsold,
high school champ.A season I will never forget,we were untouchable. OAs:vic,shamz,banks,
AJ, AdBO, Bri,Gravy, Kpuff, dallaz[AP-CC=TDs]+ Arod2, thanks. So we pass the torch to the
young :Goose, JC, Brock, steveO, Taj,MG, Tmac, brook,SCO,keep it real.To the teachers, sorry.
And 2 the BEST family ever, mom,dad+kat thank you for SOmuch. Relax. Life is good, and it
fights,love hate

gets better. .peace
.

Peter

Chudak

life. Already 4 years at Ashbury, 3 as day, one as a boarder. Great times,
you were a good roommate. Always remember: Will with the toe, arguments with
!rk, jono, hanpo (oh lord), Danny Wo, mr. kwofie, etc. funniest thing ever: piggott "I was
ng to start something" (so dumb) and "black hands" Grade 1 1 english. Good times with SoS,
ih tower, piggott, RZ's card tricks, DY, CP, AB, TC, TH, NA, Petey V. Where to go from here?
fiversity. Graduation year. And I quote from the Wedding Singer: This is for "the fat man,
bearded lady and the ugly people at table 9"

a

hard-knock

[^ter,

Adam Cohen
[Enter the Man]:

ATSC@AC=8-13; I owe EVERYTHING

to

my parents — my greatest inspira-

and supporters-words are not enough. To Daisy who was there 4 me everyday /The people
to whom I wish the best:XS,BS,JK,IR,JG, AD,LPB,PMS, DHA,HR, DL,SM,SD,ML— >I LOVE
YOU ALL!!!;6 years of growth:kungfu recsports football "tabular crew" Ashbury Racers,
crushes crushes. [Enter the Ninja] Ashbury is tough;parts of us are hidden. Growing is learning
to deal with toughness and openup regardless; To be who you want to Be. Never let others
define your limitations. /This for my Blood [Enter the Philosopher]: Life is a quest, not a
destination: remember to have fun along the way & fight for right.[Exit Adam]</ end rant>
tion

:

Chris Colton
trips to skydome,! too many injuries, thanks to all for
good times #16 football 4TD's 4 horsemen, Miketrain
+FB the running backs went 24-5, what up to JK,BP tha matress, MR, JS, TH,SD I owe u
tta, TC, AP, SG, AB ,AJ, MB, AP, DM, AC, AB ,CS, SS, HR, CP, MRB, JC ,OB with DT bet
Abbas good times down south, Mexico crazyiness Itime & 2nd time + RB Virginia,
my nights at vic's and the all the boys, cabin honest lawyer, cosmos, the
Matt Quebec side CCryder
g whatup to my alymer boys bubba, Mr.T, Franky
)rks all the time "What can you do when you live in a shoe? Move to
boot and get laced!" Thanks mom and dad and emily love ya. I'm out
ears, 3 city

championships,2 bad

;rything, stabs ,smith, holman's,

,

-i-

Ryan Davies
A Greeting: To all those who have helped me in any way over the last 6 yrs,thank you. Moi
Dad,Adam,and Sarah, I love you all forever. To everyone who has made my life interesting,!'
glad we met and hopeful that we will see each other somewhere down the road. Sor
Memories: the 3 pillars SWB, Captain Shnoodle, The Crawlspace, drum circles, Grasshopp;
Hill, Zipadeedoodah, Ontario Cup '02, One Headlight @4AM, Mt St-Anne, Fran(|.:
Saskatchewan, Acapulco 03, McScam @ the Ex,10 yrs of OISC pride. The Camp, zenith to nac'
and back again, helping the school grow. 2 Great Quotes: "Do, or do not. There is no 'try'.
Yoda

CO

"I

have never

my schooling interfere with my education." Mark Twaiii
-

let

^

Shamir Daya
me

un4getable memories:(past)LB-lst person I take on
vacation when I make my 1st $mil MP-groovy's SR-countless weekend
chill-fests JK BJ Pogo AD ML-the teacher becomes the student? AH SL CH CL CL
TB GR Broken Ankels-unstopable CANCUN-craziness!(To those I'm leaving with
and behind)SG BP DM-I wouldn't have gotten through the year w/out u guys, no
joke!(u bedda get use ta dat!) RB-not enuff of u to go around RM-holla back
All the peeps that gave

HR

ES-lovin the progression!

SK CC CS AR

MB AC VD TK

LP AP AB SS-where's

anothony? MRB-definitely an trip SW-grouch/god? AW Nat-always good for a
laugh. Biggest props goes to the Fam. loving u to the end! -"The mistakes
are all waiting to be made"~L8S

Rahim Dhalla
and

am

would

thank ri
Karim, P\
Mo+Shak, BL, Arfie, Z, Judy, Aly, Rubio, Surayal, AlishaPLAN and Sarah big smiles! -T|
many good times! Ameer - 1 bomber, adbo - u my fav J! Bobby - latino heat! Gunnerson+niac;
eore the donkey, burty- chky jr, aa,Tom - lockers, alym - keep s talkin, Willy - Ya joker! T}

9 years, 192 DTs, 41 used razors

parents and sisters for

all their

3 bandaids!

I

support. Shout outz to

finally out!
all

I

like to

my Browntown boyz,

j

poles(woo/peter),

meow,

WAT guys(©BT), food fights, THAY! To the staff that put up wi

me MrV,DS,RH,RC, thanx! To everyone else, peace. Im not, Im observant!
because you only live once! Keep

it

random! One

Live

life to

the

m

love.

Victor Drury
I'm sooo glad I stayed another year. Jschool:Green2Blue, Football, 2X City Champs, 9-0+10-1,
DTrain, 0-9 Rugby & 7 concussions, sucking at Bball & OFSAA, Appt#ll. Stu:Chinin, Cottage,
Conference Finals. AP: Basement Living and my 2nd home. Excessive Sarcasm, bonzi, lightweight. SK:HotTub+Steak, Tremblant, being there, thanks a lot. RB:Pilsner. JB:Thanks for
being bitter, midgets. CC: Quebec, Dunkaroo, fball. To: AJ, MO, PB, TA, ME, AT, CO, CdK,
BP,DM, TH, AW, & last year. Mat, Cata, DK, Ash, its been a good six years. Mom&Dad: I wasn't
always there, but I really do love both of you a lot, thanks. Gander: living together, try & run
this place

when

I'm gone, redface forever.

Sophie Duschesne
Already over. It's scary how fast 4 years can go. I'll never forget. Soccer+Choir
PicnicTables+Dances+More. Huge thanx to all the ppl who helped me flourish and go throuil
high school with good memories to keep. Shawn, Holly, Bibi, Louis, Pat, Dino, Paul, Mel, St|
everyone else. To my math teachers, mes profs de fran^ais, Mr Tanod, Ms Jowett, Ms Novicj

my soccer coaches + more. My family: Linda, Luc, Vero, Philippei
without you. To all, the best of luck with your lives + future plans ai
especially happiness. I love you all. As Bilbo said: "I am sorry to announce; this is the end. I a
going now and I bid you all a very fond farewell. Goodbye."
Mr

Varley,

Mr

Coles,

couldn't have done

it

Alexandre Dunki
h ik you LW JT JE CO J A for always being there when I needed you! I love you guys and hope
ways stay in touch Thanks AC and PMS for being there when I needed you this year I know
and Mr RV for helping me find my
ws annoying at times sorry about that Thank you Mr
i< e in science and a special thanks to Ms SW for igniting my passion for biology and the other
and Dad for all the support and patience that you gave me through
:iices Thank you
)

,

CM

Mom

ne four years of hard work and stress I hope that someday I may be able to reconcile with
people that I once admired and loved I hope we can put our quarrels aside one day and
•

ebme friends again Good-bye Ashbury

It's

been emotional

Joshua Elcombe
12-7=6 years of quality education! Stream of consciousness / illegible garble / fond memories:
7k where it all began, 3 kings (and mule), cheesecake! Hockey + Rugby teams. Clarinet, Debate,
Graduation! Whoever thought of the name Hightower anyway? Good luck to everyone I know,
including Thurso, Skippy, Dan, various Daves, Steve, Sasha, Chudak, RMaclean, Orph,
Petey@Varsity hockey, Sam, Ms Wall + homeroom, TH, AB, CF, MP, NA, OA, RJ,EM, everyone
,EH, MW, RH, CT, WS, XB, PH. Well
I forgot, all my mentors, ex: HP, AM, CM, DS, MK,LT,
nothing else beside remains. To this favour you must come. Laugh at that..

MM

Ross Franklin
Thank you all: from AA to WES Also:Music (bands,choir,cc,rec),REM,DK/ OA
eenDoor, WheatBcrew, H&S, greenparty, AcidJazz,QAF,Yngwie JM,JSBach, LudwigVanB,
ilnMaiden -'alwaysthere' LotsaLuv: SaschaA (12yrs!), SamW (solidarity always),Ryan M
Nigel
rs! much thanks!!), Laura, Dana, Matt'PotPie'P (my ethiopian half- brother),
t\at*what*guy... grrrRRRRRAAH!), Elina (minun hardcore suomalainen kasvispaasisko),
aya (biz! the Wall) ,Evan M(respect), Alex Minnelli(xoxo), CrisF(rockin' the Casbah) Kiitos:
tu:lle, Bandille, Amandalle, STammelle! Finally: Peace Love Justice Sustainability MakeFood
*it Bombs xStr8edge4ever x Just Give 'er
Up the Irons P&M you made it all happen!!!
ears!

!!

!!

Cristina Fulop
and way too many memories Gr.llGym(DO:canoe team 2)Too much IB, holey cows,
pressure cooked chickens, and jumping out of windows hx 2 the ppl who made
my years fun:Ashbo/Penderbo MH AT FR EM CY SA PPP RF, etcManyNicePplCF2(you know
you're cool when! early mornings with T:thanks for believing in my singing ZS:for danceGS:for
your ideasBS:Ill multiply your mark by 0!CM:I may play vball yetMW:thx 4 Ex.E DS:points
bonis!CT:f or making it all happen Valuable friendships KCLCG DM DV KB ML, CB: AM TR GL
2 years go by so fast Will miss daily lunch @ Ash's(NTGFC+delissio), drowning sorrows w/
MH, EMantics, SP:being off by IThx to the rECAACFecyclingclub will n& miss you all!
2 years

fast traveling

)

Jennifer
)W TO WRITE

Grantham

A GRAD WRITE-UP:

nclude references to inside jokes no one understands, be sure to use confusing
?emify!

AW :magna doodle! LP: pop debate. IR & MP & LN & D$

-

spare!"

initials:

"KS:

etc.

hank teachers: "please excuse jen's absence on
as she was sick. & thank you."
nention something unique to you: "how to do the face: I. inflate cheeks; 2. speak"
with which you are provided to sum up your high school career
you forgot, insisting you did not forget them)
long you have been at ash with optional reference to future (also optional:
6. conclude with motivating message.
go team.

liscuss the lack of characters
tional:

include apology to those

alk about

how

;esy diction).

Stuart

Gray

Zyears Seem Like a Lifetime But Then Before You Knowit They Are All Behind You. Always ken
the Memories: Breaks, King & Humph, tournys + Van City, QC, Ice Brks, Fri Ski, SUMMEEi

BALL and Budget Bs, Wland & Cottages. Da Boyz froi
Tha Beginning ~CC (TQinBUFF)* MB (PuttPuttinSC) * AJ (segaboat) *MR &CDK*I|«
(tremblent&TBs). BP (EAST-Clint & Takin it To the Bank) *SD & DM (chillin) * AP & Vic - Cabi*.
Cuse, TO, NY, Concerts, Fball Champs,

;

& Good Times @ the APT (Panda Claus, old E, Conference Finals) AB * JM. T\t
CS (so many laughs) * SK (stargazin) * SS * KP*ES*TH *AP*SK*K* JS * LP*BL*AB (th|s
4 keepn it REAL) * RB (Lots a Luv) To Everyone Who Took the Time to Care. AJS & DS- ThankYc
Liz ~ A Clear Blue Sky & Warm Sun. Josh ~ Youve Taught Me More Than You U Mom & Dac'
Fever

Jokes

-

Ladies-*

U've

ALWAYS been There For Me.

I

Love All

of You.

PEACE

Maria Heater
The fam: Te quiero/ Ash- My other other half(peanut)/ Anu / Annie /Lonny-ITl miss the oodles
of noodles/John/Erik/Chris/Lauren/Tina-ITl never forget the stunt w/ Juan & the oversized
beach ball/ Georgia /Leandro-I miss U driving like a maniac 2 get me home B4 curfew every
weekend / Sammy-The Rastafarian/Flavia-The time U broke down Andre's door is 4ever in my
memory /Hannah-Santo Domingo was awesome /Ryan-Every thing U own smells like poo/
Charles/Nik/Louis/Steven/Casts of Romeo + Juliet & Don't Drink the H20: Ihad so much fun
w/U/The boarders-U've become my family and I can't believe I'll have to leave U all/Mr.

Walsh, Mr. Parsons, Mr. Simpson, Mrs. Jowett: Thanx for actually teaching

me something

Robert Heater
Wow. The pain of it

all is

ending.

10% deducted from

1

don't think I'm a masochist, but I'm going to miss

my assignments, preptime, pinkcard

it.

Stup

Never thought I'd be hf
4 years, especially 1 as a boarder, but now I know what Ashbury is all about and once you get pi
the superficial image they promote it's a pretty good place. To everyone that got me through th
a sincere thanks. My friends since the beginning AB, KK, AR, KM, A A-D, AY. Owe you for keepi
me sane. Everyone else I've developed friendships with RD, AnR, AdBo, boarders-Chupak thxi
not pissing me off, Jmac, JH,
DW, MB, PR, CD, SW makin it bearable. Thx mom + dad, go
5:15's,

WN

tuition. Teachers,

line.

,

Uh bye?

For where I'm from put down:

Good

ol'

US

of

A

Tim Herauf
a long strange trip it's been. So many memories. ..So few remembered. Jr
school:5-8(the good ol days/Kinger/MrV/Humphreys/ruby foos/FlUMA)-i-Sr
school:9-12(lunches outside w/the boys /Theollie/snowboarding/baseball /hockey/
chillin'out/IB stole my life)=Lifer. Thanx 2 everyone who helped me make it 2 the weekends:
Ilona(you're so special to me, thanx for being who you are) KH(movies) SK(keepin me sane)
MP(rhockey) AA(lil man) OA VS(ze shlagenator) PV(ET)
SS. I love you
mom&dad, thanx for everything. Everyone who bothered 2 listen 2 me over the
years, thanx, U know who U R. I hope I graduate?! "Time you enjoyed wasting,

What

NA

was

not

wasted. "-John

Lennon.

Until

we

meet

again,

take

it

easy...

Sam Hickman
Friends, I will use this space to clear up any misunderstandings that m
have arisen from my chronic lying problem. The following things ne\
happened;! have never been to Antarctica, my grandfather was not Bu
Aldrin,my uncle was not raised by bats leading to the creation of Batman,^
mom was not your Gr2 teacher, I was not a freedom fighter in theColdWar,I
not really a fugitive in 3 EastEuropean countries,! never slept under t
stairs in the Common Room, I'm not really being hunted down by Microsoft
on the FBI's ToplOMostWanted list, my summer job was not fetching eggs
Connie Chung, & my many extended absences from school were not spe
i

developing an"ecologicar'alternative

to water.

Jon Holsworth
over, late night essays, blazer, sports tms, naps(prep),

mans

rdm beats, stupid games for laughs,
US belches/rob,

taking pics/corni/berno, China reprsting/hp. Polls /dan/roz,

rades / z's nazi, picken on Bermuda / u knowho, Korea cpu gms, Canadian's being cool(me'n
dak. Can't forget our lunch table!scofield chugen. "Cheers" to the international min

1)

rity institution called

ents, bro,sis,and
)i!g..

Can

ashbury

I

will both miss

gov's tuition.

No more

and

signing

all the coaches, friends,
I'm singing out for good with a

hate, thx to
in!,

g/1 next yr "don't playa hate participate"
.

Hope

Elizabeth

my

life.MDVM:! love you.Thanks for everything. Brus ppkWonderwal at
carts, dancing on podiums(watch for Spanish police). R&P&K:My
girls.Always make me smile.Tattoos,Mexico,the Sexy One(Big Smile.Not too obvious). Eyebrow
& Flame.Rugby Shirt.Stuck in tops(Pull!).Lost in Hull.Stalkers in clubs.Advice I never took.Pool
sharks.Good times. Everyone else: thank you for the million random moments(Pet Shop Boy
fanatics,high speed car chases(I won),chairs after school,casino,stalking ppl in Glebe).Yes,you
have accents.NigekThe sweetest surprise. You mean the world to me, and when I leave this will
Best 4 years of

3am,mini shopping

mean no

less. It

was never

foolish.I love you.

David Hughes Anthony
thank Big Billeh Styles, Schof, Dawn, and Ward for being so consistently crazy
etc, thanks. Also thanks to Danny, Sean, and my other non-Ash
iids, thanks, etc. I would also like to re-apologize for punching Jenny Rushby in the face, and
ijild like to remind her that it was an accident. Please no more attempted stabbings, Jenny, for
lisake of humanity. Thanks also to Pat the Vulture and Noble, who taught me that a.) you can
fl pickles from the Camp Fortune condiment bar quite easily, and b.) that Camp Fortune
!kins are edible. Also, nobody let Lianne Fonseca get her hands on any nuclear material. So
ig, and thanks for all the fish!

imid

like to

liughout the years at Ashbury,

!

Tarah Hunter
I'll

always remember: France(twin);Super Smashdown; track (4x4-so hot!); xcountry; girls'nights

(livingroom); crazy hats DT(Spanishbuild-HK);cottageparties;ski team (next year girls!);Aud's

(SD-zipper, BP-snuggles);JB- Viennese Ball, gr9 BFFwalk, "normal"; SK-basting turkey, 20min.,
"all my life"; choir trips (naked cowboy); AW-mom, theatre,19thC obsessions; RM-75% hot

boy, freaky; LP-A**e Club; MB-table dancing;KRB-heart-heart,I just walked into a pole;ESenglish 4E, cosmo; VD-tremblant(latenight chat);SK-pemich4ever, Acapulco greatness. To
RH
PR PI JM CC CS MB AP AB TB. A special thanks to
those who made me smile SG

DM
MAV NJ.Brooks-you'U always be my best bud!

MH

Mom&Dad-I

been amazing!

Casey Huxtable
mx to all the people who made it BEARable. Dad and 'Shellla. My roomies: Caitlin, Connie,
I

Phoebs. 204! Stephen S.. .Thanks, Friends:K-Butts, 204,

none, Farida, Jocelyn.

And

all

who made

it

Amy, Steve W, Zoe, Tim, Arrianna,

Interesting.

love

you so much!! Thanks!

Its

Peter Ivanoff
Six years

have come and gone. Thanks

past six years, you've all

amazing moments
3)
5)

|

^

Ashbury that must be remembered. 1) Accidentally punching Postljj.
Dave O. asking me what time it was while wearing my watch, tha||-j
Seeing Creation is Crucifixion with Evan and Alex. 4) Writing late night poetry vi
Math homework with Alym. 6) Tanning with whoever would go with me. 7) Tal

the face in grade

Dave.
Ryan.

to everyone that I've met over
made me the wonderful person that I am today. There have been a

at

8. 2)

Camp Otterdale with James. 8) Being a jerk because it's funny. I'm goin'*
very much. Manuel and I wish you the best for the future.

care of terrific at

miss you

all

^

Alexander Jackson
7 years + 70

Pride

is

lbs. Jr.

School-U-13/14 BBall, rugby, 7-8S, so

many memories.

forever. Football-5 great years, 37-6-1, 3 championships,

horsemen.

Rugby/Choir trips=fun! IB=not

fun!

Pain

is

temporary.

2xSkydome! The

Red blazer

+

last 4

council=me?

Mo, Stu, Vic, AP, Italy, CC-you've been the
Mike&Tom&Shiff-just crazy. StSo: you helped me
graduate. Those coming back:DM, DS, AD, JP, JR, AK, SS, TE-keep it up. Teachers: RIG, DLS,
GMA, MHP, MAP, RH, IM, TGS thank you/ To those forgotten, sorry. Mom and Dad, thank
you for everything, you've always been there for me. "Don't try to confuse me with the facts"
Minnellispare+AlexanderClub=Nepean

best.

Ameer&AdBo, thanks

rules!

for the laughs.

Robbie

Jarvis

4 years of decent pleasure, transformation and maturity. Alot was learned, good teachers,alr

Good

environment.

friends, JMac,Scarface, Evan, Icepick, Omar,

Toir

C,Alym,Shiff,Burt,Valentine,NA,big H, Priya even Whitcomb.Special thanks goes to Pratty,g

talks,good companionship. I miss the days of PR, CP, Bushjumping, doing

some

Wood, Mrs.Novick, Twofon, chinesefood, dan
honesty, Clitus getting turned down at the club. My prin^

laundry, Bball,Shaq, Morning

laydowns,sarcasm, occasional
ML,for teaching me how to feel pain, pleasure, and above
333,the email,1000Islands,here we come!3

all,

LOVE! memories,

bicycliri

Shannon Kane
Thanx 2 those who made these much more than words: MTLtrembs parties COTTAGE'DAYZ
may24 ©mine PEMILIFE=MY HEAVEN riding=water&snow. FRANCEk-town UK stAnne
DC.CS-Gem41ife SL-jrBgames CH-frboyz KP-air5 ML-MofoSesh RB-bottlesn'pucks APgymtimes AC-my Cottage. Boys-Thank U 4the GreatestTimes Ever: MP-UR my God. RUGBY
my passion-BeenADream-ML ss LR ab.Boyd&X- u kept it real,owe it all2u. MACrew-TheStart:
CT Ig DF jh TYGmb. LISGAR glebe' WOODcrews-some of u sinceGRl-keep the goodtimes
flowin'. AE&SL-THE BOOK knowsAll-MyGirls 4Life. Willy-May 24 Words Cant Explain
204xlnfinity. Mrs.K-thank u is not enough. MyFam THANX forTheExperience."Le coeur a ses
raisons que la raison ne connait point"-Pascal

Hilary Kilgour
These are the best years

I

have ever known, times of

trial

and fulfilment from which I
lesfilles, N-Hous(

cherish memories of Skyridge, Kandalore, Westminster, Ladies nights,
family, cottages. Coffee Houses,

Vendoland boys. Art room seclusion, laughter, beaches
OFSAA champions: Rugby, Bball, Vball & X-country

nights out, ski trips, men's Hockey,

am grateful for all this time spent with true
my heart. To those who have travelled this path
before me, thanks for your inspiration & to those who are yet to reach this crossroad, yo
bewilder me daily with the bounds of your futures. To my family who have supported r
unimaginable

feats

friends, teachers

with inspiring

and coaches

girls.

I

close to

along the way, the journey has only just begun. Love Hilary Keep your eyes on the stars
and your feet on the ground -Theodore Roosevelt

Stephanie King
standing... TH:lions!gigglepuss,death moguls, ass jeans,blondes,r.i.p.barb,always

my

keep laughing AW:avery, strawberries, notes,waterfalls, scheming, you are the apple!
hatever doesn't

kill

you only makes you want

chool=yahoo !tubs,wildcat,#
^.v\

1

to

die!malibu,break=venting

prefect,getting advice, thanks for listening ES:c-house,chic

cosmo! HK:hot housewife style managers,juicy changeroom chats,love
PB:toronto, secret boyfriend SG:look out weekend! RLG:early morning gossip,flame

e could write

Ujart

stme

AP:my

charming,classy shark,rd peel every grape. You're

ajiess

of you.

MB,RM,PR. MHolman and MAV

Tricia

made

,you

my

sweets, it's just the

the difference. It's been great.

King

To my elite establishment of friends. You have made my life an adventure through "strawberry
fields" and "skies with diamonds". Never stop being the extraordinary people you are. Thank
you to my best friends for being captivating, enchanting and irreplaceable. Let's continue with
the tradition! To my ashburian saving graces. Thank you for always making me laugh. You are
what has made the weeks shorter and allowed me to leave all this behind with memories that
will make me smile. To my life long friend. You amaze and inspire. Thank you for showing me
that the world is a playground. I wish you all the luck in achieving your dreams to "dance for
pants". For

my family.

Its

inexpressible. Cheers.

Jeremy Knight
I

years at Ashbury.

It's

hard to believe it's been that long. Thus, I would like to thank all my

ners and friends for making those four years so enjoyable, and work filled. Of my teachers
uld like to thank in particular Mr. Varley, Ms. Stikeman, Mr. Stableford, Mr. Zettel, Mr.

Ms. Duschinsky and Ms. Vandewint. I'd also like to thank Ms. Tordon
help during the university admission process. Thanks to all my
ds at Ashbury, you've kept me sane for these four years; Rody, Adam, Matt, Mr. Billy,
!s and Alex. The two people who deserve the most thanks are my parents, for their patience,
iig and their financial sacrifice.
:

irdy, Mrs. Baxter,

(Ms. Bergeron for

all their

t

Kristopher Kshonze
wont blow my 1" million up in smoke like a villan"-AR for everyone who knew me I have
more to say than 700 characters and there will be plenty of time to say it, therest: no problems
"I

enjoy your lives see u in due time, rants: Ig paper cranes

moonwalk
teachers

I

have learnt more than

I

can remember,

a book, there will always be time until

on Haitian time, to

kill

behind but causation

it

is

too

a

lot,

thanks 4 teaching

SPECIAL DELIVERY:

late,

me

to

stay in school, read

jonny on the spot with the

fire sticks

stuck

a mockingbird better than the stone angle but long waits are ahead and

is

fmaledog, goodtimes**

Robin Lavigne-Green
big XOXO to mum&dad, luv you always and forever. To anyone who smiles; it just
make it all worth while. SK & the early morning gossip /drive. AS SM DM, we've been
lugh it 2gether from day#L SL, what can I say: fun times, hot guys play lacrosse, & your still
olie, don't forget; call me about those mini wedding cakes! MP, whish I'd met you sooner.
're an awsome friend, but you can't cook. To all the guys I just really met this year; which
said HI sooner. PS KR LH, you guys are the best! Hours went by of decisions, crying,
?tops & laughter... I couldn't have made it through without all of it! To everyone I know
we: Get stuck & loose yourself in happy days!
t

is

AY stay golden, Mu makes me miss work Mu completes work unfinished, To the

off,

ns to

.

Sarah Lefebvre
how much abuse the body can tolerate/11 years of hockey lead
NWHL/3years of FieldH-interesting/Ky-great timeslpub nights&missing curfews;th(

4 long years. .its amazing
the

4 listening from stallions 2 pnuts; Cancun will be amazing/ Jann-smile! your almost donelsunu
2001 best ever -hands on the dashboard! /Rob-thanx 12/01/03 don't 4get it/Mer-your a;
some don't worry I won't drop you off when your parents are home/Frank-you'll get yi
Stella/ AA-you perfected the art of a$$

Morg -6

years-time

the support,hope

I

flys!

/teachers

grabbing/my

MH,SG,TD,CT you

girls past

got

& present-AB,KZ.HS,TP,J

me through /Mom&Dad

made you proud /Marc-best brother I could

ask for thanx

thanx

—I'm Out!

Maria Leung
mention: Louis!!! You and I will always be BEST FRIENDS, and Ij 11 look out for
you always. Good luck with your movie and being 17 next year! =) Love you lots. Hi, you people
sitting at his lunch table, i.e. Shawn (A-Lo-Ha!), Sophie (donj 1 be tired anymore-) Holly
First thing to

1

1

Adam (MUHAHAHAjK thermos), Billy (Ski Pants!!!), Pat (thx for keeping the
Dino (who sits at MY lunch table, no more poking me — >.<). Done with the

(GEO... hehehe),

thermos), and

Carina (My ex-roommate.
shirt, DENNYj |S
know Mudi will take care of you next year. Thx, Mudi- Nicky,
bad place. To my cousins: Cynthia and Alex — Good times

lunch table business. Next. Alex!!! (L&S

Donj

1
1

forget black hair). Nat,

bare with us.

~.~And
else

Itj
|

s

not such a

a special thanks too all

~*MUAH*~ Luv Ya

)

I

!!-

!!

my teachers that gave me a head start in Ash- !!~ To everyone

Lots-

Dino Lewkowicz
Two years, too short/too long. First, thanks to you Holly for all the times we've shared
hope to keep sharing. Thanks to my family for giving me this chance to create my own
Thanks and goodbye to all my friends: Curls/Peter/Phil/Yoo/Ryu/Adil/Rob/Will/ Ada
Pat/Billy/Soph/Shawn/Ian/Ross/ Alex/Ameer/Maria/Dan. The German-Crew: Con
Malte/Berno. And the teachers and dons, Mr./Mrs. S/R/B/T/S/K/D/J/D/D/M/V/T/1
T/M/P. You'll figure it out. As a Wiseman once said: "Less is more", I think I have taken
best with me and it's now time to move on. Auf Wiedersehen.
£

1

Vincent Lo
5years@Ash,and way worth it! Thx 2 so many for a memorable xperience. DM,DY, SA, CP, VD,
MJ, Livin'it up'n Spain Adil, Asif, Jung-Han sharin'ur cribe dance nite dew teachin'me da
moves in-n-out the dance floor AK,VM-BusCrew* Choda,ur Foolishness introing me2such
K8,u'r awesome hun, Wendy's
a swell girl_waterfalls,Coyotes, future rendevues
RaceCars-.GOGOGO! /Jackie, keepin'me warm@track JT; Mr.Holman, MIP, appreciate it!
Thx. //LBP,BirdIsland,Hollywood aka.GinSeng ML.alwyz sharin a smile and most of all,
BSimp, for the true meaning of friendship. Thanks Mom&Dad, for your TLC and support
during good times 'nbad. And to everylelse, "SMILE, BE HAPPY.. 'cause U nvr kno who may
|

|

|

|

|

|

|

find

uR SmilE

2

|

b amaZing!!" =P

Ryan Loviner
What can be said about 5 years at Ashbury College? Unforgetable experiences, good frien
late 1-night wonder projects. To my friends who've gone before, DZ, MF, BW, I'm finally
Thanks for making school fun. Chem ck
too. To AD, AN, RA, RS, RF, MP, there's too many
(

.

.

.

RA with glass instruments. CM thanks for making it "clear as mud." To unforgettable teach(
MHP, BS, LT for your sharing your time and experience. Boarding guys, Dwayne, Andy, R
Andreas, I can't believe you trusted me so much! Football NCSSAA Champs! To the otl
inmates, YHL, MS, AS, RH, amazing. CT, CB for finding me a place to stay the next 4 yec
Hooah!

James

Low

full of seasons. Ashbury was a long season with many memories and experiences
hed to it. From the time I arrived in the JS until now, every year has contributed to my walk,
nt to personally thank Mr. Penton, your peaceful demeanor, interest in words and
ledge inspired me. Mr. Holman, you put a smile on my face and then let me have it. Our
idary road trips will never be forgotten, neither will the controversial conversations. How
he home cooked meals go unmentioned, for they are a key element to Jim Low's success,
hes at home with Rorison, Malcolm, Dugars, Tuse and the STINK are treasured times in
ite that will be missed. I cannot end without thanking every member of my family, I love
^uys, and to all who supported my tennis aspirations to become a Wimbledon Champion,

ifiis
t;

\

i>een real.

GTG.

Ryan MacLean
7yrsofworkinghardandplayinghard.MyFriends&Mentors:my6Vcrew,SeanL(wherever
y'are)Ev,Sam,Orph,AM,PI,Pri,DA,PSYL( + DaveM)ML,flni/o«ewho'sswpporferfme.

MK,JH,MAP,MB,SM,LT-allforthecontinuedgoodinei;erj/onc.
Future;bestofluck,makethisplacethebestyoucflH,there'ssomuchgoodtobe/zfltf.You'vefl//

meant

theworldfome; friendsfor thebesttimes o/my///e',andevilpeople for thehardesttimes ofmylifeIcannow flz'o/tforflbsorblife'sobstaclesflslw'/s/;. ToThoserveffl//cet?with&zi'orA:erfwith (SC-

youfl//ROCK!/FBALL,RUGGA-somuchlove)and Those i('/;oInever hadachance iotalkioin that
butfl/u'rti/swantedfo, and to those I loved and still love. Mar. In 20 years I'll be

busybusyplace,

old.Everyminute mightbethelast,rmoff

38. That's

toseeall thatlcrtn.

James Macmillan
my computer, midnight Sunday, everyone in the house is asleep and

I have a 700and I can't think. 700hracters 7 years 37 teachers 55 classes 19 sports teams in seniors school and I think I may have
one or two people along the way. Writing this is a lot like having a party you want everyone
ome but you only have enough food for 700-characters and you need 15000. MH, the
atest coach/teacher
that anyone could ever have, you are a great
r jnd. Tom for being what I can't be. Jack for being the person whose age I can act best. Mom
\il Dad for always pushing me to be my best. My friends, nothing I can write can sum up what
'(( have done for me in 7 years. 'Tt's so hard to do but so easy to say sometimes you just have
\'alk away" Ben Harper. Thanks for the party.

sitting at

hracter essay to write, I'm tired because of basketball practice

Shawn Major
"Madness takes
10=blur.

I

its toll.

started to

Please have exact change. "Here goes nothing, or everything. Gr9/

become aware

of

Ashbury during Grll. In

enter university so very soon, I realize how

my final year, as I'm about to

much I love it here. Oh the irony. I wish I could show

you my fondest memories, but even one wouldn't fit. Yoga & choir, wish I could have been
more involved in the latter. Many thanks to the Blazer for being my creative outlet.*Huggles*

my friends in reverse alphabetical order: Sophie, Soleil, Pat, Holly, Eric N., Dino, Dawn,
know who you are), you've all been wonderful. Esp. my parents,
Mr.Holman, Mme.Defosses & Mrs.Jowett.
to all

Bibi,& everyone else (you

Patrick
iie
>

says that people pass, but people say that time passes, time says that people pass, but

)ple say that

time passes. ...time says that people pass, but people say that time passes, time
people pass, but people say that time passes.. ..time says that people pass, but people
that time passes, time says that people pass, but people say that time passes. ...time says that

s that

:

.

I

Marchand-Smith

'

Dple pass, but people say that time passes, time says that people pass, but people say that time

);ses....

John McDonald
Football, here's to perfection never being

team,

its

only

-32, that's

not cold,

good enough. We're

city

OFSAA 2003 champions=good

champs boys,

cheersliif

times, thanks guys. RujM

you on the pitch. I've been here 2 years and I've got people to thank; honorable mentil
go out to; NERD, Steve ".I don't have keys for those cuffs!" Robby "John-stop bugging mfjsi
that grad write up!" Tyler "boosting the supra was a good idea!" Adbo, sickest sack ever! |W
"where are the Hoonez's?" D Wo "the cell bill" The roommates; Rozie " Ahh Poltergeist!! Ba ii
"what about that HAITIAN temptation?" PMac good times at Tremblant and the Max^
games, BHS Crew thanks to Neill and Seamus. I'm out
see

•;

;

Michael Mclsaac
Wow,

what i remember, tommy, ouellichart, yaddle, shiffster ,postle,
alym, sloth, stu, hamish,speeter,omar,JMAC, victor, AJ,AP queens maybe?
SHUMMZ,minelli,millar,PREEE,aboni. Tommy, you and me chillin at home. Midnight, touchdowns, insulin during Bio. Kenny G. 2002 champs. Ashball kicks. Rugby? maybe SC um
Schools tough, friends make it work.Remember the good, leave the bad behind. Girls are good
too: JS nobridge, AB,LP,BL,KTRB, AUD bestmatchintheschool, CS,SK,TK,TB dirty-alittle,
WritersCraft=theS#!T,thanks MRS Jowett,Soc.BANE ya bp,CHEM-I MADE IT mckirdy, did
three years... Lets see

Jarvis,

|

|

|

|

|

I

|

|

YOU?WOW

SUCK AT A&G-THANKS RANDY. PPL wholeft: dann i(WHATS WITH
SCHOOLON A BOAT), Coach Smith you are awesome. Ya KEUTIN, MCISAAC'S RULE
I

Shehnaaz Merali
yrs @ASH. .Thnx mom,dad-so proud to have u as my parents Tima-u'll always be the
and psst u can always make me smile,moh-ur gonna be the next B.Gates I know it Love
lots RLG-helped me more than u know,thnx for everything and go out there and show us
amazing u cook!AS-fun times;learnt a lot about each other,will see u again KR-so muc
common;so little time;ur coming to my big day! AC-live up to all of your dreams DM-u makt
laugh. Friends 4ever!EM FR AT LH AA LN CF MH MO AB and to all other friends made®
show us what u've got-be the best u can be!ZS RJC-truly been inspired PC TD SW JM DB NJ-hel
me discover things I never knew about myself .Liv and Nik. .best locker buds-tc and good luck,
one thing I can truly say that Ash has helped me find is my dreams Started with one now I Y
1 + a miUion more. And "WHY NOT!"
" why?"4

sis

i

1

Karim Merani
Too many memories. .much love to my family. Mom, Dad, Farah, Arctic: w/o u guyz,
know where I'd be. shout outs to tha crew: RAD AZ MO AD SB AA SL AL Z SK TK YJ

9 Years.
I

don't

- we crew

much

.

for life

BT represent

"just

do

it

later". 2002

NCSSAA Sr Football champs, it don't get

LoUypops and Sunshine, but its had its
moments.shout outs to all the ash folk:AJ: too many spares RH: LATINO HEAT! AR: TIMMY
ADBO:homeyJ.TC:Banana6AB:jr.BTWHAT!CC:CottonPR:DrtyPole.MB:mybed!..ha...DO:
No Doubt. To all my teachers over the years, thanx a LOT. Mrs. J: Bandaids ARE more
professional,apparently. RJC DS LL MAP RH CT GV "Only God can judge me" - 2pac
better than that.ASH hasn't always

been

all

Evan Millar
Thanks to anyone who ever inspired me or taught me anything that was wc
remembering. GHS/TA- thank you for the opportunity to discover and
create. I will keep what I learned from you. Cicada/Ottawa HXC-thanks
giving me a space to go off, somewhere to escape to. To my friends-you m
more to me than you probably realize or than could be detailed by init:
and inside jokes. Thanks for keeping me on and off the edge. Much Love.
(Up the Pu

Alexander Mimeault
05 years slowly come to an end. So many memories. Kinger's klass and Mr. S burning
work. Green to navy, younger to older. $100 on drinks? Not me. Lunchtime locker room
sickness. Here's to late nites and even earlier mornings. To all the guys who came up the
r with me, finish the next sentence. Zip..? To all in senior school(MB and the Grade 9s)
for all the laughs. AA,PV,LN,JN,IS u all made it fun. Poison of choice? The Bat. Journeys
mbodia and the place we dare not say. To all the ladies who made this life interesting,
s, drink up and then see who's laughing. For all those who still stand, welcome to your
lease wait to be seated.

Alexander Minnelli
me to inspire; hardcore, and everyone who
bands who have kicked me out; people who I
love, have loved, and will continue to love; theatre and simpson for allowing me to create
without consequence and kept me sane without giving me a ranking; any teacher who's given
me good marks based on my glasses; all the people who have made waking up seem like a
thanx: friends

who have inspired me and

believes in just the right

amount

helped

of trendiness;

who can put my
thoughts into words better than I can; everyone who doesn't know me, but still "gets it"; simon
viable option; the institution for creating a producer, not a thinker; friends
ross seagull; -the end.

Daniel Mirsky
how did you get outta here a year before me? You better be here for my grad bud and
People and teachers in the school who don't bother me thanx for that. For those
yu who did, your existence is pointless. What ups to BP SAMIR Griddy AP Banks Vic Tony
ew Kates Churney Kaner Rash. Good being a manager for bball last night a DJ saved my
ecca, very smelly bus. Krissy you're my baby I luv you. Thanx to my rents when you don't
lan,
2

chillin.

me, I told you I would do it. Works burgers kill you and make you poot for a while. "Do
nean a coin, or a loonie? " Whateva Choouuung Geeeeeeaa peace! What up Damain, meet

tbr
I

!

)metime.

Eric
I

Monkman

can't really say

can't say that

I

much about Ashbury

since I've only been a

liked the uniforms, or the strict rules.

day student here

Had some good

for

grade

12.

times in boarding, with

I'll always remember our walks to Quebec and being saved by the giant blue cross. Or the
weekend we spent in lockdown. I'll miss going out at spare with Kareem, Raheem, Mike and
Oulett. Ashbury was fun, but I'm happy that I don't have to come back for another year. PS.
Kyley you still have to let me drive your RX-7, Jen.

BSC.

Eve Moore
0,

well no, goodbye. But before I go, I'd like to thank Andrea, Fiona, Ashley, and everybody

you Cynthia, for making Ashbury fun. I'd like to thank the Recaac Fecycling
Thank you Alex for always being there for me, you helped me through some of the
difficult times of my life, providing me with continuity and support. Thank you Sascha,
new beginning. [Insert deep and profound thoughts here], but unfortunately I'm too tired,
I't think of any. My brain is going to explode! Thank you Ashbury. Oh, wait this doesn't
id like a grad write-up. Ashbury was an amazing experience. I love you all, even YOU. eve*
especially

mittee.

t

Denise Murphy
DENISE' S DONE

& for raising your kids.T
& the world. Rob
chocolate & support.Amanda 4 the quiet confidence. CoachM & the chem of vball.Gon
!

:lVIom,Dad, thanks 4 the wonderful childhood

everybody who made 3yrs more beautiful :To Kat 4 the friendship
the intro.Mr. Sparks

4 the chances. Bball

girls

you changed

my life,

thanks 4 the love.

\\\

4 your Smarts. Kat 4 the love and outgoing excitement.Will, the one and only. Kate,gooii
with the adventures-hopefuUy our paths will cross !Caroline,it' s been a slice!Tom,stay ps
it's

the only

way

to

live!Sam,good luck with the kidsj'll never forget

adventures;! can't wait!-A^o matter where you ride

to, that's

where you

us.

On

wiij

are...

Rasheed Musa
thnk God for these past 5 years and the HotBoyz 4 they,not only directed me, but helped mold
man that I am today.Punaskis, we'll always be the brightest stars in the sky. Thnks to the
boarding staff for their guidance & wisdom. Nix.Ada,Siv-Mad chicks deh, just keep it real like
always,don't turn into fagoos inthe process. Sean J. Joey, Shaaawty-u r three roses amongst
cadavres. Meghan (slurrrp) & AUy-I luv u both (oops,where's phil) Clark- cry me a river. Adil,
Assif, sonny-Keep freakin, c'est bon pour la sante. BP.&Dan-I wish u luv &prosperity, when
is the wedding?Shummz-keep flossinB,now u'll find a garrl. Phil-sans toi je n'aurais jamais
survecu. Life's a game don't play it without reading the manual. Luv Peace & Nappiness 2 ALL
I'm Out, ONE
I

the

Joshua Nadolny
my it's been a long time
oh well I guess I'm doin' fine.
It's been so long now and it seems that - It was only yesterday.
Mmm, ain't it funny how time slips away"
- Willie Nelson
Eat, drink and be merry.
For tomorrow we die.
- David
J. Matthews
"Well hello there,

How am

I

doin',

William Natynczyk
Midgets never get enough respect; there were some good and bad times at Ashbury.
prep /snood time, late night studies /chats with the boys, juice nights, sakiiigs,
random stuff for a quick laugh, movie exchanges /unlocked doors /perverts in my
room(danny), peaceless deuces, random/ scheduled beats, to the boys:jono/whtevr
man, danny / flying squirrel / drinks by the river, Stubbs-(-Carina =Lo ve, JF / working in
the mirror, Sean/2 much dirty lovin, RH,PC/whoa, BD/diklooker, CD,PR,MB,
Newfs, Katya/quiet talks, Hamish/MK, Paul/No, No, its straight, Ameer/Family,
Heyy Joker, Sports trips. Petawawa, SG, DD, TM, MA. Denise/Im speechless.
Mom&Dad, Margaret, John/cool kid,Aunt&Uncle. Dont playa hate,Participate.
i

Alexander Noble
must now write <= 10101 1 1 100 or 2BC characters. A lot or a little, depending oi
It has been 7 years at Ash, however, in all bases above 7 and I'm f
bittersweet about leaving. To everyone who's going with me: gl, enjoy a cook
beware of pink gerbils. Note: this does not apply to anyone who is becon
theoretical or particle physicist... you owe me a lot of advil. I still don't kr/
Schrodinger's cat is dead or not, or even how it's related to a SQUID. Thai
"I

i

base.

i

j

.

s

everyone

random

who

kept

and

me

(somewhat) sane. Until next time, keep your pools:

your

registers

set

to

DEADBEEF.

Ni

I

Lonny Nodelman
> ZOOchar! Spending allof grade9 lunches in Mus. Rm. ewww, mimo eating stuff
room floor. Hab Friday movie night, chasing Seb with ax. Can. Day/
GHT/morning awakening2001. SG busing, same drvn.instr. with his theories.

4trs

the locker

my feefeefeet. LOUISSSSS! will you? no. will you? No. will
wow paper shreddings are comfy. THIS ONE TIME, AT GEO CAMP, I...
H thanks for reintroducing punk into my life. .and for the book. BUS CREW. A.B

EIVWW.
u?

I've got toes. .on
.

NO!

.

I

Rehydrating myself in I.Rs basement. Playinpool, car parties w/M.P
d crew.Spare with D money! MP, JG, IR. Good times in ACA. Thk. you A.C for not
ling me in your car. Why am 1 donny? Thank you teachers.

ng on

floor.

!,

Philippe Nyirimihigo
Thx to my familyQeanne's house),Dad, Mom and Bill. Rasheed, mon frere, all the good
times, keep it real. Wish u the best! To all the teachers thx for the enrichment.Respect
and admiration to Mr. Pelletier,koi dire,merci pour toute la lumiere. Boarding students, stay united and strong, it ain't easy. Thx to boarding staff:JK,Nurse&MrB,&all
the new dons, amazing trip together.Hotboyz, past and present, can't nobody be like
us, can't nobody stop us.To AA,NL,SK,SOC,Megs,Allie,Seye,Fari,Foxy,204(Steph) Asif
Adil,Mo',all the dirty boyz 2"^^ floor & 3^^ WN, HP,Curly, RH, PC, BBall team:
BPtooslow, S, AP,Alstar and all the other boyz.TAG:Mrs.Holman, etc. All yo! Is
Philippo around? Nope,He's out!Peace.

David Ouellette
:Reflections,I:Don't kno how 2 ty a tie, kno 2 chek 4 bibles b4 I sit,only lernt frm 2
(isses(DRA/WC)Thanx:Pl 4 shaping me,TC 4 support,DP 4 listening,OA 4 being a

io.KM/EMnodiggity,AMbabies?MMeyo.AAangel/Jordanaclub.ABbungyun.
IVcommie.EMlets eat.Im leaving this awful place 2 go make movies,thnx 2
illowing:Cap/ Nance for support/funding,BH/NL 4 showing me I can make movies
home,MmeMcnairn 4 crying during my 1"' movie. I hope Ash is different for future
(

j^nerations,or that no 1 sees

^b^*z 4 helping

Imagination

is

me

it

the way I did. I Iuv:my buddies,ladies,my camera.Thnx

sleep,forest 4 letting

me

explore,stars 4 letting

more important than knowledge"

Michelle
Thx

Einstein

me

dream.

Later dudes

Owusu

Mummy & Daddy 4everything; i'd be lost without u2 /Mary&ThereseUguysRcrazy and

my broke
pay uback when I'm rich! All those from AshWho've always kept me
laughing :FI&AA-B swearlwontSleep; yeah,I luv food, u have aprob wit that/SS&AS now let's
Talk like them folks! MDLP & SEA why sleep when U gotta GET up @7 rite?TY the resSt hg
About UrRoom /CXwhat?Rice withou tStew;m scharron/ ADLG keep YaHead 2 theleft/CY
uRfunny/ french Trip Amazing ;canNever Forget JL(funnyday) /ES;Mishem; sylviastories/
Gr9,10 boarding-stealing popsicles /PNG-VA:can Never Forget Any of U;KIPS, StMarys,
Ghana fam/ CDS:bf4eva; lets keep thekangol! BGA look ©that buaahh! Jdid Isay I'm sorry?
iluv that:what?Ucant Play causeYo Mamagot gingivitis??Charles thanx 4replenishin
**s

everytime;

I'll

i

luv

MICH

Matthew Park
me cuz I'm all done. 7 yrs of growth & maturation @ Ashbury. I know, it's a long
been around the block & back again. People I have to thank: AR(McB)-Seinfeld
via/Foodbooth=4yrs/"the crembo din din @ the grottish Scots bin". IR-7 yrs, wish u the
;t, good luck with the music. AS-muscle chat/cottaging=Greenberg style. TP-Females/ "the
nt" /bench comp=TBuff. PT- u r my brother, success will come in time. Rozie-great jokes/
"S" not for stupid but for "Street". JG+LN=fun during spare. Kyley-long chats/writer's
ft a • -^03. IN, HR,AB,RH. Thnx to the profs who pushed me: TS, LM, ZS, TM (thnx for the 2nd
jnce), CD, LL ,NI. Most of all, thank u mom + dad for giving me this opportunity and your
:k a fork in
le.

'e

I've

+ support over the yrs, I don't know what I'd do without u guys.

Ciao.

Christopher Parkes
3some 2morrow and 1 way to go. If Ashbury's a family
I'm the unemployed, loser half-brother that married his cousin. Halloween's a drag. Qcan't thank enough for the inspiration and opportunity you gave me, msinclai, so mi
tournaments, some worse than the A-Bomb, LM teacher, friend, with you there is no dif ferei
AP yes, moo,
Mexican Special Breeder, EB Good luck w/TA the young ones always n
it, SA Canada Spain and Poland all three rule, DO That's ME! Mom/Dad thanx, even if I d(
say it enough. Johnny Duncan: Goodbye. To anyone who reads this and isn't mentioned, t'
6 years 5ive sucked 4tunately over

tl

AM

this

i

personal advice:

I

don't like you.

Alexander Patrick
Mom and Dad,

I'll never be able to express how truly grateful lam for everything you've taught
me, and everything you've allowed me to learn. Elisabeth, you understand me. JP, keep on
doing your thing; I love you all. Coach Smith, the lessons you taught transcended the playing
field. Thank you Mr. Tanod. Mr. Penton, I admire your way with words. My friends made high
school worthwhile: AJ,Mo& CC(4horsemen),Vic&Stu(my roommates /cabin fever), RB(give'r!
I couldn't have found a better best bud! ), PB (linguini), Jmac,Mirsk,BP(what guys),Sparko(miss
ya),Sheila(apple),AP(sis), Em (NY), Steph (forever my dainty lady, it's not the pale moon). If
I

had

to

do

it

again,

I

wouldn't change a thing.

Sebastien Peleato
"And wow! Hey! What's this thing coming towards me very fast? Very very
So big and flat and round, it needs a big wide sounding word like... o
ound... round. ...ground! That's it! That's a good name - ground! I wonde
it will be
friends with me?" Thats what it feels like right now. Six y(|
at Ashbury are coming to an end and the Great Beyondtm is rushing up to n.
me. We should all hope to meet the future as optimistically as
particular sperm whale, although a little more success might not be too m
to ask. To the people I got to know, thanks and do keep in touch; and if
paths didn't cross its never too late. I can always be found at hactar.(
drop by some time.

)|

Brian Peterson
flies when youre chillin hardCant believe its been 5 years alreadyProm strugglin in gr 9
being so comfortable now All you need are good friends and good timesSgriddyfrom gr 9 till
chillin hard at the one-4-one,eastside troublemakersSDsamir,u can call me brain nowDMonly
completely,whatevaSKshanahan, cottages and partying in general,u're the bestRasheedstop
flirting and work on your gameARflorida mishaps, gettin grabby at living
roomCCcoltonoso,weekend at bishops,mattress riding too goodCSu'll always be fat to
me,HRhame-hame,APbusdriver,RBshortcake, PhillipoLC,THbirthday present?AliGcan we
please? BLcrazydunk/ cantfinishclubDefending singleA city champs 4ever ALWAYS
see the

Time
to

M

HAVE FUN BP

Matthew

Piggott
I buy my Blazer at the Salvation Army ($2.50) and I don't
know Bob Sacramento. WHAT GUY! WHO'S YOUR DADDY!#3:
on what colour?: Tuck it in! And you go shave#l: But Sir, Jesus had a bean

The typical vendo-land conversation#l

i

:

a pair of grey socks!#2: I

Guys#l :DY you stop

Christian insubordination judicious

if justifiable? If

you're not careful. Deep Spring here you come^l

ACES HIGH#1 ROSS!?!? DAD!?! UH SORRY SAM GOTTA GO#2:
:

gotta go?#l speaking of wi
:

o

Habon Sussex?#2: youdon'tmeanthe..#l: Yes,free uranium can kill all seni
humans, but uncontrolled rebellion, yodels People demand freedom of speech to make up for the free
whatever happened

to

i

of thought which they avoid.

Audrey Plaskacz
Q ly days have been complete because of those who filled them- Kris, Jen my girls 4 life; Kate
a I't the same without u; She date stealer; RB bailer at heart; Caity gr.lO-obsessed; Al the
p)rs are

winning? Smart top

10-list;

Shay trembs; JMac, Stu super team;

AP my bro; AR so

BP=Howie? Shan c u in Hali! Laur who's got ball? Kat BP regulars; Sar, Court missed
e miles; Bball girls ur awesome always play hard; Bess, Sash, Simon ones left behind; SD DM
CC TH AC CS great party times- ASparks thank u for always caring; EHardie can I have
E

•e:h;

autograph? NJowett

)i

kt;

my educator in life- 2 my family, u give me strength; Eric all

I

could

M my hero; Mom, Dad my heart and soul.
Clayton Polan
This

is

for you

from Clayton

(or CP, cpole,

wee man, clay, or clayto). "Now they show you how

detergents take out bloodstains, a pretty violent image there.
a bloodstain

all

over

it,

maybe laundry

isn't

I

think

if

you've got a T-shirt with

your biggest problem. Maybe you should get

of the body before you do the wash. "Seinfeld. "You're about as useful as a one-legged
an arse kicking contest." Rowan.
older. Little things like being

money

for in later life."

"You

don't appreciate a

lot

rid

man at

of stuff in school until you get

spanked every day by a middle aged woman: Stuff you pay good

EMO. "How

long was

I

in the

army? Five foot eleven." Spike.

David Postle
yirs,

casino, pinks,

j)arents,
f

many memories. To all the good times: partying, kicking back,
dock of the bay, Arnold, lander, so many wasted nights.. I owe it all to
love you., to all the people that helped me out along the way: Burt = sloth

2 schools, 2 haircuts, so

;iiy's,

my sis, I

gers) Shiffster

= uhck

(0 friends),

what as...

,

grinch, we'll always be

f)Ws, do you lykut?/Sheriff Zerminator, Engvs.Ger/Tommy dinner
I

n young' ns/JMac

t

rchst/ Pratty too

great soaks/Jarvis caught at

MM your not so big.

French/

hN.B. w/ the soccer team, oso!

Team gimp

.

-I-

BAD/ Mullet who
show, couche

tard/

MLs/ Homar+Heath=puny/ Ivan crumpets
wait you are/ Free/ mrb what ifs/ Vancouver

peeaace

Michael Poupore
Ashbury have finally come to an end. Football practices and rugby death runs.
maxin out the teg, hot tub parties, hunting on Dalhousie, long walks on
the beach, heliboarding/ backcountry ending the highway, drive bys. C Roups 2 beans and a
bucket, not Jimmy again, fun times at the Y this summer, the aqua mobile, chillin in the statesmountain side, mad party hopping, good old Cambodia, to everyone at Ashbury, Nepean and
Glebe who made things hot, thanks. Leanne you are amazing!! Last thing... SMB.
Well 6 years

Fun times

at

in the city,

Lauren Power
nk you...to

teachers who care. To my family, impossible gratitude for your patience and
To those who have taught me the importance of laughter, victimless animosity, and
ndless friendship. To those who have been true to themselves, and those who have not. To
se who have opened their eyes, forcing me to do the same. To those who have spun me in
opposite direction. To those who believe in the impossibility of rationality. To those who
e shown me the importance and rarity of humility. To those who have convinced me that
Sim is our sole necessity, and that infinity is not enough. To those who have loved, and have
wed me to do the same. .Thank you.
.

.

Michel Pratte
Michel Pratte Toronto, Canada May 2, 1985 8 years of ups n downs but, priceless Great tii
since 5L I'll never forget: Timbo whole trip together, Jarvis(Shak/Chinese food) Omar(wh(
I) daves(Postle(so puny)Abonyi Oullette Adle(yadle) H(100$), Marcela Ivanoff(and dr.
p
Petey, Priya So(Thanks) Alym Anis/Nigel(What Guy!) Evan, Mennelli Elmwi
Lauryn. .uucckkShiff (blackjack) Burt(RICE) James(Napanee Hardware) Robin(spaghetti) R
Conor/Houston(BOND) Libby(post)+everyone that made ASH what is was! Hockey to
times thanks Moore Xbox Smith, Mr. Humphreys both Mr V's Storoski oldman Kinger(gavf
5 bucks) ruby foos(under the bed) Barbybarn forever.WATER! Thanks to everyone, especi

my parents(Guy and Mary).

Troy Puddington
who made

n all),
your my pal and damn funny, matt: always good for chillin and oh my the stories, kyley
wrOng lockerroom! but you know you liked it, andrew: skidmark! jen: pizza competition! ross:
gotta have that tennis match sir and my earring looks good, ameer: where's timmy! mr. V:
fancophone poetry, a&w: many mEmories, james: you are the better tennis plaYer, megan: we
should have won gold tara: you always hAve great stories to tell and thanks for getting me back
to swimming, kats (muffin): how you doin'? thanks for everything and keep up the d**** jokesknow you like to read so hope you see...
they're great! just chillin' was the best,
i'm out! i'm done feeLs darn good! to
allstar

all

those

life

entertaining (teachers

:

!

i

i

best of luck to everyone!

Holly Ralph
now know so much, not from books or lessons, from people. Mr. Tanod has given and pu
with so much - thank you for everything - Mrs. Jowett showed me that there is every ch,
to experience and challenge. My friends, all a huge part of my life, without them, I woulc
be here; Melinda, my (exactly one year older) 'sister'; the Chickas, Shawn, Sophie, and Br}
(Oz), ones I promise not to loose; Louis, Pat, and Seb; Luc, always in my heart; all the guys,
all my dear friends. To Dino, my love and constant companion, thank you. To my mum,
dada (and Sammy) - you are my dearest friends. Thank you for everything, I Love you so m
I

I

really do.

p
e

it

|'

i

c

\\

Where I go now, I do not know...

Fiona Rask
How to summarize 4 years at Ashbury in700characters?There have been so many good times:
Washington with the insults/compliments"gotta get me one of those",NY, Quebec city,
Mugodapop, Momo cranes Mozda and the moose head. Toys R Us shenanigans, Fday skiing,
cows with holes, Abigail. Thanks to all the many teachers that helped me through the years and
with all of my questions. Thanks to the FECAAC crew and add ons(you know who you are
guys), and especially Eve and Andrea for their support,PS, and all of you for the good times and
for making me laugh. Thanks to my family Mum&Dad, Neil and Shamus&Sara, for all of your
support and help-lcouldn't have done it wout u. I would also like to thank the Recaac Fecycling
Committee!!

Ameer Razavi
been along 7 yrs but I made it alive, and got to thank some people for it RD my boy stay
Reb dont let the veen get u ML see u @ DTs with CP & AR and Timmy 2003 Crazy Yeh AB
was all about your vitamins Kris + hole in wall we will fix AGB Barbara so basically your
geo class + Liby Will my fam 4 life Priya Joe will be yours Gundy take B3 more often AJ Ko
Kelly and we will get DS Iday TDunkinP so funny RZ=magic AR club I am the pres Vic=
Special thanks to MrT Thanks to everyone that made me laugh which is alot & the peop
like my different laughs Got to thank MrsEdwards. To everyone Ameer Omar Omer Razi
whatever my name is wil always b here, just look in a mi|Ci
Its

ail

jay

Jiil

o;

Kathrine Rive
a bunch of people's names and leave them each short messages, since I'd
somebody. So, I just want to thank anyone who helped me out in the past few
s and put up with me going on about 'back home'. I'm sure I'll see you all when I visit from
i^l^each house in Fiji. To all my 'old' friends, I love and miss you all.
di't plan to

list

ri>ably forget

11

meet up eventually

- 1

promise.

Andrew Robertson
7 long years and

it's

parents thank you.

and it has been quite a journey. To my friends, teachers,
Mr.Storosko, Mr. Humphreys, Mr.MacLean(thanks for teaching me to

finally over,

Jr:

Mr.Holman(never knew math could be fun..sorta), Mrs.Holman, Mr.Penton,
Mr.Sparks, Mr.Stojanovich, MRS.Jowett / Soccer: Mr.Taylor, Mr.Uko, Mr.McKirdy, Mr.Day,
always fun. / Friends: AR CLUB(Plan:B next year Razavi!) IR(mmkay), MP, JG, AZ, TW, AB,
AS, TP Senators will win it this year. Thats all. ReebERtson is done. "You gotta be all intense,
skive) Sr:

you

gotta be the kinda

guy who can look Death

in the eyes

and say IM

NOT READY!"

Anthony Rocheleau
me

this far4ever in debt Gramps c u soon/nan&grandma=the best/94Jeep RIP/
BP FLA WOW/MrsK=graduating owe more than I have/Mrs Jowett talk 2 her/
r)r+Rocklife=2much to remember/Poops since day 1, & 4ever/Jesus I got u at auds/BP we
ebeen through alot/Shumz holdn down the west /Dan beaver dance /Bill we chilled & had

aiily

got

Cxpl live/BJ

good times 2gether/ Wheels oh the jokes/LesGirls=poco/RBs trouble/73's could be the
it real/Black OBVIOUSLY chilln hard pigs Ts trips bojangles case+lucky
t=$/Hate=haters case bouncer& the cream/ Love= puck,puck bunnies coke da stoop muski
m all the boyz& girls who got me through /know the right people it helps/ Rocky V made

ciie

/past boys keep

'eace.

Lauren Rock
Never a dull moment though manyups and downs for sure. First and forevermy girls-ML,KH,
JBmay DAYS never cease! planetarium Fridaynightskiing BIG KIM and porchmissions Jr
volleyball to 'ians' and 'ehjarvith'MLitall started with mig it maid and AMY you knowilove
youguys.tomy bballgirlsitsbeen goodtimes! KS,SS flatlikeapancake,AP imsorryitwasme,and
therest.MrSparks thanks forthe goodtimes and support. GommerX the silverring you rule the
Schoolnever stop laughing remember claude HAPPYBDAY.Boyd i have learned somuch andits
/still

one nothing forme.NGFwordsdon'tcutit.Theres tofmypeeps,iwillnotforgetthetimeswe

Had through fouryears growingup.Ms.Novick the meanhistory teacher who taughtme how the
Past likes to repeat itself-andmore am in debt and won'tforget.Ms.Jowett you opened my eyes
Now clear NOBLESSE OBLIGUE.Its been reali

Hamish Ross
rvival of the fittest.

Thanks

for the help. ..the smiles the

laughs and the challenges. Cheers

my destined friends SW a dream DE a companion SG an individual FG a character, the get
ethers... my muffins you helped me to the line. Hangman can't forget It. Mario Kart what
ame, WN. Early mornings with CC. Chaos with AB and AR. To the other true Scot, be strong,
we had met earlier but you are a lifesaver and a great person, you are an
Mrs Nelson you made me enjoy being taught at ash you helped me through it.
anks mum n dad n bro!. SERENDIPITY. I hope I made everyone laugh at least once. I hope
)uched some of your lives, for now I will say "see you in a week."
s

Jowett wish

piration!!

Peter Rozanski
live a lifetime in a minute.ThankYouMom&Dad for always being there,ai
providing the opportunity of a lifetime. my little sis,youre the best.I knoe I'm leeving ash v
da finest edukashun avaylible to mahnkynd.6yrson&off/MAC/3blazers.hooah!thanks
those who stuck by or made it bearable RK SK ES LP CS AB
AJ MB BL AP AR Mii
MRB SL ML amor vincit omni. soccer coast2coast /boarders/ stoop folks /&others. genui
people are hard to find/the right path is too damn hard/boarding was a swift ki
enough. ThankU teachers who care about your students-7 Storosko,M King, EH, Bax, PC,!

Some people

DW WN

Coles, Nico, Jowett. the

good evening

end

is

here/ goodmorning, and in case

Ian Rutherford

HOW TOWASTEIS TIME EFFICIENTLY:

I

don't see ya, good afternoc

& goodnight

Preheatoven:9 yrs

@ Ash

*

Combine:3/4friendsl/

Steachers l/4work3/4fun Stir in:some trouble laughter hardships anxiety& tons of stress
Mixin Memories: 8S,25DT's(skipped)=suspension,failing math (Dragan) Bake until u've reach

u rthe best!TD.umade scifun4me! ZS.engis really deep"And Focus"
.'LMN. urmore my friend ILT.the musicman. Ican't begin 2 describe how much u have
influenced mylife! All my friends Icouldn't have made itwithoutu! JG.Spare needl saymore. U'r
Isay. Uralways therebut
the best friend anylcouldhave&4that Ithanku! AR .what can

loss of time! Teachers

somewhere else(Mexi's)! MP.I'mgladurmy buddy *engclass*AB.Busa!SG,LH,JR. Good
group! Uguys=awesome! Later.

Katherine Ryder-Burbidge
L'&4most

to lil'RB. hold

down

the crib

YO! (JM

JAFAR!)AP&Shay you

4ever,

gals

know how

would I do w/out u?JS, AB many L8 nights and crazy boy talks, laughs and te;
Goodluck! AP(okaybud!)&SG(eye contact babe). .a toast to the club that went down the drain! GIVI
The rest of the stoop crew: CS(the hate for devil eyes!),AR, DM, BP,SD(keep me in line),SS, CS,R
party, what

!

(chillest girl I know) ,CC( Va), MB,LP,TK, TH,VD (Pilsner time?) JMac (thx4x-cntryski/w
Mrs.K, NJ, DS, AB, AS, Rico&Nico, SO, TD, JB thx Little bros: fresh - marry my sis,JP,GB, AD,,
(keep it real boyz!) Ma & Padre (I will willingly walk in your footsteps forever!) Jon (u'll always be

AC, LR

lirfatboy)....and finally

life

begins. .YEEAH!

Kathryn Sallot
"The best way out is always through. " For all those that made a difference in my life, thank you.
Danny: you're my champ. Milene: some people make the world special just by being in it...
you're one of them. Edelson: Kate squared, so many memories. Linds&Krys: 11 years of
friendship, many more to come. Allison: trips to Tim's. Camp girls: greatest summers with you.
Dan&Damian: thanks for the support and many good times. Also: DO, AB, RA, AM, EM, CB,
HP /ted, LR, PI, ES, MS. To the teachers, especially NJ, ZS, DS, LL. Mom, Dad, Mike: Thank you
for always believing in me. I love you. "We do not remember days, we remember moments."

Michael Sanderson
life 3 quarters of HS what can I say? A lot of rough times, many good orj
pulled through. Thanks to all of u here & gone who made it worth it this year and the laij
esp. to my boarding people for all the laughs and craziness some things are better left uns£
It's been awesome u all know who you are! And to everyone in my family even though I have

3 Years of boarding
I

much of u, you've been great: Vicky Jacky Ian Mom Dad. Soph & girls u guys rule, gc
times chillin! Guille you've been my best friend, been there for me always. Cause you're ma g
Arm! We make the best couch potatoes! And Thailand High school's been fun, gone by so
seen

.

Thanks

for all the

.

.

f.

memories everyone.

I

Priya Sen
i
.

times, good times, ya can stick a few bad ones in there. What kept me goin'? Pri! Pri! My
My best gals Rob n' Libs U R my angels in disguise, helpin' me make my decisions in life,

bouncin da C/W checkin cuties/pool/b**z AD shmaddle-daddle! All the talks of
and gals DP Poss Shmoss MP You always make me feel special PI Unpredictable, always
aln me laugh RJ Your randomness I'll never forget DV2 my two bottles of joy Ash, my soul
givin me advice my fave guy ever luv ya My mom and sis you've
ill AB sweetest guy
ed me and guided me through life. Save the best for last. I love you dad and I know you'll
talks,

MM

ys be in

my heart.

Alistair

Senn

Over! Goodbye Ashbury. Goodbye to all my friends AW, AR, RD, KM, DP, DA,
for sticking by me, and thank you for being there for me. Thank you Mat
for introducing me to weight training. Thank you adbo for all the crazy talks. Thank you Phil
for keeping me awake. Thank you Coach Smith for all the years of Football. Thank you Paul and
I'm Done!

RJ,

J

It's

AR, AJ. Thank you

Arthur for being my friends, even if u left me behind. Thank you Troy for everything, you have
always been there, giving me advice, helping me when I am down and pushing me past my
limits, but most of all thank you for pushing me to ask Caroline out. Thank you Caroline for
being the love of my life, you mean the world to me and never forget that. Thank you Mum and
Dad for giving me a world of opportunities. Thank you for all the nicknames all-star, gundee...
But most of

all

thank god

its

over!

Adil Shaaeldin

made it. .never thought I'd actually be writing this. There are many people I'd like
ank but the list is endless: my parents, brothers, relatives, friends, and all the others who
had an impact on my life for good or worse. .So many names running through my head,
this is it... I've reached one of many crossroads. It's still hard to believe that I was once
by, toddler, kid... I've definitely come a long way and still have a long way to go. I'm
nistic about my future. I'd like to leave off with some words of wisdom... but you'll see/
tnter@ctive and visit: < "www.angelfire.com/in4/adil/mygradprofile> for music, pic'inally

.

.

;

tb,

info!

Jonathan Shiff
all started 4 long years ago with a tiny, weak, boy named Jon Shiff and now an icon, THE
SHIFFSTER!. shiff ster needs to recognize many people so here we go:parents- wouldn't be here
without you/sis-I stood up forya/burty-brother(BN)/tom-brother(SD)/ Postle-brother(BN)/
adelberger-BL AH / oullette-kill me no w / aly m-its my tin / i vanoff-y our all three / resnick-goose /
brett-BROCK ON/ saager Jay and Ira-casino boys/AP- we're the sh*t /stu gray-BALANCED
I /chris colton-boom shaka laka/J-mac-marilyn was there/ omar-special props/ blake-love ya
/Elmwood girls-uhhhhccckkkk/ coach smith- colt pride/ ncssaa football champs.
Well that's it, its been fun, catch you on the flip side, peeeaaaccceee. PS. BAD 4 LIFE

Sup!It

Amanda Shore
gone by so fast.These past4yrs have allowed me2really appreciate everything I
learned here.Iwant2thank myM&Dfor giving me all the TLC&opportunities
ible;Em,though I may not giveUenough credit,thanx for helping me, joining me&being the
sis thatU know how2-its been fun&will continue2B;Vic,U are truly awesome.We'll be w/
Afays.Have fun&keep theShore grl vibe alive!2all myfriends&acquaintances alongtheway,its
fim.2everylwho I didnt get a chance2know... maybe another time.2myteachers,IOU
Thanxfor inspiring me&pushing me f orward.It's beenfun,sad,enjoyable&memorable here
sh,&though its done,rm happy I got2experience it.2everyone,so long&good luck.

'^ythings

!&all I've

1

,

Emily Shore
j

5yrs sped by-thanx2 those whomadeitgrS SK,AW, TH,HK, JB:expertadvici
IDhunting+boystories-thanks, girls. AP,PB,SG,CS:my musical geniuses SBiIt'sbei;
funLP:Dante,yoga,Andy+tonsofcoffee.DreamBIGcuzyou'llgetthere AB:Gr2memories

dancingcookies2highschoolgraduation.I'llmissUnextyear-don'tbreal
manyhearts+Keepintouch MsD:More than ateacher,but friend. MrT:Uput meaning be hii
themusicAmanda-my

sister +best friend. It wouldn't B ourway if wedidn't do it 2gether.r
we'll B taking the first steps on life's next journeysidebysideVi
URthewarmestpersonlknow.Thebestlittlesister-I'llmiss Uso much next year. Show Ashw
tURmadeof-I luvUsomuch Mom&Dad-Thanx 4 pushing, sharing, inspiring. Uhave given:

soglad

so

much- IloveU Keep smiling ,Em

Carina Siegmund
"Every day, every second you make a decision that can change your

life."

-Run

Lola

Run~3

my life forever. Teachers, Prefects & Staff: Thanks for opening
my eyes and widening my horizons. Tong & Maria: had a great time, thanks for keeping up
with me. Black hair - I'll miss it ;-) GHS & TA crew: 5 plays, S-M for life... Keep the dream alive!
LT Thank you for the music. Friends & family away from home: Thank you for being there
years at Ashbury have changed

I

-

when I needed you the most. Gillin girls: You're great, thank you for being the way you are!
Mamani und Papa: Danke, dass ihr immer alles fiir mich moglich gemacht habt. Ich liebe euch.
CARPE DIEM. It's time to move on. Ahoi, Carina.

Billy

Simpson
AC

remember? LPB and Gatorade FNS. TBI,AOF. SM,SD,I
too. All my JR School buddies you know who y
are. DY,DM,RD Late Nites @ Mt St Anne. Physio w/KM and friends. Fun Tim
New friends AD,AC. The Clean Song. Big Lafs = Big D. I AM CANADIAN. The
of A don't come close to Big C. Double Gold, Winter Fun. Chairlift (you kni
what I mean). Keep going TO. Pontine and pickles w/PMS. Good laughs w/JK.
9 BTT. That's it TTFN,TAF have a good time. Think, don't worry, be good, a
best of all have fun. Never follow the straight road. That's it I'm out
6yrs of

and what do

friends since gr

9.

I

DL,VL

AM CANADIAN :D

Mark

Singer

school time says that people pass, but people say that time passes,
time says that people pass, but people say that time passes....time says that people pass, but
people say that time passes, time says that people pass, but people say that time passes.. ..time
says that people pass, but people say that time passes, time says that people pass, but people
say that time passes.. .time says that people pass, but people say that time passes, time says that
people pass, but people say that time passes....
ski, sleep, school, ski, sleep,

.

.

Jessica

Smart

I look back on 2 yrs @ ash I remember 2 unbelievable seasons, incredible friendships
amazing memories. Allie & RB(Shoulda Coulda Wouldas)Bess:ESS 4eva.Bball Gals: Caity
Aud, She, Kat, Denise, Kate, Dani, Mclsaac, Ju,SL=sisters, thank you for not only Bball hv

As

i

|

for friendship.Tong:best roomate! Jmac, Meg RB, Simon, AP,AR,BP,MM (no bridge), SG,
TK, SK.ESS:Amanda, Lynn. Mr. Sparks & Ms. K you made it possible, I couldn't have do
it without you.To my family. Mom, Dad, mike & rob, thank you for everything. Friends «
the

most important part of your

treasure the memories-Brenner.

life.

Treasure the tears, treasure the laughter, hut most importanl

I

Stephen So
s

@ Ash. To the Jr School: Those were the days! Kinger - the Greatest,Three Kings (JE, SA)

The Humph. To the Sr. School: GrlO - Eng monologue, MAP - intense, RPandher - "I
our paths will someday cross", PPP + Piggott approved, Chudak-Attack, NA + PV - 12 and counting, R. Zucchini - magic, OA - laughter. Downtown MB +
t guy", TH
o, JE -High-Tower, Jarvis, Spares w/ AJ, Lunch - a$$/BJ, Int Day - Ethiopia, X-country
Show So, Abonyi's square, YB, Band + A. Sax/Drum Circle, Jr
e,

turtle.
\e

Thanks For the Memories. To the Staff: MK, JH, HP, MW, CM, GA, LT, SR. God:
3:17. JoSo: For the support. Mom and Dad: For their love. Peace.

Hope - Colossians

Caitlin Sparks
gone so fast I cant believe its over 2 mySyrs of bball girls you're unforgettable-JB AM PR
DS AS Sheila-2gether from the start Kate-my basement/Illusions99 Aud-farm parties Jess-Mtl
trip02 Kat-BP Bess-OFSAAOO Mike! Allie-thanx4the laughs RB-party hard devil eyes! LR SK AB
ES KM SL City Champs99 02 OFSAA CHAMPS 01! Road trips "Dance With Me" Trinity
boyzNew Years02 Dance02 Boys its been f un-SG / BPcosmos AR CC DM AP VD HR. You helped
me get where I am HUGH Dean Dave Ian RH MH SG NJ Youngs-my second family. Mom+Dad
5 yrs

thanks for the opportunities on and off the court! Jenna+Lauren-thanx for putting up with me
many memories 2 write way more 2 come I cant wait! Ashbury-its been

Alex-its been a long yr 2
great!

Kyley Sroka
ciDad&Mims Thanks4 theChance&TheSupport. .Luv you! yrsGoneBy Ina Blink:LeFrancais
'arkingTickets PaulAnka02 Subway Nites Out Dancinglds? Sparesll VrmVrm Janl20n
BlockSummer 02Ardie LP&BS MadeltTheBestBritney Cops (Oops) SL:Trouble?Hockey
.

iles&New Years 02MissedCurfews Boys&TheChats(TS) Cancun03JG:"Estimify "Crushes"
The Man? "Ganster Face! Hooligans Thanks 4 The Laughs! TP:4yrs 21ate&a LockerRoom
>u\ You For Always Being There MP:English Bud&Best4Ever NL&LS:CrusinBoystoys
'i|hes Timmys Trinity Elmcroft Second Family Liw&Support 4 TTieMemories: AB.MP.LC.
VRC. JV.RA.AR. IR.CS.TW.BS. AF. JMac. NY02 Videos Roomies Starbucks McDs Boston99
j-hers:NJ,GS,MH&JK Chris:U r theAbsolut Coolest Kid in the World Never Change Luv U!

Christina Stefanski
have experienced memorable moments and gained wisdom from everything that has Meant
something to Me. Lee- We can create an other universe, it's up to you and I. You will always
be my first love. Lemz- You were there for me like No other in my deepest struggles. Always
remember Soho's, Surface + hip-hop shows. Allison- StonEy's, Thai + Mwoods - it's all been
very special to us. The boys- DMac, BH, CL, BP, SD, MP, AR - you are the life of the party. KS,
LW- You have been with me through life. SHK- Gemini's fly on May 22. ZS- You have inspired
me to dance. Mama i Tata- 1 have matured with this extra year at Ashbury. I love you. "The
1

farthest point

from the origin

is

the origin." -

Buck 65

Sheila Street
BE 2

ASH

best of both worlds,

no

regrets. 2ofsaaGolds, unbelievable.

BbalLhard times,

ones prevail; girls&coaches=family. ASparks: thanx 4 not letting me quit Imac: thanx 4
lositivity Rugby:meant2be,reaching the impossible Boydthanx 4 coaching with so much
ionX=great! Friends:Kate: missyaluvya Aud:newkids,pass the salt!Al: u made it more fun
I

v':glash

2ash always fun Jess:gr8 baller,gr8er girlBoo:car chats SK:rugby/roadtrip

much

LR,KZ,KRB,JZ,DM,HK,HR,AP,BP,SG,SB GLEBEGIRLS!Sarah:best41ast,always love u!
[rational Teachrs:ZS, KV, NJ Mom&Dad:thnx 4 making it possible Lan: best sister /best
d Steve:hold on, almost done ADJ:so much in love, u mean more to me than u'll ever know.

^

J
^^^^^

Rody Suen
Sometimes we win, sometimes

we...3years, finally, this

map is done and we are all Lv-upl

game.KsarAnoif. Jeremy,the best Knight! AdamC we're Ashbury Ric)
Mohamed ZOE king! RyanL sirYESsir! AlexD let's have fun AlexN the animeNoble!R(l
Ross! PeteV, hey we've the same birthday! MariaL, NatalieC
!LouisP, bonjour! DarcyC
get on the roller coaster!EricL play piano with me JungH JunP,what? VLo chat later.^ji
Samonia, Mykal,Tong,Connie,bye guys.Jimmy,Paul,Frank,Bret,rm coming,big brothers
Novick the best history teacher Mr Coles computer master Ms Allen, I likeMath Mr Weai
5
Phys wizard Mr Miedema-Potion wizard Mr Herique-Merci! Ms LD,visit me in HK!

remember

this

li

1
Ian Syrett
time says that people pass, but people say that time passes, time says that people pass, but
people say that time passes.. ..time says that people pass, but people say that time passes, time
says that people pass, but people say that time passes.. ..time says that people pass, but people
peoph
say that time passes, time says that people pass, but people say that time passes.. ..time says that
people pass, but people say that time passes, time says that people pass, but people say that time
passes....

Andrea Toms
"Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshii
At first I was afraid, I was. .This is for all those times that we thought graduation would necome! I can't believe that it's time to say goodbye! I gotta thank my awesome parents, u gi
are the best! Brandon and Dyl, u can drive me up the wall but I love ya all the same! Ashbi
has definitely been an interesting experience, I'm gonna miss u guys so much, and C, not 01
because you're Asian. Moments: NYC DC QU TO gr9 lunch bummer meat spazzes icecap flc
belly dancing dramas! Mudgudlepop and Cannoodles. My love to the Recaac Fyclcli
Committee, and all those other special people in my life(u know who u ar
.

Peter Valentine
The time of my departure has come, I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have
kept the faith, hockey grll/cut grl2...go figure, x-country. baseball champs grlO. The Big
Cheese, music. NYC, DC: yes, those watches/sunglasses ARE real. The ppl who made it fun:

NA keep

it

real,

TH 4 everything, AA party at petey's house, EM chess, RJ taught me to drive,

AM movies/ladies, LH someone 2 talk 2, MP PotPie, MP whatguy, CK buddies 4 ever. To
everyone else, dnt worry i didnt forget. To mom, dad, andy; to G&G for paying. Luv u all.
Memories: hull runs, casino; grad trip 2 come. My finger is stuck in my beer! Im out. So fill to
me the parting glass, good night, and joy be with you all.

Anne Wagner
Finally, amazingly:

SK: Roxy, strawberries, basement,

elabstories,

apple JB: Tremblant*4, our practice, old souls, Barbie Girl,

dancing+chicken soup, punch bowl (thinking alike) ES:

good

intentions JG:

magna doodle,

cottage PB:

itai,

Stand AS: for calling TP: for the memories, and
never would have made

GHS,
Dance

NJ,

it.

MC: From

like

stories,

my

Bert+Emie,

tropical,

Ash, the Rules TH:

c

New Year's, Kin+posterl

Mex*2, chili VD: tuna
KL, SB, JB, KB, without whc
can't even express-always. To

girls:
I

and support -Work

nobody's watching, and Love

to

TAG fun AP:

Eclipse to lions,

MH+CT for their inspiration

Gr 6

like you'll

like

you don't need the moi

never be hurt-

Tyler Wilgress
e ingredients

tl

ts

of an Ashbury Education 5/L wuzza dent jumper Nordiques beaver

iceyboard streak

lifts
;'|ins

9
m.'

onepiece candle wax waterboy

road

trip stink

tails

bowling

balls JJ

MPS

horse radish duct tape the chase 43pumpkins

ofsaaX2 Crab Apples marbles cancun02 rotten

95 fore fishermen shoes piggy studying and always add an egg or two

>sponsibility,

prep

NERD B YOC tow trucks balloons Banff-YAMAHA Norway Toblerone
fruit ski

OAC/V

what's that?"-mxpx

Stephen Wilson
Mom

can't say enough to the peps that made the time fly. First my family.
and Dad, love you,
thanks for everything & putting up with my shenanigans. To my friends, I couldn't have made
I

without you guys: JMac (worms@lunch, CounterStrike@night), Mike (throwing knives), HP
been there! On the ps2), Tim (boarding isn't the same), Danny (take care of Princess), Will,
Rob & Curly (No thumping allowed). I hope for the best to all of you& wish a fond farewell.
To the select few daystudents: Munkman (traitor), Hamish, the guys in A&G. To my past
roommate Dan H (leave the S-bear alone). Finally Steve & Casey (my best friends), my house
is always open. Thanx for everything to everyone. Peace
it

(I've

Samuel Witherspoon
Mr. Coles, Andreas, Mr. King thanks
you dont you will. Mr. Moore thanks for
le positive encouragement on the hockey team don't ever expect a donation from me why
oes everyone accept that its bad to run your car in the garage but its ok to run it outside, isn't
le earth just a big garage? living in the 21st century makes you a hypocrite no ones perfect but
)me people are less perfect than others ive been here since grade six and the decision I regret
lost is coming back im tired of people flaunting their wealth im tired of people blowing smoke
0

1

everyone else you

know what

i

think of you and

if

peoples faces

Daniel Wojick
The past two years have been too long, but it's finally over. Kate: thank you for everything; I
can't imagine how it would have been without you. Singer: Skating city hall and jamborees.
Will: The juice game and all the other games. You made boarding more fun than I thought it
could be. Steve-o: thanks for everything. Keep on scooting. Matty B: we had a few close calls
and some good laughs. Jono: Boxing. Emma: You were a lot of fun. Thanks for the "rig". Sean:
I owe you. Piotr: Polska. Rod: Viva Mexico. Thanks for everything. Roberto: 8535. Rrra-Hyme:
Apparently you're ugly. Thanks to my family: Mom, Dad, Laura, and Mandy I love you.
Anybody I didn't mention: there wasn't enough space.

Connie Xiao
[fi

Ash experience, especially for the boarding life (don't get me wrong,! mean
and support./ SM,JK:much thx 4 everything/TN:
from me and my earrings/ Teachers:thk u for all the help/CB&CT:u r the best!/

grateful for the

ly the ppl).

latitude

My

family:thk u 4 the luv

artist, stay blessed; RB:Ni Hao Ma?Anybody has a hUlmet?/Tong:zai mei
fun&meet shuai ge.P.s.brrng them to me./Michelle:4 the laughs.Which cuisine
xt?/ET:Queen of the mountain and the pool table! /ML:g'luck next
ar. /LP:GrlO had been fun./AZ:2 yrs compu class,cheers./Hoomies: Ms.K:u'll b the best
tocher in London; SBr&LA:say hi to Germany; Dedei:who takes eco' in this house?/AG, AH,
tA^, NC:come visit me.

Ejiomies

:Casey the

o have

Daniel Yachnin
"Good times, bad times, you know I've had my share. ."-LedZep. 6 long yrs just flew
I'm almost spent. So many things have happened such as: "helping the school grow
Seb's, the crawlspace, drum circles, 3 pillars SWB, the mammoth, Acapulco (to see pyrajt
hill, NY-goldbnd, hair, spain-los tres judios canadiense, Cpt Shnoodle, zipadeedood
man, stir it up, Piggott-our cd is gonna rock, glade at le massif, stairwy to heavn/zepf p(
Bohemian Rhpsody, Sandrella's and so much more. Thank you family friends and teifii
you made things easier. "Know what's weird? Day by day, nothing seems to change, but ?«
soon... every thing is different."-Calvin (calv and hobbes)
.

1

tj

GH

Ji

Alexander Yeh
my seven years of hard time in the slammer, and now I am ready to embrace my
freedom. The air will be fresher, the sun will be warmer, the grass will be greener,
and the light will be brighter with each new day that arrives. The gates are unlocked and open.
I am prepared to walk under the gates that had once imprisoned me. The time has come for me
leave the life I once had at Ashbury. A life full of promised potential and new challenges to
overcome faces me, and I'm ready to take it on. For those of you who have prepared me for this
long and perilous journey of life, I thank you. You will have to excuse me now, I must be off
to make my millions, I bid you farewell....

I

have served

new found

Cynthia Yeh

Ahhhhhh reminiscing on this past year, and what a year. "Good gravy d
"what do we do?. ..PANIC!" Well Ashley B, Cristina F, Fiona R, Eve M, Andrea T, Pc'
Michelle O. Some quotes to remember. .or forget. CF "It's because I'm asiaaaaaan." "f
because you're caucasiaaaaaaaaan." EM Do you believe in ghosts? Obviously you do
live in your house! I get my energy from photosynthesis MO ...and she came out wei
jumpsuit! AB backing up through that snow bank. I dunno...is this pizza cooked? PN
Hellooooooo.

.

.

.

.

.

.

weirdest Friday night skiing ever!

and

all

AT it's a star fruit... STAR fruit. This is all within the lo

thanks to the recaac fecycling committee.

Tong Yu
3yrs in boarding I've learnt a

lot.

There were

tears,

laughter and memories

that'll last

4 the rest

my life. Thx to my parents, aunt & my family: 4 the opportunity & support u've given me.
Grandma luv u 4ever CX, MO, JS, ET, CDB, SB, ML, AZ, AAB, FI, AK, EB, FW & ALL the girls:
thx 4 all the great times & being there 4 me no matter what, u've made it all worthwhile. To those
returning next yr: best of luck— u'll get thru! The teachers CT, GA, MB, AM, CB, MW, LT & the
boarding teachers: thx 4 the guidance & having faith in me. I'm so glad this is over!!!
of

I

! !

Richard Zadorozny
ace of spades, mr. piggott, ohhh petey, cartoon Stephen so (wiz), lonnay, AMEER (woul
be funny), make it clap "hot 89.9" nigel, heyyyyyy will, people who take the bus, rocki:
funky hair dan, machine-gun davis, tiny josh, bicycle&bee, the supporters, the disbeli
and those too cool, music of the voices, keyboard vibes, tetrisbattle: legal gaming, co)
room, food, cardful and cardless spares, God (if he happens to exist), casino stories, rip
live wut guy brdrdrda, "president" card game, fortune, write-ups months old wher
fyir^g
novelties,
three
stooges,
remote
controlled
£

-richard/dick/rich/richie/patrick/"zucchini"

is this

700 characters? (M)(y)(B)(8);)

Alexandra Zarama

—

I guess at this point
duck. Calm on the surface, but paddling like the dickens underneath.'
entertaining
school.
Through '99 & '03
unpredictable
&
surviving
years
of
this
5
me!"for
"Go
n say

Be

like a

&

&

Field,
most importantly. Fencing. I
dre's been rock climbing. Theatre Ashbury, Skiing, Track
my friends that I leave with treasured memories. To
through my experiences
1 e learned so much

&

the Elmwood girls, the CNIB crew, & the EXO team: Thanx for your help, your
& for just being yourselves. Mimica & Principe: Thank you for everything you have given
love you all!
(support & fencing equipment included). Andrew: Thanx for your help.

Ash gang,

tjusement,

I

Katya Zeidan
As

the sun sets

on

my HS

career

I

raise

friendship both on/off the court,2 those

my

glass&toast 2 those

who ate/TRIED 2eat

all

who gave me

the greatest

my mums cookin,2the band

month DM&those who made me JBick,2LEBFEST evrydayCUZx5,2star watchin on the
trampT&S,lunchtime dates-JayZ& homerm hi-5s SL-AB,2 those whos imperfections r just
2darn furmyAlCS&JS,2 those who like 2 opendoors ON pprM',2 those who cant read (shirtless
bladers/ coatcheck) Kris&Tam,2 those who like 2 scream in&out (Will) the car,those who let
me wear sweatpants under my skirt on cold daysTiM,RV,MAP,CM& 2 those whom ive made
memories that'll last a lifetime.JOKER*ThanksSparks4takin a chance!MOFIA4EVA! Much
of the

luv2

DSKMmyfam=my rock &remember its

all

bout luv &bball!JLo

A Message from the Assistant Headmaster, Academics
There was a pretty good student.

Who sat in a pretty good class
And was

taught be a pretty

good

teacher,
(...) He wasn't terrific at reading.
He wasn't a whiz bang at math.

But for him, education was
leading
Straight

Academic excellence

is

not easily

down a pretty good path.

and strong commitment on the part

time he knew
what he lacked was,
when he looked for a pretty good

of the student, as well as dedicated

job.

(...)

attained.

It

requires fastidiousness

The following excerpt,
from a poem by Charles Osgood,
teachers.

how

might
unfold when one's approach falls
short of this goal. Please heed these
wise words and never settle for
serves to illustrate

life

It

the

was

Have an excellent summer, and
best wishes in your future

endeavours.

Malcolm R. Mousseavi

then,

when he sought a

position.

He

discovered that life could be
tough
And he soon had a sneaky suspicion.

Pretty

"pretty good".

first

good might not be good

enough.
(...)

learned

much too

you want to be
Pretty good is, in
If

late.

great.
fact,

pretty bad.

Lifers
Lifers:

The name says

it all

year with the double
cohort we had two levels of
lifers; 9 year and 8 year.
...this

Then there is the perennial
gender issue with lifers,
boys here since grade 5 and
girls since

way, being

making

grade

9... either

a lifer is

about

and keeping the connection which
draws you back, year after
year.

friends

Look

at

us now!

)

As Ashbury heads forward with a clear mission and view to strengthening community ties, we'd like to recognize those individuals who
contribute to the richness of the student experience at Ashbury.

Governors this year welcomed Stephen Greenberg and
Maclaren '71 as term governors and Alasdair Stuart-Bell '90 as

The Board
Charlie

of

President of the

Alumni

Executive.

Thank You:

Chapel Services

Front Office Staff

Barbara Bradley, Chaplain

Dawn Braun, Head's Assistant
Jenn Wolters, Academic Office

Mervin Games, Organist

Tricia Turiff, Reception

Sodexho Services

Kathleen Munro,

(

Attendance Officer

Harry Ralph, Manager

Admissions

Information Technology

Lisa Lewicki, Director

Tim

Anne Valiquette,

Mike Jamieson
Rose McDermott

Assistant

Student Services:
Custodial and Food

Putt, Director

Sharon McKay, Health Service
Tui Noonan, School Nurse
Kate Wearring, Physiotherapi;
Chapman Uko,
Life Skills Counsellor

As an Independent School, we are grateful for the many volunteers who
help with fundraising events, co-ordinate communication among parents and host a variety of friendship building events. This year, Pam

Committee and Hilary Nicolson, as
the Ashbury Guild were key to the many successes these

Peleato as Chair of the Parent's

President of

groups enjoyed in contributing

to student life at

University Admissions

Financial Office:

Karen McAndrew,
Rudi Mangulaban,
lancement Office:
is
ilci

deMelo, Executive Director

imunications Officer
lie
:i

Director

Loren Gore,

Store Clerk

l.B.

Co-Ordinator

John Valentine

Dawson

Hazelwood

Christine Tordon, Director

Crystal Bergeron

Lesley Pryde,

Wilgress, Director

anda Costen,

Ashbury.

Maintenance Operations
Lee Goodwin
Marcel Lewis

Guy Massey
Rob Miedema

Head
Jane

of Residence Life

Albert Villeneuve

Kennedy
71

School Captain
To

of the grads, good luck! Although we're leaving,

all

what we cherish most

To

the prefects,

To

we made

it

next year's students,

the

us.

through! Thanks for the laughs.

make

the

most of everyday,

it's

you with the
best memories.

everyone

to

go with

things that really count and leave

little

Thanks

will

who

has

made

these past five years so

memorable!
Stephanie King

Salutation to the

Look

Dawn - Camp Oconto
to this day, for

The very
Within

it's

brief course lie

all

realities

The

it is life.

life

of

life.

the verities and

of our existence.

of growth, the glory of action, the

bliss

splendour of beauty.

For yesterday

is

but a dream, and tomorrow

is

but

a vision.

makes every yesterday a
dream of happiness.
And every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this day.
Such is the Salutation to the Dawn.

But today,

AK:

well-lived,

T, trips, stuttering, 5 minutes. King ice.

the last piece,

Dad: King

Mom:

why

size

it,

is

your

tail

BBQ's, hot

Hunt Club, today

is

evaluation day,

down?!, keep up the b-ball guy.
tubs, party time, shih dog, thanks for the relief/hugs.

girls nights, Thai, adventures, late night chats, captains,

you can do anything

student Council
President

I

started

the end,

on the council

and started

in

at the

grade nine and saw

it

througli until

school in grade six and saw

through until the end. Honestly, the inner workings of
school are something very complex, and

chance
nature.

done

if

it

this

you ever have

the

work within them, you'll learn loads about human
This year was testing and trying, and I could not have
to

it.

or had the stamina to persist throughout high school

if it

wasn't for a few people in

and

friends:

MAP

-

my

life.

Beyond my family

your intense beliefs

in

honesty and

everything right - the world could use more people of these
convictions, it'd be a

To

the students

-

much more

cooperative place to live

there's a lot that

doors with the council, and

I

in.

happens behind closed

invite

you

to look out

how much

these people have always done and always will do for

you -

from events and spirit, to representing your voices to the
Academic Committee, Mr. Matthews, or the Board of
Governors. Nick, Roon, Kelen, Tollertime, Dara, Liz, Mikey,

VP Katya,
to

work

Allstar, AJ,

and of course Will, you were

with, and there's a lot of people

who owe

all great

you... a

I wish you luck in all that you do,
2003-2004 council - each year has built upon
the last, and although there's no telling of what the future
holds. Love what a 'great thing we have going here,' and
what you don't like - make better! I'm out.

lot.

for a great year.

always.

To

the

"Peering out some high window;
sunset (and feeling:that
beautiful way.)" -E.E.

if

at the

day has

Cummings.

to

gold of november

become

night this

is

a

Connaught House
Andy Moore, Housemaster
Sheila Street, Head of House

9^^
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Jr.

Boys Football

Unfortunately, no team photograph

was available

this

year for the Junior Boys Football team.

Junior Football 2002

Ashbury
Ashbury
Ashbury
Ashbury
Ashbury
Ashbury

7

St.

0

Mathew

St.

7

20

Patrick 28

St.

Peter 21

50

Pius 8

14

Glouchester 13

34

South Carleton 6

Ashbury 36

South Carleton 14

Quarter Finals:

Semi-Finals:

Ashbury 15

St.

Patrick 22 (Over-

time)
Eastern Conference All-Stars:

Brook Simpson

Alex Drury

Graham Booth
Colin Nicolson
Cameron Black
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\

a hot

I

St St.

ne a

start,

the

team experienced a midseason stumbling block

The collapse was a wake up call, and every game
"must win." The team reeled off two straight regular
Pete's.

n wins to finish with a 5- 1 regular season record and home field
itage throughout the playoffs.

home

Beating Brookfield and

up a dramatic rematch against the unde1, defending champions St. Marks. With a dominating defenjffort and a strong showing from Alex, Tom, Jon and Simon,
cester at

set

;am captured their third championship in four years. For the

Ashbury moved onto the Eastern Ontario regional,
Mike and the
e filled 0-Line. The victory sent the team to the Skydome and

time,
ling

Perth behind a dominating performance from

rational Capital

ed result

Bowl

for the second time. Unfortunately the

was not achieved.

A

big thank you goes out to

hes Smith, Guarisco, Westlake and Gray. 9-2

was a season

to

To the 24 graduating players, good luck in the future. To
layers coming back, work hard and keep the tradition alive.
mber.

Team Photo:
Back Row (left to right): Ben R, Saager D, Jon S, Jason C, Coach
Andrew B, Nigel A, Simon C, Matt G., 2nd
Row From Top (1 to r): Aniss A, Dave M., Matt B, Steve S, Peter
I, Mike S, Derek S, Tom C, 3rd Row: Mike M, Stuart G. Ryan
Smith, Brett P,

L, Alistair S, Trevor E,

Adam

B, John M., Alex Y,

Row (1 to rt): Dave O, Karim M, Alex J,
Omar A, Morgan B, Victor D.
Front

Chris C, Alex P,
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Jr.

Sr.

Boys Soccer

The Senior Boys Soccer team had a successful and inspirational
season this year. The highlight of the season was undoubtedly the
CAIS Nationals where we performed with passion, determination
and finesse

to ultimately leave the

tournament with third place.

Thanks goes out to Friedrich Birgelen for the many beautiful goals
and to Ryan Davies for being the smallest, yet often most effective
player on the field. To our coaches, Mr. McKirdy and Mr. Taylor,
your efforts were greatly appreciated - Thanks a lot and good luck
to the graduating players.
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Boys Soccei

Jr.

Girls Basketball

This years

jr.

girls basketball

season was one to remember. Even thoug

the wins weren't always there we

still

had a great time. Never forget

Starburst game, the scary motel in Kingston, the shots

Gomme

making one

in

th

from half court (Mis

her game) and babies behind the bus!!

As

th

captains of the team, Krista Zeidan, Kelsey Leduc and Elaine Richardsoi

we want

to

thank Miss

throughout the year.

Gomme

Good

for the

amazing season and the suppoi

luck next years girls!

Girls Basketball

Sr.

senior girls
llified
E

us for city finals and

ing in a

4'^

ary, Jess,

pcial
rat

fantastic season; 5 tournaments, 3 golds

OFSAA. CITY CHAMPS and

place finish. With a team of 8 grads

it

an

OFSAA

and a

P' place

was an emotional end,

A tough semifinal win
seeding! A hard fight,

silver.

Allie,

Audrey, Caity, Denise,

Katya, and Sheila. We'll look back fondly on these years, the friendships and the memories;

Okie Night
like

managed another

"You ruined my

you guys! Thanks

to

sleep!" "Are

you serious?"

"I

am

#1

!"

Dean:"If

I

have a daughter

our assistant coaches Dean and Ian, congrats on putting up with 14

thanks to Mr. Sparks for everything you've done for

all

of us over the years.

To

the girls:

I

hope she's

girls!

A

you were

good luck next year!
Photo: Back Row (left to right): Andy Sparks, CaitHn Sparks, Denise Murphy, Sasha Lauks, Jess Smart,. Bess Lennox,
Audrey Plaskacz, Sara Hale, Katya Zeidan, Coach McKinnon. Front Row (left to right): Hilary Kilgour, Kathrine Mclsaac,

Team

Lauren Rock, Sheila S

treet, Allie

Bechtel, Stefanie Delvechio, Julianne Zussman. Absent: Dean.
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Jr.

Boys Basketball

The Ashbury Junior Boys Basketball team experienced tremendous success this year.

We

were

able to finish the season with a 6-4 record.

Unfortunately, in the

we were

first

defeated by

St.

round of the playoffs
Matts, the eventual

league champions. Through the year many players stepped

up

to the challenge. Players like

Fresh Ross, the twin towers, Eric and Greg,

Captain Nael Alsaffar, Geoff Matthews, and

Graham

Andrew King. As

the other captain,

Booth had

my lunch bucket everyday to

to bring

keep up with the

But as we

I,

rest of the team.

know, none of our triumphs would
have occured if it wasn't for the smooth hook
shot from everybody's star, Nick Senn. This
all

season was definitely a building block for

Ashbury 's future teams. Our coaches, Mr.

McKinnon and Mr. Gray, put in a lot of time and
aided us in a progressive year.

Good

luck to next year's team.

Sr.

Bovs Basketball

The Senior Basketball season was
against Rideau in our

home opener

improvement of 3 from

own

last.

a great success this year.

A

win

propelled us to a 3-win season, an

Highlights include Brian Peterson's put-

snow bank, our
champs plaque, and Gerf. Our trip to OFSAA was tons of
fun and we'd like to thank Geoff Matthews, Andrew King, and Mr. Gray
for coming along with us. Good luck to our graduating bailers: Shamir
Bali, Mathhew Banks, Tom Christie, Victor Drury, Stuart Gray, James
Macmillan, Rasheed Mussa, Philippe Nyirimihigo, Alex Patrick, and

back on

his

basket, getting James' car out of a

consolation

Brian Peterson.

A

special thanks goes out to our coach

Mr. Sparks, for putting up with our stupidity, and thanks

to

our manager

and inspiration Dan Mirsky.

Team Photo

(L to R): Back

Row Coach
-

Jason

Haney, Taylor McWade, Tom

Front

Row

Sparks, Phillipe Nyrimingho,

Christie, Brian Peterson

(L to R) Matt Banks, Victor Drury, Stewart Gray, James

MacMillan, Shamir Daya,Alex Patrick

The tennis teams had another successful season.
A change in format returned tennis to a league this year.
The A team finished league play first in the East and first
overall in the City. The B team placed third in the East.
The entire A team and the B Mixed Doubles qualified for
the Championship Tournament. James Low repeated as
Boys Singles Champion. Troy Puddington and Megan
McClure placed second in Mixed Doubles. Ashbury won
the Boys Shield and repeated as the Overall City Champions. We would like to extend a thanks to graduating B
players Tong Yu, Tyler Wilgress, Vincent Lo and Sasha
Adler for their participation over the years.

A special thanks to Troy Puddington and James Low
for their contributions to the A team.
During
the

their four years they

have anchored

A team to four straight City Championships.
Row

R ) Mr. Penton, Bianca,
Ryuta, Mr. Holman, Front
(L to R) Vicky, Alain, Vicky, Vincent, Tong, Lucas,

Team Photo

B:

Back

(L to

Jessica, Caroline, Sasha, Tyler,

Row

Olivia.

A: Back Row (L to R): Mr. Penton, Jamie, Troy,
Mr. Holman,
Front Row (L to R): Natasha, Erin, Tara, Megan, Alex

Team Photo
Asif,

Here's to a season of actual wins, and mad intensity. A shout-out to
the Corna Cru' who eventually stopped dickin' around and got down

We definitely showed them what money could buy. ..this money
was spent on poutine and fahj-eye-tas instead of unstinking Danya's
40 lbs of goalie gear... we went in like ghetto supa'stars with war paint
and all, just to show them that games aren't won on good looks alone.
low.

Speaking of looks. Bulldog kept
ing of fun.. .recall:

"umm know
I

it

real.

D- Wayne kept

it

fun. Speak-

the game's over, in triple

OT but I

maybe 1 could take a shot, just to see what would
have happened...."Practice was Trickie-Kicie but by the end we
managed to stop staring at the little boys and used our sticks propwas wondering

erly. Final

if

Shout out

to the B.O.Ref... keep

luck to the grads and Anik

who

Ms. Duggan and Ms. Cardarelli
handle our balls.

Team Photo: Back Row
Sarah,

Front

it

deserting

stanky...
us...

for teaching us

WORD!

word

how

to

Best of

our coaches

to get

low and

(Lto R) Rene, Ms. Cardarelli, Laurence, Michelle,

Amanda, Jasminka,

Row

is

Katie,

Shannon, Megan, Danya, Ms. Duggan,

(Ln to Rn):Guillermina, Sophie, Annie, Dara, Steph, Anik

.
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This year's Cross Country team had another exceptional year. The
team had 45 dedicated runners training and competing in all
possible weather conditions.

We traveled to the Trinity College

School Invitational Meet where each race had close to 400 runners.
At the East Conference meet held in Ottawa, the team competed
extremely well. The girls won the overall aggregate trophy and the
team as a whole combined to win the East Conference

Championship Title. We had a large number of finishers in the top
ten. Thanks to all the coaches that helped us out: Mrs. Kennedy,
Mrs. Marshall and Mr. Putt. A special thanks all of our outstanding graduating runners and role models: Ashley Bickerton, Peter
Chudak, Tarah Hunter (Team Captain), Robin Lavigne-Green,
James Macmillan (Team Captain), Sebastien Peleato, Matthew
Piggott, Anthony Rocheleau, Lauren Rock, Amanda Shore, Emily
Shore, Stephen So, Peter Valentine, and Daniel Wojcik. We look
forward to another terrific season next fall
with all those runners who are returning.

Team Photo (L to R): st Row-Emily, All, Jena, Rose, Tarah, Alisha, Kate, James,
Liz; 2nd Row (L to R)- James, Matt, Steven, Kate, Karine, Ashley, Lauren, Kiki,
Robin, Amanda; 3rd Row (L to R)- Mrs. Holman, Ms. Kennedy, Seye,Joey, Anthony,
1

Andrew, Lucas, Nick, Mark,Danny, Sara, Mr.Putt, Sarah, Stephanie,
Peter, Michael, Sebastian, Weldon, Mrs.Marshall.

Ian, Peter,

>,

Track and Field

The Ashbury Track dynasty continued this year with
some excellent results, lousy weather and lots of
smiles. Our first meet was the Lisgar Relay Meet in
which we bagged a number of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place
ribbons. From there the team competed in the East
NCSSAA championships. We had some excellent

Andrew Mutter
winning two events, and Paul De Young finishing an
impressive not last in the 400m. The next week was
the city finals where we performed admirably,
continuing an impressive streak of "not last" performances. "Bon" Resnick, "Slo-Pitch" Patrick, "Hamstring" Postle, and "Glitter" King, were the city
champs in the 4xl00m and Mutter continued his
domination of the Ottawa Track scene. We had a
number of athletes qualify for East OFSAA, and "Meet
Record" Mutter qualified for OFSAA in the 400m.
results including "Meet Record",

Highlights of the season included; jokes involving the

name Mutter, Joey leading in the 3000m, Mrs.
Holman being faster than Resnick, James' 2 Pac
and the end

Bling,

of year barbeque. Thanks to Ms. Kennedy

and Mr. Putt for trying to keep us well behaved, and a
special thanks to Mrs.

Holman

for being our inspiration

throughout the years. Thanks to the graduating track

Amanda

Shore,

Dave

King, and Alex Patrick.

stars,

James Macmillan, Steph
Good luck to next year's team and

Postle,

don't forget to bring your

own

meat!

Team

Ski

Team

Pictures: Level

immediate

right (L to

1

OFSAA

Girls

Silver Medalists at

R) Karine Tawagi, Brigid McCallum,

Kayle Towsley, Ali Matthews, Sarah Leenan. Level
Best

Ontario shown below

in

John McDonald

-

bottom

callary,

right:

Mark

II

Boys

Singer,

-

NCSSAA Champions shown

(L to R) Corina Fong, Erin Montague, Erin

Angus McCallum

,

This year, the ski team had
all

Ian Syrett,

missing from photo Josh Nadolny and

Tyler Wilgress, Novice Tean
in

left:

Paul

it's

McGee.

largest turnout in history!

We

underwent a rigorous training program of gates, strength

training,

speed,

and

tag.

skill,

We

battled the -35 degree weather with

and determination. Congratulations

including the Level 2 Boys

Level

1

Girls

to all,

Team (OFSAA Champs) and

Team (OFSAA

Finalists).

Thanks

to the

coaches, Mrs. Matthews and Mr. Beltrand for their support

and ongoing commitment

MacEwen

to the team.

for his coaching help at

Thanks also

to Pete

OFSAA. Goodluck

to all

returning racers!!
-

p.s.
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Thanks

John and Tarah

for the

memories.

Boys Hockey

Another season

in the

books for the storied Ashbury Men's

Hockey Team. The team did much
reaching the semi-finals of the

winning three, yes three games
last year.

down
to

to

better than anticipated,

UCC tournament and
this season... one

From our experienced

up from

returning players right

our skilled and beautiful managers,

be reckoned with. Hi-Tower stood

tall

we were

a

team

on defense, while

three lines produced at least one goal! There

was the
few undeserved ejections
and Cletus" "I was just trying to get something going guys"
incident in Toronto. Not a bad year for a great good of
guys! Thanks to the coaches and best of luck to next year's
all

return of Stifler's hair game, a

team.
-

Michel Pratte
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Jr.

Girls Volleyball

The junior girls volleyball team developed
tremendously over the course of the season. The girls were an energetic group
with no shortage of talent. They are expert
"serve and sprinters", bionic "Bula"
women and "queens of the court". We had
super setters, huge hitters, magnificent
middles,

awesome

offsides

appreciated manager.

and

ward to next season but wish
moving up to senior all the best.
Coaches.
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a

much

We are looking forall

those

"//o/v Toledo''

WHAT a bunch of HOTSHOTS!

On the court there were some disappointments early in the season as we
come together and play to our full potential. However things started
up as "the youngest team ever" was able to "'squeeze" these early

struggled to
to heat

challenges and have a truly impressive season: beating

Champs and

placing

4"' at

OFSAA. To

DLS, becoming

City

the girls next year and in the years to

come: ""Never say dieV Off the court I could have done without all those
Swanson TV Dinners, however you girls made it more then worthwhile. So
many u-turns along the way ... all I have to say is embrace every moment because
it'll be over before you know it, but don't worry it's not over yet. I'll be back
disco setting

moneyS/ 12 bricks with

""the s-

blocking DJSlauks way, making

Mix 94/95 again someday soon.
down.^On and off the bench Mr. Miedema's
and Mrs. Marshall's dedication and enthusiasm was ALWAYS heard (accord-

noise and dancing with French janitors to Dance
Till

then ""lurn that frown upside

ing to most refs almost too much). Coaching a group of teenage girls

a tough job thanks for taking

it

to another level

and making

is

definetly

this

year so

memorable !Nothing but love,Bick (from The Far-Far East) - PS: Thanks for the
food.

Team Photo

(Left to Right):

Coach Miedema, Megan Ryder-Burbidge,

Sarah Watters, Ashley Bickerton, Jackie Tsang, Sasha Lauks, Julianne
Zussman, Megan McClure, Natasha de Young, Becky Lauks, Lauren
Rock, Coach Marshall
95

/

f

The Junior Boys Volleyball had another successful
The team hoped to take example of last year's
team by making the playoffs. With 6 veterans Brook

season.

Simpson, Geoff Matthews, Andrew Mutter, Christopher-Thomas Kelen, James Patrick and Oliver
Macklem the team brought a lot of experience and
energy into the games. Backbone setter - Andrew was
complimented with strong hitting from Brook "the
Bomb", middles Geoff and James, and from rookie
awesome players Ryan Kruyne and Max George-Lane.

With great support from Chris Toller, Mykal Johncox,
Nick Miragliotta and back-up setter Alex Johnston, the
team fell just short of the playoffs, winning four of its
ten games. Highlights included Brook's jump serves,
Chris' ace dance and Oliver's random jersey numbers.
Overall, we had a great season and a fun time. Thank
you to our coaches, Ms. Cardarelli and Ms. Sosnowska.

Good

luck to next years' team.

Team: Oliver Macklem, Andrew Mutter, Christopher Kelen
Alex Johnston, Mykal Johncox, Nicholas Miragliotta
Ryan Kruyne, Geoff Matthews, Christopher Toller
James Patrick, Max George-Lane, Brook Simpson
Coach: Ms. Sosnowska
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The Ashbury women's rugby team had

a ball this season,

and

ished regular league play undefeated, yet again. Pre-season
fun-filled

tournament (despite two devastating

Mclssac) in Halifax, where

Managing

injuries. Briar

we won the CAIS title for a

fin-

was

a

and

fourth con-

proper dress, the
following morning, our league play began. Mid-season, two of our
coaches were invited to play for team Canada while we played a
demanding exhibition game in Peterborough, we had traveled there
for "Kangaroo Court". The outside backs were phenomenal with
Shannon Kane at wing, on occassion, and Bridget McCallum keeping
the ball in play at the sidelines (she spiked it once). Julianne Purcell
made her debut on the field at fly back the same day Hilary Kilgour
(the big H) stepped in at outside center. Our relatively small pack of
forwards helped to dive malls and ruck all the way to the city finals,
where we reaffirmed our status as city champions. OFSAA was held
here at home and, sadly, postponed exams. Our team represented
Ashbury immaculately, capturing a bronze medal upon beating
Thomas A. Stuart highschool. Our coaches deserve significant recognition and gratitude for the energy they invest in the girls' team each
year. To the grads, see you at the beach! By Lauren Rock.
secutive year.

to arrive at school, in
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Sr.

Boys Rugby

This year the Ashbury Senior
Halifax

/

Windsor Nova Scotia

Rugby Team
to

CAIS Rugby Tournament. Bringing

compete

travelled to

in the

annual

along some juniors, the

team had two unfortunate losses to the eventual finalists,
fifth in Canada. In the season we

and placed a respectable

doubled our wins and with two disappointing losses

squeaked into the playoffs for the
seasons. After opting out of an

ended

their season with

team would

like to

who came

first

OFSSA

time in over three

challenge the team

an early exit from the playoffs. The

extend their gratitude to the three juniors

to Halifax

and the three three-year juniors who

played on the senior team and forfietted an opportunity to
play on a successful junior side.

We

would also

like to

thank our coaches Mr. Middleton and Christian Josiah
volunteered their time to teach us the

98

who

game of rugby.

Boys Rugby

Jr.

This year was one of the most successful ones for the junior rugby team.

Led by our captains Graham Booth and Alex Drury (both MVP) we made it
where in a O.T sudden death loss our season ended.
Even with the sad ending the junior boys still completed the season with a
perfect 5-0 season putting us into first place. With 185 points for and only
19 against the quality of our team over others was clear. Whether we went
for Gillespie's drop kicks or gave the ball to Drury to smash it in, the talent
of our team was evident in every play we made. Our annual game with the
Welsh was the best one we have played yet. With tries from both forwards
to the conference finals

and backs

we were

hard competition for the Welsh. Special thanks to our

coaches Mr. Beltran and Anthony
luck to

all

the players

moving up

De

Jesus for creating a great team.

to senior

Good

and those returning.
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Girls Soccer

Jr.

The Junior

team enjoyed a very
With the
Michelle Legault (MVP), as

Girls Soccer

successful season in the spring.

leadership of
captain,

and the courageous determination

of

goalkeeper, Kate Burnett (MIP), the team

worked hard

to

develop

its skill

base and

strategy. Defeated in the semi-final

by the

completed a campaign
characterized by commitment, spirit and pride.
The 3-0 penalty shoot-out after extra time in
league-winners,

the quarter-final
highlights.

it

game was among

The coach

is

the

many

grateful for the solid

contribution of every player. Also,

many

thanks to our bus-driver, James McKirdy, for
his sideline support, wit and advice.

Derek Taylor
Coach.
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Girls Soccer

Sr.

The senior

girls'

soccer team accomplished a

group of about eleven

girls in

lot this year.

What began

as a

desperate pursuit of more players, ended up as

team with one of the most successful records in recent Ashbury history.
finished second in regular season play and lost a real nail-biter to
Colonel By in the semi-finals. The team went through a lot together,
a

We

withstanding early losses of key players to other sports teams, concussions

and the Carleton Sports Medicine

clinic.

We

also suffered a temporary loss

of a coach (due to an alleged "newborn baby" that suddenly decided to join
his family), but

coach,

he was quickly replaced by the always reliable golf team

who devoted

all

of our practice hours toward the perfection of

crosses into the eighteen-yard box.
that

were played

in the

were without coaches, players and
junior players

Our season was highlighted by games
to fields when we

Rideau River and by bus rides

who joined

the

team

balls.

A

special thanks goes out to the

at the last

minute, and to our coaches,

Mr. Hardie and Mr. Valentine, for showing up to almost every kick-off, and
for dedicating themselves to a ridiculously long season.

Team Photo

(Left to Right):

Back row: Coach Valentine,

Allie Hanlon, Krista Zeidan, Tara Boulden, Katja Zeidan,

Emma Canibell,
Audrey Plaschaz,

Megan Ryder-Burbidge, Catie Sparks Front Row: Alex Zarama, Ali S.B.,
AUsha Lakhani, Shenaaz Merali, Stephanie Delvecchio, Jocelyn Armah

Fencing

Fencing continued in its
at Ashbury,
witli a small contigent of
eager fencers. Under the

second year

direction of student fencer

Alex Zarama, participants
innproved theri

skills

and

reflexes.

Baseball
The 2003 Ashbury College baseball organizahad a great season. Error, we may have
500 squad but we started the year
with a bang: A no hitter over Carine Wilson.
Shortly there after we made a few mistakes,

tion

finished as a

error,

we made many

mistakes.

Our promising team only allowed 10 earned
45 unearned runs.
Tim and Adam had homers.

runs. Error;

Many thanks go

out to the graduating players

and good luck to next years team. salute
Captains Moore and Coles for their dedication
to the team even through stormy weather.
I

Model
United
Nations
Team
from

Photo:

left to right:

Kate

Sallot,

Michelle

Owusu,

Matthew

Piggott,

Alistair Senn,

Lianne Fonseca,
Rebecca Kruser,
Ross Franklin,
Carina Sigmund

and Jennifer
Rushby.

This year's

Model United Nation

delegation to the Trent International Model UN was one of
Ashbury's most successful to
date. Students intersested in

current events and international
relations

have the opportunity

simulate a nation's
tion.

to

UN delega-

The younger members of
Grade 10 students

the delegation,

Lianne Fonseca, Rebecca Kruser

and Jermifer Rushby acted as
judges on a simulation of the
Internation Court of Justice's
of Milosovic.

trial

Matthew Piggott

and Ross Franklin, both senior

members

of the delegation did a

working on the Earth
Summit. All students involved
showed emerging diplomatic
skill and effective leadership.
fine job

This year Ashbury debaters argued about labour
unions, the war in Iraq, hate crimes, freedom of speech,

and the environment. They carted
home by bus,
train, van and car. But most importantly, they practiced
how to stand up, speak their minds and attack tough
topics with sharp logic and wit. The graduating debaters this year were Matthew Brown, Sebastian, Chris
Parkes, Joshua Elcombe, Ryan Davies, Alexander Noble,
and Alistair Senn.
globalization

plaques, medals, trophies and citations

The Zoo Story
by
Edward Albee

Outdoor Education
Ed group headed to the
Adirondacks in the fall. Nicolas, Grady, Jon,
John B., Antonio, Tyler, Chelsea, Alex, Rosemary, Alyssa, Thomas and Briar along with Ms.
Sosnowska, Mr. Beedell and Mr. Shortill braved
cool temperatures which made hiking comfortable and breaks short. The group camped near
Marcy Dam, hiking past the breathtaking Avalanche Lake. Short Weekend outings and the
opportunity to learn about Winter camping and
Wilderness First Aid rounded out the events for
the group this year.
This year the Outdoor

Ill

112

World Affairs Club

118

Camp
some
and

Otterdale for
fun

spirit

in

the sun

building

comeraderie!

This year seven Ashbury students got the

full

European experience spending the first three
weeks of March 2003 in Paris, France living with
French families and attending French high school
classes. We had the opportunity to visit all the
classic Parisian sights, such as Notre-Dame de
Paris, la Seine, I'Arc de Triomphe, les ChampsEly sees, Versailles, and much more. The scenic
rural areas were absolutely beautiful and the city
is unlike any other. We also had a fantastic time
seeing

all

stiidents,

the classic sights for French high school

such as the

many cafes, parks,

"boites

de nuits" and, of course, boys, the Franprix. All
of our families were extremely kind and welcoming, and we hope that the exchange continues to
run smoothly in the future. Thank you to M.
Stojanovic for

all

of his incredible

work getting

out there safely, and for helping us to properly

accommodate the students from Sion - your
work is much appreciated. It was truly a good
time had by all.

iis

From March 6*

to the 20"", fourteen Ashbury students had the
opportunity to enjoy the best that Spain has to offer. Staying with
wonderful host families, and under consistently blue skies, we
traveled to el Escorial, el Palacio Real, Toledo, Segovia, la Plaza
Mayor, and el Prado. While in Spain we had the opportunity to visit
many major historical sites around Madrid, do some great shopping,
enjoy wonderful Spanish food and the exciting Spanish nightlife. All
of the exchange students would like to thank Mme. Defosses and Mr.
Stableford for accompanying us on the trip and Senora Rajani for
organizing the trip. Thank you, we all had a wonderful time.

Blazer

This past academic year (2002-2003 ), The Blazer, Ashbury
advisor Mrs. Jowett and edited by

'

s

Creative Writing Publication under the supervision of the facul

Morgan Burn published three editions. Each publication represented a triumph over missi

deadlines, overworked staff, censorship issues, lost articles, and other miscellaneous, generic disasters.
like to

The Blazer wou

who contributed work to the magazine, especially Lauren Rock, Shawn Major, Olivia McNee, Micha
Stefanski, Alex Minnelli, Evan Miller, Sam Hickman, and Brendan Hennessey. We are also grateful

thank everyone

DeForge, Christina
Mr. Matthews

who

continues to support this creative endeavour.

^

cr5

m

aars

U

OHS inThecoMMon
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Yearbook
This year's production was
hindered by the small turnout
of devoted students to help
with photography and layout.
We welcomed four new grade
nines, Ian T, Michelle B,

Michelle L and Shelley F on
board. The hours of their hard

work now

your hands.
We think it was worth it -we
hope you do too. Special
mention to Alisha Lakhani,
whose leadership and organization kept the book on track.
Best wishes to our graduating
members, Alistair, Kathryn,
Troy, and Tim.
lies in

offee

House

House

Skits

and Poetr

Rube Goldberg Machines are made from everyday
objects, gadgets and junk linked together mechanically to perform a simple task. Grade 9 students were
ask to design a machine to put toothpaste on a toothbrush in no less than 20 steps. Willing Listeners marvelled at the students creative ideas!

CIENCE FETE

Students follow the

The

changes in forms of

paste on a toothbrush

energy as theri machine runs through

- it

the

final goal.

looksgood

Toothto

our

young experimentors.

SET ANSWERS AT

trial.

ASHBURY COLLEGiE'S

SQEMCE FETE
Pondering the great questions of the Universe?

If

at first

you don't succeed,

try, try again.

Plan B: Minor alterations or
redirection to the
object deducts

132

moving

one point.

Really,

it

worked

yesterday!

perfectly

Ah the frustratio

of experimental work!

Grade

11 students

were required

to build

an Electronic Portfolio that gave evidence
of their accomplishments of the year. Willing Listeners were impressed with the
creative and knowledgeable work which
included mind maps, children's stories

and creature

1
Irade

POtjIEM THE
JESTIONS OF THE

11 BIO,

creations.

12\OAC BIO

caiEAT

WVERSE?

GET ANSWERS AT

mW

COLLEGiE'S:

SCIENCE FETE
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Seniors always face the difficulty of balancing academics, sports, drama, music and the many clubs, activities
and committees offered. In addition, this year's seniors
had the added stress of finishing their high school
careers with a record number of graduating students
across the province as the "double cohort" came through.
Not to worry, there is still time to chill in the common
room at lunch and on spare and catch up on what
eventually matters most - the friendships begun in the
last few years that will last a lifetime.

t

"Friendship

134

is

lilte

Philosopiiy, like Art,

it

has no survival value,

Clockwise from

left

on

far page:Arts Night performers, chillin' in the

Audrey as the
farmer's wife; David and Omar; AJ; Alistair and IWorgan; squeezing in
time to study!; Richard and his slight of hand; Cristina; Brian P;
Clayton P; Sheila and Steph in the house skits; Mark on the phone;
Matt P with a tribute to Mr. V., Katie R.B; friends forever - Holly, Sophie
and Billy, Sheila performs in House skits in assembly; Katya, Jess and
Denise.
front foyer?;Ms. Wall's Biology class in action!;

but rather,

it

adds value

to survival.

"

C. S. Lewis
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Life at Ashbury is never boring. Day students
rush to get to school on time; by foot, by bus and
by car, already tired and maybe hungry. Life in
boarding isn't much different in a sense, but the

commute is shorter - and you have more parents.
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Either way, we dedicate this book to the memory

remembered fondly but infrequently,
and those we have lost touch with. We encourage you to come back early and come back
often, reminisce of the "good old days" when
this book was new and so were we.
of friends

,
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d Term Sports

Team Award-

:ut

Oliver

klem
3 veil Trophy - Ian Gillespie
[iFarlane Memorial Trophy
[i

-

Most Improved PlayersOlivia McNee, Ryuta Ichikawa
Most Valuable Player-James Low
Wright Cup James Low, Troy Puddington

Irvin

Trophy- Tim Herauf

Fraser Trophy

MVP-

Michel Pratte

WES

award - Josh Elcombe
David Riff Memorial Dr. David

Elcombe

Yu

£,po

T Offense
'Irien

Brook Simpson

-

Cameron Black
Trophy MVP - Graham

P Defense

-

Drury

^m, Alex

Alpine Skiing

Cross Country Running

Most Improved

Athletes-

Most Valuable

Amanda

Mark Higgins

Tarah Hunter, John McDonald

Shore,

Most Valuable AthletesTarah Hunter, James MacMillan

ior Football

Skiers-

Most Improved- Antonio Job, Kayle
Towsley

Lifetime Contribution to Sport-

Herman Trophy-

1

Hockey

Tennis

Football

ir.v

Spring Term Sports

Tarah Hunter

Sham, Steve Street
itton Memorial Trophy
E2k

Jackson

(

Golf

Jr.

Most Valuable - Michel

Pratte

Snelling Trophy-

;

Mclsaac,

ie

Morgan Burn

Beiweld Memorial Trophy or Drury, Alex Patrick
Guarisco Award- Chris Colton

Girls Soccer

Most Improved - Kate Burnett
Most Valuable - Michelle Legault

Winter Term Sports

I

I

;

Jr.

Boys Basketball

Devine Trophy- Greg Black
Rhodes Trophy MVP - Geoff

MVP-

Pugh

1

Perry Trophy

Sr.

Boys Basketball

Snelgrove TrophyTaylor McWade

McNaulty Trophy MVPConnaught Cup-

-

Stuart Gray, Caitlin Sparks

Bastianelli

mderson Trophy MVPJr.

n Davies
id

Paasonen Trophy

drich Birgelen

Girls Volleyball

Most Improved - Erin Callary
Most Valuable Players- Kathryn
Christie, Elaine

s
it

Field

Richardson

Hockey

Improved Player

-

Ritter

P- Katie

Audrey Plaskacz

Boys Rugby
Most Improved PlayersIan Gillespie, Graeme McDowell
Most Valuable Players Graham Booth, Alex Drury

Ryder-Burbidge

Sr.

Boys Rugby

Cole Trophy - Jon Holsworth,
Adam Whitwell
Macoun Trophy- MVP- Brook
Simpson, Morgan Burn
Girls Rugby
Most Improved Players

Sr. Girls Volleyball

Katherine Butler, Brigid

Most Improved Denise Murphy
Fleming Trophy MVP -

Prior

-

lie

NHL Cup MVP-

James MacMillan, Brian Peterson

or Boys Soccer
.

Chester Trophy- Alex Zarama

Jr.

Improved Player [Park, David Shamess
i;t

iberton Shield

Soccer

Matthews

wr Boys Soccer

i2th

Sr. Girls

-

McCallum

Cup MVP - Sheila Street,

Lauren Rock

Sarah Watters
Baseball
or Girls Basketball
it

Improved Player-

Kajouni
>t Valuable Players >ey Leduc, Elaine Richardson
lica

ior
s.

Girls Basketball

Bate Trophy- Katherine

-saac
lis

O'Connor Trophy MVP-

Smart, Bess Lennox

Jr.

Boys Volleyball

Most Improved - Ryan Kruyne
Most Valuable PlayersBrook Simpson, Andrew Mutter

Most Improved - Mark Carlson
Most Valuable Player - Tim Herauf
Track and Field

Most Improved Athletes
Liz Miller, Alex Patrick

Badminton

Most Improved Adrian Ebsary
Most Valuable PlayersKiera O'Shea, Alexandra Harden
-

Most Valuable Athletes

Andrew

-

Mutter, Stephanie King

Lifetime Contribution to TrackJames MacMillan, Stephanie King

MATHEMATICS
Grade 9 - Snelgrove Memorial Prize
Grade 10 - W. Ross Brown Prize

Awards

Rebecca Lauks
Briar Teron
Stephen So
Dr. J. L. Ablack Prize Sasha Adler
in recognition of outstanding involvement,
achievement and contribution to Math at Ashbury College

Grade 11 - Dr. O.J. Firestone Prize
Grade 12 - J.J. Marland Prize

ENGLISH
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

Brian

Robert G. Moore Memorial Prize
George Drew Memorial Prize

Drummond

Lister

Award

Writer's Craft

COMPUTERS

Chen

Rebecca Lauks
Alexandra Sutherland-Brown
Lauren Rock
Tarah Hunter
Joshua Elcombe
Lauren Rock

English as a Second Language - Year 1 Anam Hassam
English as a Second Language - Year 2 Louise Altenstein

FRENCH
Chen
Mark Higgins and

Grade 9

Brian

Jobling Memorial Prize

Grade 11
Core French
Fiorenza

Drew Memorial

Prize

OACI
OAC II

Kathryn Christie
Briar Teron
Caroline Fulop
Ryan Davies
Joshua Elcombe

Anne Wagner
Ross Franklin

IB

OAC
Grade 9-13 - for improvement
and progress

First

Year Biology

Senior Biology
First

Year Chemistry

Prairie

Adrian Ebsary
Zenah Surani and
Alexandra Sutherland-Brown
Sara Elcombe

Brian Chen and Lucas Kocia
Mark Higgins
Briar Teron
Eve Moore
Briar Teron and

Senior Chemistry

Fiona Rask and
Sebastian Peleato

Year Physics
Senior Physics - Ekes Memorial

Elizabeth Miller

The Eden-Walker Prize for Physical
Education OAC - The Bio-Scientific
Perspective

11 -

Lucas Kocia
Caroline Fulop
Mark Higgins
Alexandra Zarama
Sebastian Peleato

BUSINESS
Grade 11 - Business Accounts
Grade 12 - Business Accounts
Grade 11 - Economics
Grade 12 - Economics
IB

Andrew Polk
Daniel Mirsky
Julianne

Zussman

Tarah Hunter
Morgan Burn

GEOGRAPHY
Grade 9 - Geographic
Grade 9 - Geography
Grade 11 - Geography
Pemberton Prize - OAC Geography
Canadian Environment and Economy

Geography

Laurence Dales
Rosemary La Prairie
Sascha Lauks
Alistair Senn
Alistair Senn
Briar Teron
Ashley Burk

HISTORY
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

10 - Canadian History
10 - Career Studies

Joey Brothers
Victoria Lebel

10 - French Career Studies

Olivia

10 - Civics
10 - French Civics

Joey Brothers

McNee

Mark Higgins
Robertson Prize for a GradelO Jacquie Lovatt-Stern
Canadian History student in recogniton
of outstanding research essay writing
Grade 11 - American - Adam
Alexandra

Hugh J.

Elizabeth Miller

First

9 -

Computer Studies
Computer Applications
11 - Computer Programming
Final Year Computer Applications
- OAC Programming Prize
J. Martynuik

IB

Rosemary La

SCIENCE
Grade 9
Grade 10

Grade
Grade
Grade

OAC - Le monde contemporaine

SPANISH
Beginners
Intermediate

Chen
Mark Higgins and
Brian

Fiona Rask

Anne Wagner

Podhradsky Memorial Prize
Grade 12 - World - Brain Memorial
Senior Essay Writing Prize
OAC History

Sutherland-Brown
Gordon Nelson
Elizabeth Bragg
Alistair Senn

IB History

Matthew Brown

The Clive Baxter Memorial Prize

Ryan Maclean

OAC Philosophy
OAC Sociology - M.E. Jansen Prize

Jenn Baker

The Michael

B.

Kirby Scholarship

Anne Wagner
Matthew Brown

SIC

OUTDOOR EDUCATION

Music Prize
e 10 Music Prize
:3r Music Prize for Excellence
inal Composition Prize
le

Pirformance Prize

Natalie Charr

Outdoor Education Prize

Alex Mimeault

Daniel Soong

Lucas

Huang

Marco Taucer
Nixon Boyd and

BOARDING
The Benko Memorial Shield
The Boarders' Shield

Kathryn Butler
Rasheed Musa

Ian Rutherford

ivandenHeuvel Prize
ical Music

Stephanie Parkes,
Paul Bastienelli,

for

Mark

Bastienelli,

Joey Brothers, and
Jennifer
iVlusic '82

Award

for contribution

lentennial Choir Prize

Rushby

Ross Franklin,
Ian Rutherford and
Paul Bastienelli
Ian Rutherford and
Holly Ralph

ATRE ARTS
ard Burrel

Drama Award

- for

SPECIAL

Alisha Lakhani

AWARD

The John Kelvin Connelly Memorial

Graham Booth

Tom

Stieber

ATHLETICS

AND LEADERSHIP

The Charles Rowley Booth Trophy

k Hollington Memorial

Award

enthusiasm and dedication
Supporting Actress Award

School

Drama Award

Award -

for

achievement

and Louis Altenstein
Tara Ogaick and
Danya Vered

The Roy Napier Cup - spirit
Sport award
Hilary Kilgour
The Edwards Cup - for the student who Hilary Kilgour

Chris Parkes and

has made the greatest contribution to the
success of the interhouse program

Zussman

Elizabeth Bragg,

Maria Heater, and
Alex Minnelli

LD MERIT

AWARDS
Anam Hassam

le9

Natalie Charr
Rodrigo Portilla
Amanda Shore

10

ell
iel2
•lel3
ersity of

iidian

Toronto Book

Award

Millennium Scholarship

idation Excellence

Award

Brook Simpson, Geoff
Matthews and Sascha Lauks
of Ashbury Victor Drury and

Stefanie Brenzel

Julianne
ztor's

le

Anne Wagner
The Yearbook Prize

Sasha Lauks and

5

JT

Evan Van Roon
Alexandra Zarama
Jeremy Knight
Hilary Kilgour and

Scholarship

Hence in Technical or Supporting

I

COMMUNITY SERVICE
The New/Sun Joy Maclaren Award
The Bruce M. Hicks Public Service Prize
The Coulson Trophy
The Lieutenant Governor's Award

Audrey Plaskacz
Anne Wagner and

The Wilson Shield

for Interhouse

Competition
The Ontario Council of Principal's
Leadership Award
The Southam Cup - sports and
scholarship

The Beardmore Trophy - sports and

Connaught House
Sebastian Peleato

James Macmillan
and Alex Patrick
Lauren Rock and

scholarship

Audrey Plaskacz

The 1977 Cup - presented to the OAC
student who has contributed most to

James Macmillan

the character

and

spirit of

Ashbury College

Stephen So

The Nelson Shield - awarded

Anne Wagner and

of the school in recognition of leadership

Jeremy Knight
Jeremy Knight

and devotion

to

to the captain

Stephanie King

duty

ASHBURY COLLEGE PROFICIENCY AWARDS
JAL ARTS
•le9- Art
le 10 -Art
le 11 - Art
le

12- Art

ijlohn

K.B. Robertson Shield

Corina Fong
Sarah Leenen
Caroline Fulop
Michelle Owusu
Hilary Kilgour

Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
The Baxter LB. Award -

Chen

Briar

Teron

Joshua Elcombe

for highest predicted point total

The Governor General's Award
for

ATING

Brian

Joey Brothers

academic average on

in the final

two years

all

Audrey Plaskacz

the courses

of study

Ross

Lianne Fonesca

Ashbury College Guild Centennial

Fiona Rask,

Award

Stephen So and

Tony Price Award

Matthew Brown
Ryan Davies

McMaster Shield - Junior
Gary Horning Memorial Shield

-

for highest standing in courses

in the final year of

study

Anne Wagner

Dream
Experience

Triumph
These words were the
driving force behind the

Ashburian

this year.

editors like so

Our

many of

you, are to be congratulated

on

reflecting this

message in

their student

contributions at

ASH, not

only to Yearbook but

to

various sports, music.

World

Affairs, to their

Houses, and especially
->

their friends.

Dream^
Thanks

to Contributing Photographers:

Dave Beedell, Amanda Costen and the
Ashbury Development Office, Allison
Correia, the Gray family, Carline Kindle,
Alisha Lahkani, Olueseye Ogunlesi,
Karen Vandewint, the Varley family and
Alexander Yeh.
Special

Thanks

Mike Jamieson

to

Rose McDermott and

for their

port in production.

technical sup-

Experience^

Triumph

Remember

School

901

904

a

You've got to

have
friends

Back:

Tais McNeill, Nicholas Ogonek, Patrick Pickering, Robert Dunlap, Willie Cad m
Philip Major, Andre Yelle, Russell Garber, Matthew Cameron, Matthew iPJy
Paul
Markey,
Boyd,
Jen
Front: Konrad Birgelen, Oleg Zarakhani, Patrick Tawagi, Gareth Wilson, Danish Hui\'m

Thomas Mains, Terry Doucet,

Middle:

Ms

Clockwise: Patrick Tawagi looking
smug about something? The grade
8's are

champions

at lining

up

although this appears to have been
an off-day for 8J. Notice that Matt
has been working on homework.
Thomas being un-8J-like: quietly
reading even though nobody told
him he had to.

aci

Ramin Wright, Mackenzie Cook, Navid Behroozi, Alexander WiUis, Alexander Pohs,
Andrew Cameron, Philippe Sly, Timothy Allen, Andre Ouellette, Brandon Toms, Tommy
Morel Front: Adam Markey, Ali Golkarieh, Miguel Lazaro, Jonathan Cromwell, Mark Nodolny

Joshua D'Addario,

liqiel

Sutton Middle:

rolers,

Mme Lise

Cigflf

Back: Michael Aquino, Omar El-Sayed, Patrick White, Julian Mirsky, Scott McLean, David Leenan, Carson I
Middle: Corey Arnold, Zachary Logue, Benjamin Coles, Bo Paterson, Rudy Vial, Micheal Dubrofsky, T. A. Mf
Front: Philippe Dales, Steven Dee, Youichi Kadota, Aaron Yachnin, Brendan Alexc

From

Aaron displaying the
manner of wearing
Carson, Vampire Slayer,

left:

correct grade 8
necktie.

a

and, Julian, the perfect target. In fact,
Carson is setting up goal posts for
Fall

Olympics, and Julian proudly

displays his finish position in the

United

148

Way Run.

i

Seven Jl

I

::

A. Aidouni esq., Jakob Roko, Michael

Campanale, Eddy Malouf, Laurent-Olivier Villiard, Michael Howard,
Timothy Woods, Daniel Cherney Middle: Timothy Carroll, Philip Tessier, Donovan Sabga, Philip
Duncan Macdonald, Willie Bush, Pablo Ehlers Front: Michael Meehan, Nicholas Kharas Absent: Alexander

than Fonberg,
;ik,

irndsen

From left: Eddy, Daniel, Duncan,
and Jakob in a line-up. The question
is, "who done it"? Michael at the
barricades, near the

Commune,

advocating his right to stand on top
of his classmates. And Timothy "The
Beekeeper" Carroll at

Camp Cameron.
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Back: Mathieu Sly, Alex Assaly, Leonid Ermolov, Ricky Park, Harrison Niznick, Matthew Hope, James Mc
Joseph Crawford, Mrs Ingrid Boyd Middle: Mehdi Salemi, Alex Djelic, Alex Bryden-Loiselle, Tristan Jones, Th.
Gibbs, Jeffrey Murray, Christopher Sroka Front: Allan Si, Craig Tt

[ck:

Martel Douglas, David Evershed, Sam Chiasson, Matthew Wall, Christopher Noel, Dear\e McRobie, Adam
Colin Hyslop Front: Francisco Infante, Peter Tross, Rashid Mohiddin, Amar Lai, Christopher Aquino, James

slie,

lainger,

Ian Mutter Absent: Michael

Lynn

From

left:

Sam bobbing for balls

at

break. Martel, the Magician, really
getting into his Wizard of Earthsea

boardgame. Matthew, Michael and
Christopher mugging for the camera
in

homeroom.

Back: Ian Cameron, Anthony Caragianis, Peter Leenan, Andreas Lightstone, John Kauffman, Benjamin Ogonj;
Rudolph Birgelen, Julian Lotayef Middle: Jeremy Ouseley, Moataz Al-Hussaini, Jarred-Ross Lo
Greg Funston, Patrick Lessard, Adam Burk, Brett Reid Front: Bobby Kelly, Gabriel Edels

Jeffrey Black,

Something fishy going on
Greg just loves fish,
the rawer the better - not! Andreas,
Adam, Brett, and Jeffrey at the
United Way Run. Mr. Valentine, who
tried to avoid having his picture on
this page, coaching with able assistance from Joshua.

From
here
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left:

-

but, hey,

ilk:

I

in

Huang, Harley Smallwood, Matthew McLean, James Hunt, Adam Bryden-Loiselle,
Alexander Stinson, Dylan Cooper, Sean Leslie, Simon Kadota, Chase Batson,
Assaly Front: Jacob Fitzgerald, Brendan Manley, Omar Murray, Philippe Bourque, Tait Becke, Adam

McKean El-Defrawy,

i'jamin

Abonyi Middle:

Ng, Eric

Eric

Leslie Lahey,

From

Eric and Alex and Simon
keyboards in Hallowe'en
costumes. Dylan and Ben being
medieval with catapults as part of
left:

at the

their

and

IDT programme. Omar,

Justin,

Adam standing out in the crowd

as they prepare for the United

way

Run.
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Back: Vicki Kimberley-Naish, Brandon Traversy, Ryan Aimers, Omar Karim, Dumaresq de Pencier, Tommy S'w
Tony Haddad, Nicholas Allen, Andrew Mclntyre, Michael Hartley-Robinson Middle: Geoffrey Timmons, J(
Funston, Christopher Huffaker, Justin Lee, Timothy Lo, Daniel St. Clair Front: Darius Lee, Alexander Macdon

From

left:

One

of the fun activities

that the grade 4's did

was

the design-

ing of individual place mats.

On this

page we see John Funston, Tony
Haddad, and Timothy Lo working
diligently on theirs.
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&iaff eC

iick
Jr.

i

Mrs J. Frommer, Mr. T. G. Street, Mr. B. Storosko, Mr. M. King, Mr. P. Montgomery,
Boyd, Mr. C. Uko, Mrs. C. Edwards, Mr. D. Polk, Ms L. Lahey Seated: Mr. A. Menzies, Mrs.
Boyd, Mrs. R. Cadieux, Mr. A. Aidouni, Mrs. V. Kimberley-Naish, Mme. V. Nochteva. Absent: Mr.

row: Mr. A. Armstrong,

G. Valentine, Mrs.

Arbuckle,

Ms J.

MacKinnon,

I.

Mme L. Morel.

Making

friends at

The grade 7s begin the year at Camp Cameron. The boys
and the staff have a great time doing paper bag dramatics,
hut building, silent night walks, co-operative games and
more. Below Rahsid all marked up for Capture the Flag,
Adam and Alex getting ready for kaibosh kleaning, and
Jeffrey, Francisco, Mathieu, Joseph, and Colin engaged in a
grooming ritual with Nushka.
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Voyage

a Saint

Donat 2003

Le matin du dimanche 23 fevrier, un groupe temeraire de 7 e annees a brave les
elements (tempete de neige) pour se rendre courageusement a Saint Donat. line fois
arrives, ils ont pu pleinement participer a une gamme d'activites hivernales rendues
d'autant plus agreables que les conditions climatiques s'y pretaient. C'est done avec
enthousiasme que les eleves se sont adonnes au plaisir du ski alpin au Mont Garceau,
au ski de fond et a la raquette dans le foret ainsi qu'a une multitude d'activites variees
les encourageant a mettre en pratique leur connaissance de la langue frangaise.

Madame Morel et Monsieur Aidouni

Friends of the United

Congratulations Juniors
The Junior and Senior School came

to-

gether to run for the United Way. Almost 100% of the students participated. Nearly $4500 was raised by the
Juniors. Top left: Juniors and Seniors;
Patrick and Adam glad that the race is
over; Jarred-Ross looks on; grade 4
getting ready; Eric enjoys the refreshments; Konrad wins.

Way

Showing

off

.

Drama has a high profile in the
From grade 5 through

Jvinior School.

8 there are regularly scheduled

Drama classes ur\der the guidance
of Mrs. Boyd. Although there was
no major production this year, there
be next! The drama begins early
(with grade 7s at Camp Cameron
and "paper bag dramatics") and

will

continues throughout the year.
(as seen on this page) did
Scenes from Tom Sawyer, the grade 6s
have their Puppet plays based on
The Hobbit, and the Grade 8 Drama
Option entertained us with a
modern version of A Christmas Carol
on page opposite. Ashbury has a
well-deserved reputation in
theatre, and it all begins
in the Jimior School.
g4
J

Grade 7

On this page, clockwise from top, we see Chris Sroka as Huck and James Grainger as Tom; Joseph Cmw
(another version of Tom) and Martel Douglas as Aunt Polly; Chris, James, Michael Howard, Iv
Mohidden, Alex Amundsen, Jakob Roko and Alex Dejelic in an ensemble scene; Bobby Kelly,
Lessard, Rudolf Birgelen (barely) and Julian Lotayef showing off their Hobbit pu pj
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Poems (and

a picture)

he Tall White Tree

The

Principal's Office

owering under the white shawl
Reformed under a sheet of frozen water
[here lies a dying birch tree

Dim

lighted principal's office

-

!

Tim Allen, 8L

thumping sounding
Musty damp smell
Heart's

in

my hear

His brown, dark eyes reach into

my mind

"You're late"
-

he

Joshua D'Addario, 8L

Red Bike

red bike lying sideways in the grass
prinkled with the

dew

of

morning

dripping softly into the dirt
arming a small pool of mud
le sun rises slowly over the horizon
luminating the world

/ater

he

day begins
-

|n

Tommy Brothers 8L

Abandoned House
you find in an abandoned house?
some cobwebs?

/hat will

laybe

jme dangerous black spiders
Perhaps a mouse?
A drop of blood

A pile of mud
-

Moataz Al-hussaini 6V

Snowflakes

The snowflakes

Seem

that

fall.

down to

the ground
Almost not wanting to get there
Wanting to stay in the sky forever
to float

Elephant mother and child by Youichi Kadota (8M)

Their lifetime lasts

No more then their fall from the
When they hit the ground.
Are they no more?
-

Michael Meehan,

7A

sky.

Mars: The Red Planet

The Red Planet is covered with dusts
The red particles move round in gusts
The atmosphere cold
You never grow old
The Martians must be quite robust
-

Nicholas Kharas,

7A

Toronto
Once again the grade 5's and the
hockey team traveled to Toronto.
Grade 5 went off to relive a Knight's
Tale and to learn the art of parliamentary debate. They also watched
our modern day warriors valiantly
try to defend their lead in the UCC
arena. Alas, it was not meant to be.
Despite the loss, great fun was had
by both groups. Thanks to teachers
King, Storosko, Edwards and Lahey
and the well behaved boys who

made

the trip a pleasure.

Poetry Readers

.

.

was entertained by the melodious voices of our 7's and 8's reading their favourite poein
was fierce and the judging was difficult. Eventually, Mrs. Frommer and M. Amine cho;
Adam Leslie as the overall winner. Ali Golkarieh came second and Brendan Alexander and Tommy Brothers tied
third. Congratulations to all of our participants shown here. Clockwise from the left: Tim C, Adam L., Phil T.; Micha
L., Thomas C, Harrison N.; Konrad B., Tommy B., Thomas M.; Patrick W., Brendan A., Ali G.
Once again
As always,

the junior school

the competition

fc

and Writers
Wretched Gollum
I'm Glad to

Wretched Gollum with no hair
Catching Goblins in his snare
Feasting on their tiny bones
Cackling as he hears them moan.

down

the street, I saw a lady with a flask
I stopped and thought, I had to ask.
was filled with poppies, all of them red.

Walking
It

Know

"Please take one of them," the lady said.

Gruesome Gollum
took one poppy and turned to say,
"Why do we wear poppies on this special day?
Why don't we wear poppies in April or May?"
She said, "Why today is Remembrance Day."

in his

den

men
Wants to munch on something new
Looking for a human stew

I

Casts his line for careless

Gollum has

a precious ring
Puts his love into the thing
With this ring he'll disappear

"Quite a few lengthy years ago.

Many young men had
To

They

to go.

and mothers they said goodbye,

their fathers

painfully

all

with a

left

Making

all

around him

Gollum hates
They went out to fight in the raging war.
Of which the poppy is a symbol for.
All of the boys and all of the men.
Hoped that they would return home again.

And

'til

Sailing

Now we can all roam around
I

is

I

And how

hobbit
it

his tiny boat

lose his

life

Both wanted the ring, that's true
How'd they decide what to do?
Bilbo construed quite a riddle
Thought with GoUum's mind he'd fiddle
Bilbo the hobbit won, of course
Using his brain instead of force
Gollum learnt something that day
Should have given the ring away.

free.

why we

Now every November,

on

Gollum thought he'd

are wear a poppy you see."
Then I turned, ready to go.
stopped and I said, "I'm glad to know."

This

little

When he found the irksome mite
Oh, how Gollum longed to bite
When he saw Bilbo's knife

the

Thousands freely sacrificed their lives
So freedom could come to their children and wives.
Today we remember those that died.
We think for a minute with patriotic pride.

that

Ring went missing thought he'd robbed
So he travelled cross a moat

war was won.
None of them thought it was any fun.
So some came home, but some still lay.
The ones who are dead, they lie and decay.
so they fought

fear.

cry.

Christopher Noel

7K

of every year,

I stop and think and shed a tear.
think how they fought with their lives.
they brought peace to their children and wives.

Adam

Leslie

The Blind

Man

What

you

7K
will

find in a blind

man's eye?

An illusion of life
An empty white spot

A sea of blue like the sky?
GoUum's

An image

Lair

Or

What would you
in GoUum's lair?

i

find

What would you find
in GoUum's cave?

of

immortal

What

will

you

Some armour.

A fingerprint,
A reflection

Something

Of

A ring,
A fish,
A piece of hair?

A puddle.

His lovely precious

A pile of old bones

Or someone vicious?

Or

to save?

the remainder of Mrs. Jones?

Greg Funston 6V

An

life

a picture of his beautiful wife?

the

find in a blind

man who

passes?

eye patch

A minor scratch?
Joshua Logue 6V

man's glasses?

Winners One and All
Students in the Junior School have never
been afraid to speak their minds. Isn't it
lucky then that we have activities in place
that sanction this? One of the highlights of
the spring term is our public speaking
competition. Students practice for hours on

end and the

result is a

morning and an

afternoon of entertaining and informative
speeches. This year was no exception. In
fact, "The competition just keeps getting
better," commented Mrs. Jowett, who once
again agreed to be the judge of the younger
boys. Mrs. Sinclair and two senior students. Matt Brown and Sebastian Peleato,
were the judges for the sevens and eights.
Thanks to all of our judges and their
insightful

comments.

PICTURED LEFT FRONT:

B. Kelly
C.
Huffaker, G. Edelson, J. Ng (2"''), A.
Bryden-Loiselle (3"^) BACK: B. Reid, R.
Aimers, S. Leslie (2""^), and Mrs. Jowett

Junior school debaters after a great
year FRONT: D. McRobie, P. Tross, C.

BACK: Mrs. Sinclair
M. Sutton, N. Ogonek, M.
Brown (helper), M. Cook

Turney, A. Leslie
(advisor),

J

74

Above: A. Golkarieh, a contestant who
missed the photo op. The rest of the 7-8
competitors LEFT FRONT: E. Malouf, A.
Leslie (2"*^), B. Alexander (3^''), A. Si, M.
Kelly BEHIND: A. Ouellette (P'), T.
Doucet, J. Mirsky, D. Chemey, C. Noel (2"'*)
andA. Assaly

This year, in just a few short
(and very cold) hours, the grade
six class raised $2500.00 for the

Canadian Cancer Society.
Reverend Bradley and Mrs.

make the
DIFFERENCE

Edwards coordinated, Mr.

V.

drove the bus and the students
flooded Tunney's Pasture with
daffodils. Well done.

Math, Science and beyond

EN FRANgAIS

Le Departement de Franqais a eu une
annee remplie d'activites diverses.
Au cours de Tannee, les eleves de la
4e a la 6e annee ont assiste a trois
pieces de theatre au Centre National
des Arts. Au mois de septembre, les
8e annees ont visite la ville de
Quebec et en janvier, les 7e annees se
sont amuses tout en decouvrant de
nombreuses legendes quebecoises a
St. Donat. II ne faut pas oublier aussi
le club de Fran^ais qui se reunissait a
tous les lundis!

S'lL

La Bete
Je

me promene quand

il

fait noir,

J'entends des bruits et je peux voir.
Un animal, plutot une bete,
Seulement un oeil sur sa grosse tete.
II

est gros et

il

est grand,

mechant
mesure quinze pieds de haut,
Son deuxieme oeil est sur son dos.
II

a I'air d'etre tres

II

II est bleu et bien poilu,
Ses griffes sont tres pointues.
II a trois bras et quatre pieds,
II a une bosse au bout du nez.

Madame Morel
Dans

sa bouche, certaines de dents,
Surement pour devorer les gens.
II

me chasse, me devore.
Ma mere me reveille de
il

mon cauchemar!
180

Par:

Adam Leslie
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Friends for Life
The Five Years

of a Lifer

Five long years have passed
Five long years the originals did last
The first year all of us
new and scared
For the second year

We were prepared
The third year was more than fun
Even when our basketball season
Was over and done
Grade 7 was finally here
We started one of the most ftm years
Camp Cameron came

And

friendships arose

The idea

of another year of green

We thought we'd oppose
But now it's grade 8, sad to see it go
To this year's grade 7's we will bestow
The fun we had, the jokes we told
Going to grade 9, we seem so old
Here comes our years in blue
It's time to take on a different hue
Five long years have passed
Five long years the originals did

by Julian Mirsky

Where did they

all

last,

8M

go?

Of our original fifteen only six qualify as lifers. (Tommy was
on sabbatical for a year, so we can't count him.) The others
have scattered far and wide. Fraser to Toronto, Tawanda to
Zambia, Ted to Korea, Ashwin to Calgary, and Omar to Paris.
Ward, Liam and Kyle moved on to other Ottawa schools.
Above lifers and future lifers share a moment in 4B. STANDING: Tony, Miguel, Brendan, Danish, Steven and Tim.
SEATED: Julian and David. Good luck in grade 9 boys.

Ode
I

to a

Creed

think that

I

will never read

A punishment as dumb as a creed
comes down and puts a press
On children, already in stress.
It

While he copies for his wrong
His fingers ache, it is so long
When all the work is finally done
It's the teacher's pleasure to toss and run.

i

Many people have agreed
That no good comes from a creed
But still for now the teachers wait
To make a creed become your fate.
by Andre Yelle
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thanks to our House Captains, Tommy, Konre
Julian, and Danish, who helped to ensure that all evei 5
ran smoothly. Their enthusiasm was contagious.

Many

8J

The highlight of the

U 14 season is the Bishops'

trip.

This year

we

hac

medal, but you can't win 'em all! At top we see
the Grade 8 team from which was chosen various other teams.
Clockwise above are Brendan out-dueling a large opponent; Tim
looking stylish and Patrick advancing while another Patrick, Ali, and
to settle for the silver

Mr. Street watch from the sidelines.

Under 13 Soccer

•»

irward
;ss
I.

to;

next

Above

ps at the

_ a

House Soccer

Soccer has always been one of the defining aspects
of Junior School life. On page opposite we see
various scenes from the younger players. As you

can see, most of the Pod People find their way
onto one team or another. On this page we see
scenes from the annual House Soccer Competition.
We are grateful for all the time and trouble that
both players and staff put into making soccer such
an enjoyable and successful element at School.

Hangin^ Around with Friends

On this page we see some action shots from Ashbury One vs Ashbury Two in our
tournament. To the left, above, we see the Under 14 team which participated in
the local league. BACK: Mr. MacKinnon, S. McLean, J. Mirsky, N. Behroozi, O. ElSayed, M. Aquino, Mr. Street SEATED: T. Brothers, Y. Kadota, B. Coles, D. Leenan,
R. Park, and M. Lazaro. Below we see the Grade 5-6 team: BACK: C. Batson, ].
Kaufman, B. Ogonek, Mr. MacKinnon, A. Bryden-Loiselle, H. Smallwood SEATED:
A. Poleski, J. Ng, S. Kadota, P. Leenan, J. Logue, and J.- Lotayef

Junior Hockey

Winter Activity Day

Winter came early this year and left late. It never dampened our spirits
though. Enjoying the cold on p. 198: Duncan on the canal; Russel,
Matthew, Julian & Rudy salute the day; Gr. 4's always playful;
Christopher; Jeremy bunking in. On p. 199: Gr. 8's at Mt. Ste. Marie; The
Brothers Logue - Zak and Josh; Tais & Thomas waiting to go tubing; James

on his

blades.

Thanks Mr.

V. for all the fun.

,

Olympics, both

fall

and

was added to the sporting mix at the College, and it was a hit right away The featured sports, ultimate, soccer, and tennis cai
page. The Wizards were the eventual winners. Above we see the Hobbits completing a TD pass against those Wizards; below left a grou
Goblins; and right Philip Major awaiting a serve, and under that Gabriel Edelson successfully tackles a Goblin.
This year, Fall Olympics

seen on

this

he Winter

Olympics are

a

long-standing tradition at Ashbury. Tine Wizards were successful here as well. The featured activities include such events as

]uash, table tennis, hockey, b-ball, ball hockey.
Tsketbail, 7-8 ball

hockey and 4-5-6

Above we see a typical Canadian scene as the Goblins and Dragons
What a great way to spend a winter afternoon.

ball hockey.

face

off.

Below, clockwise,

we see

L

.

.

Rules!
At Left we see Team A with their game faces
on! BACK: D. Leenan, T. Allan, B. Toms, M.
t>1

Aquino, O. El-Sayed, T. Doucet. MIDDLE: P.
Ehlers, W. Cadham, B. Alexander, K. Birgelen,
P. Markey, T. Brothers, Z. Logue, Coach Boyd
FRONT: M. Sutton, M. Cameron, L.-O.
Villiard, J. Mirsky, P. Pickering, R. Dunlap.
Below we see Team B, also game-faced!
BACK: A. Leslie, M. Douglas, R. Vial, I. Mutter, B. Coles, M. Meehan, M. Campanale, A.
Bryden-Loiselle,

Coach Boyd KNEELING: M.
T. McNeill, M. Lazaro, J.

Cook, A. Markey,
Fonberg.

There

is

no question

that

rugby has become one of

THE sports at Ashbury thanks to the enthusiasm and
dedication of Coach Boyd. During April and May
the boys played a home game against West Island,
and participated in the BCS tourney. Despite often
playing against older and bigger opponents, the
overall record was 2-1-1. A highlight was a 5-0 shutout of the Stansted U-14 team. There was also a house
tourney to finish off the season. The MVPs were
Laurent-Olivier and Konrad, but all of the boys
played with enthusiasm, skill, and pride. Coach
Boyd is a star in her own right having been selected
to be part of the National Women's Team. The Jun-

School is lucky to be the beneficiary of her skillful
teaching. Rugby can not be played safely without
proper instruction, and we certainly have that. This
is a good time to thank Mr. James Humphreys who
introduced the sport to the Junior School many years
ago. Jim, who has recently retired, planted a seed
that has grown to fruition. There can be little doubt
that rugby will become a bigger and bigger part of
the sporting scene in the Ottawa area.
ior

Fleeting glimpses from

Ihe Best
Academic

of the Bestl
Special Performance

English
Grade 4-5-6 MacLean Prize: Gabriel Edelson
Grade 7: Adam Leslie
Grade 8: Thomas Mains

Debating: Deane McRobie
Poetry Reading: Adam Leslie
Public Speaking:
4-6: Bobby Kelly
7-8: Andre Ouellette

Abinger

French

Awards

Award: Philippe Sly

Hill

New Sun Award

Grades 4-5-6: Rudolf Birgelen
Grade 7: Adam Leslie
Grade 8: Philippe Sly
Coyne Prize: John Kauffman

Grade 7: Francisco Infante
Grade 8: Mackenzie Cook

Guild Merit Shields

Mathematics
Geoffrey

Grades 4-5-6: Justin Ng
Grade 7: Adam Leslie
Grade 8: Youichi Kadota

Timmons

Jacob Fitzgerald
Benjamin Ogonek
Pablo Ehlers
Ricky Park

Amar

Science

Lai

Nicholas Ogonek
Alex Polls
Michael Aquino

Grades 4-5-6: James Hunt
Grade 7:Timothy Carroll
Grade 8: Corey Arnold

Form Prizes
Social Studies
Christopher Huffaker

Sean Leslie
Gabriel Edelson

Grades 4-5-6: Jacob Fitzgerald
Grade 7: (English)Francisco Infante
(French)

Grade

Adam Leslie
Thomas Mains

8: (English)

(French)

Eddy Malouf
and Alan

Harrison Niznick

Si

Adam Leslie

Timothy Allen

Thomas Mains

Drama

All

Golkarieh

Brendan Alexander
Navid Behroozi

Library Research

Pitfield

Shield

Alex Dejelic & Ricky Park

The Wonderful Wizards

Contribution to Chapel

Bernard DesLaurier Memorial

Bobby

Ian Mutter
Kelly

John
Art
Philippe Sly

Music

Award

Carroll

(Citizenship)

Jeffrey Black

Stephen

Clifford

Memorial Cup

Tommy Brothers

Choir Prize: Philippe Sly

Brine

Award

Brendan Alexander

& Brendan Alexander

Grades 4-7 McLean Prize: Timothy
Grade 8: Danish Hussain

Hilliard

David Polk Sr Memorial
Ali

Golkarieh

The Woods

Shield

Brendan Alexander

Junior School Athletics Awards

Most Improved Players

Most Valuable Players
Ng

U-ll Soccer

Jacob Fitzgerald

U-1

U-12 Soccer

Brett Reid

U-12 Soccer

Moataz Al-Hussaini
and Rudolf Birgelen

U-13 Soccer

Alex Bryden-Loiselle

U-13 Soccer

Alan

U-14 Soccer

Michael Aquino

U-14 Soccer
U-12 B'baU

Moataz Al-Hussaini

Konrad Birgelen

U-13 B'ball

Sam Chaisson

U-12 B

Ian Mutter

U-14B'ball

Michael Aquino

U-14 Hockey

Steven Dee

U-14 Rugby

Paul Markey

1

Soccer

ball

Justin

Si

U-13 B'baU

David Leenan

U-14

Navid Behroozi

B'ball

U-14 Hockey

Pablo Ehlers

U-13 Rugby

Laurent-Olivier Villiard

U-14 Rugby

Konrad Birgelen

U-14 V'yball

Max George Lane

Badminton

Ramin Wright and
Carson Becke

Effort

Other Awards
& Achievement in Squash:
Michael Sutton

Atom and Midget Division Track & Field Champions
Andrew Mclntyre and Justin Ng
The Lincoln Newman Memorial Cup
Alwin Cup

to

Christopher Noel
the Senior Division Track

& Field Champion

Konrad Bii^elen and Carson Becke
Europe 86

-

Rudy

Contribution to Ashbury

Vial and

Coaches' Trophy for Effort

Tim

Hockey

Adam Markey

&

Sportsmanship

J.S.

Soccer

Allen

Contribution to Junior School Athletics

Brendan Alexander, Michael Aquino, Carson Becke, Konrad Birgelen,
Omar El-Sayed, Miguel Lazaro and David Leenan

w

Tommy Brothers,

Winter
In a cold forest

Lives a lonely old birch tree
It is

quite tired

Ryan 4B
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Winter

Between the spruce

trees

Skating a river of ice

Made from my father's tears
Darius 4B

The Dragon
I

read that

I

Fierce helper of the Druids

am

Sherri Lee Fitch called
Priscilla,

No friend of Arthur's knights
grew two heads for Camelot
Hagrid called me Norbert
I

Harry,

Ron and Hermoine

watched
I

Acutally

me hatch

was Mooshoo

for

I'm not big on sweets
The more I read
The more confused

Mulan

Zantor for Gareth
Tolkien called

me Smaug

I

Tait

King of the Elves
of trees

Makes things of beauty
Like flowers blooming
[n

the

mom

get about

Who I really am

The Serpent' Egg
I was Typhon
In

My kingdom

by James 5L

am as strong as the wind
And control lands far and wide
1

My army is strong

md

They

Makes mortals troubles
slow
Vly

away

powers are strong

'\nd little goes

wrong

5L

My subjects look on me with awe
My name is unknown

rhe moss and the trees
iVarm winds
a soft breeze

me

Pythagoras and
Beelzebub to name a few
She thought I wanted her
Mocha maple chocolate cake

Puff, friend of Jackie

But never wrong
fight evil forces all

day

And when they return
A feast we will have
To celebrate what they did
While they were away

Beware!
I

am a

Ghost. All fear
Me. You can not
Touch or feel me.
tarn a shadow

I

From the
You will shriek,

Grave.

Beware

of

Shadow

me.

I

will search

yours and
Your very nightmares. I appear
as a wisp of smoke. My cold
to find

misty fingers can slip
through walls to find
you.

My feet leave a

path of silvery blood.
My chilly breath smells

My fingers

Of death.
Itch to
I

squeeze your throat.

shall get you.

Look death
1

will let
it is

I

will

make you

in the face for eternity.

you know what

to be

me.

I

will

get you! Be-

ware

What will you find in Helms Deep
What will you find

in

Helms Deep?

Some elfs
A dwarf
The mighty keep?
Urk-Hai

Arrows fired from high?

What will you find around Mount Doom?

Many

ores

A goblin
A smoky fume?
Bodies of the Dead
Everything is bloody Red?
Art courtesy of Anthony Caragianis, 6V. Poetry: Ghostly shape
by Christopher Aquino, 7K; Helm's Deep by Benjamin Ogonek,

6V

When the Towers Fell
When the towers fell.

When the towers fell.
Math was

in progress

A bored silence filled the room
As we did our exercises.
The

silence turned to whispers

As the teachers hurried around.
What was wrong?

Had something happened?

When the towers fell,
We gathered in the pod
The teachers scanned the crowd
Their somber faces dark and hopeless.
There was an atmosphere of strangeness
Of something gone wrong.
Then, "Today the towers fell."
A shocked silence, followed by hushed talk.

Thoughts filled my head
Imagine the destruction
The horror and the pain
Buildings lying in ruins
Cars, burned out wreckage

But most of all the people
Lying on the street.
How could they manage?
How could they recover?
After the towers

fell.

The feeling still remains
The horror of the moment
Hasn't gone away.
People

still

suffer

And people still live in fear.

When the towers fell.
The TV showed picture after picture

September 11th

Crying people and broken bodies

It

Smoking buildings filled the screen
They said it was man, Osama
Saudi by birth.
Who had caused this tragedy.
How could he have done this?

As

Of the year 2001
will

always be remembered

the day the towers

fell

Thomas Mains 8J

Who is as cruel?

Ballad of the Hobbit

Mirkwood by Bobby Kelly 6V

The gang went up the mountain cold
Dragon who was bold
Slipping on rocks, stones and earth
And dreaming of sitting right next to their hearths
In search of the

At the top they waited for the autumn's first moonlight
Then used their key and prepared for a large fight
The dragon was resting on top of his gold
Then Bilbo's knees began to fold.

But

Bilbo talked with the powerful dragon
seemed to make the beast more maddened
Bilbo lured him out of his house

it

And grabbed his treasure

quiet as a

mouse

The group had found the treasure they seeked
But then could not leave the castle that creaked

They ended up stuck
Then five army's battled

until
'til

Smaug

flew in

was ruined
by John Kauffman 6V

the land

The scary Mirkwood

forest dark
with trees and crumbling bark
When the dwarfs were told 'don't wander'
They ignored and went a yonder

Was

filled

Soon though they were seized which meant
An elf with a crown was on their scent
He put them down in dungeons deep
And warned them not to make a peep
So they stayed silent, yes indeed
But hoped and wished they'd soon be freed
Without a word they'd stay and wait
For someone

who was strong and great

Who might release them with a key
A friend no elf could ever see
But while the dwarfs were staying

They waited

for their friend to

mum

come

And

so came Bilbo smart and strong
the mess and right the wrong
He crept on down and stole the keys
In answer to his friend's sad pleas

To

Have you ever heard

He can cast fires,

of a wizard?

storms, and a blizzard;

Can transform in a shed
Conjure up his own bed,
But only because he's a wizard.
By Chris Aquino 7K

fix

He hid them in the barrels for
The

safest place

was

off the shore

And they escaped to waters cold
And rushed on towards the dragon's gold

Closing

Above, Brendan Alexander receives the Woods Shield.
Below, Carson Becke and Konrad Birgelen share the

Alwyn Cup

Day

Newman Cup. Tim Allen Coaches' Trophy.
Tommy Brothers - Clifford Cup, Ian Mutter DesLaurier Shield

Above: Chris Noel - Lincoln
Below:

-

-

Above: Jeff Black - Brine Award.
Below: Grade 7 and Grade 4 Scholars

Top: Grade 5 scholars, above: Grade 6 scholars.
Below: Grade 8 sports contributors

Above: Mr. Storosko and Ms Lobb,
Bottom right: Scholars in grade 8.

kick off your shoes and

lie

in the clover.

UIORLD BEAT"

I

U2's humanitarian lead singer
Africa to raise

African

AIDS epidemic

Nuclear crisis arises
leader

Bono

visits

awareness and support for

Kim Jong

II

relief.

when North Korean
1994 pledge

breal<s a

not to build nuclear weapons.

UJORLD
U.N. inspectors return to Iraq to investigate

Saddam
weapons

Hussein's alleged production of

mass

of

destruction.

San Guiliano

A Halloween

earthquake

Puglia,

topples an elementary school

killing

Italy,

in

di

dozens of children.

Throughout 2002, Americans search for

ways

to recover

September

11.

anniversary,

and rebuild from

On

the one-year

survivors, families and

friends gather at

commemorate

all

three sites to

the lives lost
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die as

i!S[iiiiii9lKlkVi>ji^M

theater siege by

and floods cause

Chechen rebels ends

of dollars in

in

a Russian special

forces raid that

kills

the captors and at
least

129 hostages.

many

storms
billions

damage

in

countries across

Europe.

^ On

July 28, nine

Pennsylvania coal miners
are rescued after being

trapped for three days

mineshaft flooded with
over 70 million gallons
of water.

in

a

FoTmerU.S. President Jimmy Carter
receives the Nobel Peace Prize for his

decades

of woric for peace,

democracy

and human rights worldwide.

Over 100 people, mostly foreign tourists,

-Qaeda

are killed in an October terrorist

lead'

die Eastern

of

two nightclubs

in Bali,

bombing

Indonesia.

can threats.

-J

Emergency workers overseas

receive smalipox

vaccinations as a preventative measure against
bioterrorism.

'y Pope John

Paul

Downsview Park
Youth Day

v\g\\.

II

travels to Toronto's

in

July to lead the World

Drought

in

Saskatchewan and
Alberta, created

hardship for farmers

and ranchers, costing
billions of dollars in

disaster relief

payments,

g-

V

After almost

40 years

in politics,

Prime

Minister Jean Chretien announces his
resignation.

Patients in Florida are the first to receive

the VeriChip, a

computer chip bearing

personal medical data that

is

injected into

the forearm.

Jrosoft's Tablet
frectly

PC enables users

to write

on the screen rather than typing on

a keyboard.

SCI-TECH
The Journal of the American Medical
Association reports that children

grow up with pets have
of developing

IVlaria

common

who

a reduced

risl<

allergies.

de Jesus and Maria Teresa Quiej-

Alvarez,

1

-year-old

born joined

Guatemalan twins

at the head, are successfully

separated after over 22 hours of surgery.

Just before burning up

in

Jupiter's

atmosphere, the Galileo spacecraft
captures the closest shots ever taken
of Jupiter's

moon

lo.
NAS/VAP/Witle World Photos

L^ew BrunswicK

A

Both

Italian

Antinori

A

doctor Severino

more

and Raelian scientists

who

Arman/APWidc World Photos

lelegrapn journal (Noel onenier)

Snow.. .Snow,. .and
snow... Harsh

AA

blanket of pollution over

South Asia, dubbed the

winter storms devoured

"Asian Brown Cloud,"

created humans, claim to

towns and

threatens the lives of

have produced the

throughout the

millions worldwide with

Maritimes.

respiratory disease.

at Clonaid,

believe aliens

first

cloned human. Neither claim
is

proven genetically.

^

cities

V

Early tests indicate an

V

V

University of Arl(ansas

For

$300

to $1 ,000 per injection,

V

General Motors introduces the Hy-Wire-

experimental vaccine to

researchers discover that

people craving eternal youth

a car

be 100 percent effective

microorganisms grow

attend Botox parties to Inject

that emits heat

conditions similar to those on

the FDA-approved paralytic

harmful exhaust.

papilloma virus that

Mars, suggesting the planet once

toxin into their skin to relax

causes cervical cancer.

hosted or currently hosts

their

against the

human

in

life.

muscle

powered by hydrogen and oxygen
and water rather than

tissue.

North America's largest outbreak of the

West

Mile Virus hits in

The disease

is

summer 2002.

spread by migrating birds

and transmitted by mosquitoes.

The gun

turret of the historic Civil

ironclad

USS Monitor is

raised

War

from the

floor of the Atlantic Ocean.

^ The document known
continues to

stir

as Kyoto Protocol

up debate

in

Canada on

reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

^ The newly discovered hunger hormone
ghrelin

is

found to play a

role in obesity

by regulating what you eat and

weight you gain.

how much

^

Tie-dye and bleached clothing

comeback

in

our schools.

makes

a

V

Everyone from hot

young movie

stars to

aging rock stars sports

V

The cola war puts new

Krispy

Kreme

flavours to the test,

start a

new

including

Dr Pepper

lovers

tradition

by celebrating their

the newest fashion

Red Fusion, Pepsi Blue

vows

trend, turquoise jewelry

and Vanilla Coke.

wedding cakes.

Theodore Wood/Camera Press/Retna

with doughnut

V

Several companies introduce flavoured water

enhanced with vitamins and other

nutrients.

At the

2002 Academy Awards,

Halle Berry

and Denzel Washington win Best Actress
and Best Actor Oscars. Berry

is

the

female African-American to win th

m-Man,

starring

Tobey Maguire

and Kirsten Dunst, spins a $114 million
opening weekend box-office record.

EriTERTAinmEnT
With over 6 million viewers, "The Osbournes'
is

the biggest

hit in

Avid gamers tune
cable

TV channel

to video

MTV's 21 -year

in to

G4, the

history.

first

dedicated solely

games.

Duct tape brings new significance to
as demonstrated on The Red Green
airing

ai^,'

Show

weekly on CBC.

John Barrett/Sesame Street/Getty Images

/S
to

The Ba

books and

millions

Hermione are back
hitting the

who

introduces the Muppet

Kami, an HIV-infected
receive an

battling evil forces in

to see

Harry Potter and the

on-air marriage proposal.

Ctiamber of Secrets.

PBS's "Sesame Street"

will

orphan,

in

an

effort to

educate young people

worldwide about AIDS.

I

Cynical

Simon Cowell and company

stir

up big ratings for Fox's "American Idol"

and big record sales

for

Clarl<son, a waitress

from Texas.

winner Kelly

Photofest

CBS scores

a ratings doubleheader with

a pair of forensic investigation dramas,
"CSI: Crime

Scene Investigation" and

Come Away With
Grammy nominations

Norah Jones' album

Me

lands five

and earns her a spot
l/l/ee/f/y

in

Entertainment

magazine's Top 12 Entertainers

of the Year.

V

In

October, legendary

Jam Master
Run-DMC is shot

V

After a six-year

V

Country crossover star Shania

hip-hop DJ

romance. No Doubt's

Twain

Jay of

Gwen

albums chart with Up!,

and

New

Icilled in

Yorl<,

a Queens,

music studio.

Stefani marries

Bush's Gavin Rossdale
in

September.

CD

hits

No.

1

on the Billboard

with every song

in

a double

both a

pop and country version.

Ed Belfour signed a two year, 13.5 million

US

contract with the Toronto IVIaple Leafs and

is

determined to bring a Stanley Cup to Toronto

The

NHL

Detroit

Red Wings capture the 2002

Stanley

Cup over the

Carolina Hurricanes.

cup

for retiring

^

It's

Cinderella

a record ninth

coach Scotty Bowman.

Serena and Venus Williams continue

to

dominate women's tennis, becoming the
first sisters to
in

the world.

be ranked No.

1

and No. 2

SISTERS

V

Canada reclaimed the
gold from

rival

Finland

after a 3-1 victory at the

2002 World Ringette
Championships held

in

V

Pairs

V

team Jamie Sale and

Olympic gold medals

shuts

in a rare

of

^

down

the No.

first

1

resolution to a scandalous

offense of the Oakland

judging controversy.

Raiders to win Super Bowl

>,

iVIall A.

is

'playing with the

Canada's female superstar

forward to break the barrier

the

is

in

men's

pro hockey, as she hits the ice with
Finland's

XXXVII 48-21.
Veronica Henri, Sun Media Corp.

Haley Wickenheiser
boys'!

Tampa Bay Buccaneers

the

Edmonton.
Jason Ransom. Sun Media Corp.

The top-rated defense

David Pelletier were awarded

AP

HC

Salamat.

(Piiolo/Letitil(uva, Jussi Nukari)

Brown/Newsport/Corbis

The Montreal Alouettes win

Cup

their first

Grey

25 years defeating the Edmonton

in

Eskimos 25-16.

Speedskater Jeremy Wotherspoon of Red
Deer, Alberta continues to
Silver

^

medals

Skateboarding reaches new popularity
heights thanks to the high
of the

X Games and

Pro Skater" video

^

add Gold &

to his collection.

Surfing

welcomes

visibility

the "Tony Hawk's

game

series.

a tidal

wave

to the sport after receiving a

endorsement
Blue Crush.

in

the popular

of

women

Hollywood

summer

flick

The sports world loses two legendsBettmann/Corbis

baseball's "Splendid Splinter" Ted

Williams and Johnny Unitas, one of
football's greatest quarterbacks.

Zacarais Moussaoui, widely believed
to be the 20th hijacker,

goes on

for his involvement in the
terrorist attacks.

trial

September

1

